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Human Factors Primer for Nuclear Utility :

Managers

Human factors engineering can increase plant safety, productivity,
and availability. This primer will enable plant managers to recog-
nize areas for improvement through human factors applications
within the context of task requirements, personnel capabilities,
and interface designs.

BACKGROUND Despite safety and financial constraints, utilities can achiew high levels of
plant performance by managing such human factors concerns as work struc-
ture (a pneric term first defined in EPRI report NP 3141), personnot motiva-
tion and training, rnaintenance, and controi-room /workplace design and
modification. Utility managers therefore need to understand the principles
and rationales underlying human factors and to recognize this discipline as
part of a continuing effort, rather than as the short-term solution to an .

'

Immediate problem. As an extension of previous work (EPRI reports NP 309
and NP-1567), EPRI sponsored this study to promote awareness among
utihty management about opportunities for human factors applicatioria.

OBJECTIVES . To help managers increase plant performance through an understanding
of the effects of human factors on plant operations.

.To help managers recognize and make decisions that will progressively
improve personnel performance.

APPROACH A team of human factors experts evaluated the information needs of nuclear
power plant managers on the basis of interviews conducted in a workshop
setting and on surveys performed in previous research envrts. They then
prepc ' chapters to respond to those needs. Plant representatives and

'..ctors engineers reviewed successive drafts, recommendinghuman
changes and clarifications. The final report integrated the suggestions and
comments of reviewers.

RESULTS This information primer (composed in a question-and-answer format for
readability) contains five brief chapters:

. Chapter 1 provides an overview of human factors engineering, discussing
the objectives, methods, and benefits of this discipline. as well as some
common misconceptions. The chapter presents a framework for assessing

EPHI NP4714s
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personnel performanos in terms of such factors as task requirsmsnts,
human capabilities, and interface designs. This framework also struc-
tures the information found in subsequent chapters.

* Chapter 2 describes factors that dictate the nature of personnel tasks:
function allocations, work structure, and policies. It focuses on decisions
that can improve the task requirements assigned to plant employees.

. Chapter 3 addresses decisions about personnel selection, training,
and documentation that could increase personnel performance,

e Chapter 4 discusses issues of interface design. Subjects covered- 1

design of facilities and system and support equipment-are likely to
concern plant managers during the next 3 to 10 years.

. Chapter 5 presents information about resources to help plant
managers initiate a human factors program and discusses staffing
decisions.

EPRI Human factors engineering provides nuclear utility managers with a
PERSPECTIVE program to achieve exceptionally high standards of plant performance.

These high standards can best be achieved with a program that ad-
dresses selected human factors applications within a plant. This report
explains al: of the possible applications.

PROJECT RP16375
EPRI Project Manager: H. L. Parris
Nuclear Power Division
Contractor: Essex Corporation
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For further information on EPRI research programs, call
EPRI Technical Information Special.ists (415) 855-2411.
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ABSTRACT

This docmnent is intended to increase managers' awareness of the ef fects of human factors on plant perfonnance,
help them to recognize when decisions have underlying human factors implications, provide a basis for determining
how to improve persormel performance, and indicate how they can get help for plamting and stalfing a hmnan f ac.
tors program. To develop the document, a team of recognized human factors expens constructed lists of topics, then
outlines, and, finally, chnpter material designed to be responsive to the information needs of nuclear power utlhty
managers. Successive drafts were then review ed by utility representatives and a variety of human factors engineers.
The format, style, and page layout was designed to attract interest and enhance comprehension.1he uocument con-
tains five brief chapters. Chapter i provides an overview of human factors engineering, w hat it is concerned with; its
objectives, methods, and benefits; as well as some common misconceptions about it. Chapter 2 addresses decisions
that managers might make to improve the task requirements imposed on plant persormel Chapter 3 describes what
decisions managers might make to improve the human capabilities of plant personnel. Chapter 4 completes the pic.
ture by addrersing decisions related to interface designs. Finally, Chapter 5 presents information atmut how utility
managers can get help to satisiy human factors engineering needs.
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Preface

1his primer was written for nuclear unhty managers u hole based on a perception of one of its parts. None,
-pvple w ho have respinsibihty for making decisions of coun e,comes close. Using this Iable as an analogy,
alcut factors afItvling plant personnel perfonnance. we want to point out that the manager who's familiar
included in this intended audience are corporate of- with only one part of human factors engineering has no
ficers. station and plant managers, department director s, better appreciation of the whole than another person
and supervisors. w ho's familiar with a ditferent part So it happens that

j

some managers think human factors engineering deals j
Nuclear utility ruanagers has e long been successfub mainly with structuring and managing work to achieve

j

ly confronting pressures for exceptionally high stand, bet ter efficiency. Others think it's concerned more w ith
ards of plant perfonnance. The public demands that whether people find their jobs meaningful and reward-
safety standards unprecedented in the power industry ing. Still others think that paying attention to human
be attained in nuclear operations. The Congress and the Iactors tucans selecting people who are well qualified

,

Nuclear kegulatory Comruission try to sen e this public for jobs and then unining them to handle all contingen-
interest. Consumers, utility commissioners, and skicL- cies. hiany think that huruan factors enginecting ap-
holders aiso demand that plant operations be cost-ef fec- plies mainly to how people Fet infunnation through
live. And,of course, the ever watchful press variously displays and how they manipulate controls, tools, or
represents these concerns, along with the industry's other objects. "What about workspace design?" you
response. tuay ask,"Isn't that an important part of human factors

engineering?"
Iluto external prer sures aside,it's internal motivation

- within the indJstry, the corpiration, and the in- The point is that human factors engineering is con-
dividual manage' - that delennines whether plant cemed with all of these things - and more. We hope
perfonnance wi'i be improved, it's the relf improve. that the iniormation provided in this primer will espand
ment motivation that causes many utilities to init only your perspective on humari f actora engineering asid put
resp md to (b letter of regulation, but to its intent as you at least a step closer toward taking full advantage
well, and to show leadership that goes beyond the of what's kncwn about human perfonnance in nuclear
limited aims of regulanon. h1ost people in the nuclear power operatmus,
industry agree that regulations encourage utihties to
meet the minimum standards, not to reach for eucl. hiany people conuibuted to the preparation of this
lence. pnmer. In its early stages, Julian Christensen and

liarold Van Cott helped identify topics that the primer
this primer is intended to suggest how self initiated should address. 1 hey also developed outlines and

plant performacce improvements can be achieved drafted materials,aloug with Dave Meister Fred hluck-
through human factors applications. Such a book is ler, Chuck Semple, and llattina llabbitt. In addition,
needed because few utility managers appreciate the full Smoke Price, Mark Sanders, and Ray Riley helped
range of human factors applications in a plant. While review outlines and early drafts. At a workshop, mem.
some managers are familiar with certain aspects of tvers of the nuclear power community reviewn! draft
human factors engineering, hasing helped delennine material and made invaluable suggestions for improve-
their utihty's response to NRC requirements for human ments. Throuphout, EPRI management and members
factors engineering (e.g., for control room design of the human factors sub-committee actively par-
reviews, or revision of emergency operating proce- ticipated in the creation of the primer as w ell as provid-
dures), or being exposed to human factors applications ing direttmn arj support. Joan Anderson contnbuted
in some other context, few recognite the full range of immeasurably to the conception, planning, and con-
potential hurnan factors applications. struction of this document. Ilut,in fairness to all the

people who helped, it should be pointed out that the
lhe appreciation of utility rnanagers for hu. nan iac. Principal Investigator is solely responsible for any

lors applications is reminiscent of the fable about sis weaknesses that the primer may have.
blindfokkd men trying to describe an elephant. You
may recall that each takes hold of a different part of the Robert G. Kinkade
beast - trunk, ear, tail, ete. - and tries to desenbe the

v
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Chapter 1
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING:

For Beller Plant Perforniance
Thin hapter includes thice nn tions that provide an overview of hurnan f actors engiacering. Sn tion 1.1 delines

what burnan fac tcas are and provides a Irarnework that uill help enrnagers nrognin how daisions atout task re-
quircinents, hurnan capabilities, and inn riace designs inip ut ora plant perf orruance. Sn tion 1.2 defines the objec-e

tives inethods, and benefits of hurnan f actors engineering. Mwtion 1.3 dispels sorne niisconceptions that can deter
your utility froni achieving an ellective hurnan iactors prognun.

9 8

/
TASK HUMAN

REQUIREMENTS ( CAPABILITIES

GOALS'

C'
INTERFACE

DESIGNS

_ -

Exhibit 1 1. Engineering personnel performance means achieving a good fit
among task requirements, human capabilities, and interf ace designs.

I

_ _
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Section 1.1
A Conceptual Framework

Cruestions addressed in this section ate:

What are hurnan factors?

What plant performance goals drive decisions about human factors?

What costs and losses associated with personnel performance can't be passed on to consumers?

What are last ;eguirements?

What progressive decisions can managers male atuut task requirements?

What human capabilities does task performance depend on?

What progressive decisions can managers make about the capabilities of personnel?

What's a " man-machine" interf ace?

What progressh e decisions can managers make about interf ace designa?

Are all human f actors in plant perf ormance under management's control?

What are human tactors?
All the variables in a work situation that interactively shape personnel perf onnance.

For example: hianagers need a systematic way of considering
task complexity and time constraints; human iactors in the context of decisions they make. So*

work group relations; the frr.:nework provided in this primer relates humana

human sensing demands; factors to plant performance goals and managementa

attention level, expectations, and self-con- da isions about:*

fidence;

the presence and adequacy of procedures. TAS K Rl!QUIRiihil!N1 S f what prop!r are ci-a *

climatic conditions; and perred to do),*

movement (onstrictions*
llUhtAN CAPAll!LITil!S (nbat prop /r aira

# #" " ' ' " "are some of the factors that interactively detennine
whether personnel cornistently do what's needed to INTL!RI ACil Dl! SIGNS (what they've tot toe

help achieve phmt performance goals, wot A with).

What plant performance goals drive decisions about human facton?
I Goalt for plant safety, puxluctivity, and availability - w hich are,in turn, related to operating costs and lost

revenues.

| Ways of meeting plant safety gatls include liot only personnel exceeding 5 rem annually, and lost-time ac-

| clitninating potentials for release of radio.netivity to the cidenttale.
I environment, but reducing the radiation exposure of

personnel and the likelihuxf of their auf ferms injury or Ways of meeting prothictiuty goals involve increas-
'

; of equipment being needlessly damagedc Some ac- ing the ef ficiency, reliability, and motivation of person-
cepted plant safety indicators ;ue significant event oc- nel (as well as darcasing turnover, absenlecism, and

| currence, collective radiation exposure, number of tardiness). Inshrators of pnxtuctivity melude heat rate,
!
t

!

| 2

,

1
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or litu per Lilowatt tout, and expended lator hours for ,
w ork accomplished.

Ways of inceting availability goals include increas- g
ing the time the plant can operate at full power by reduc- .

ing die occurrence of human errors that contribute to -

equipment failures or needleskly cAlend corrective g
snairitenance time. Anumg availability iridicators are g
forced outage rate, unplanned automatic Ncrarn occur- Q

. rence, and the ratio of the power a plarit actually
produces to its rated capacity. g

um or imtsruo4r
ITo achieve plant goals, tuanagement of ten has to

change interrelated factors that af feet personnel perIor- Exhibit 1 2. The closer your plant petformance
mance. The required level of investment in changes is to being excellent, the more you can expect -I

Idepends on what a phnt's current perfonnance is and to spend to achieve improvements.
on how high the utihty's goals are. it doesn't cost much
to get some improvement in perfortnance that's not s ery availabihty goals are very high, they can't be achieved

Food. llutomore rnust be spent to achieve noticeable iru- without making relathcly high imestments in human

provements in per fonnance that's close to excellent, as Iactors applications along with other innprovement re- ,

shown in !!shibit 1 2. If plant safety, productivity, and lated actnities. '

i

What costs and lost revenues associated with personnel performanco can't bo passed on
to consumers?

'lh ase associated with avoidable inunan error.

Like utility managers themselves. consumer activists in another imtance, a utility acknow ledged the just- |

and utility commissioners ate increasingly less willing ness of an NRC fine. Its own imestigation of an

to accept human crrot as a legit imate, unavoidabic cause automatic cooling system shutdown concluded,"Un-

of plant shutdowns or extended downtime. 'lhey're clear labeling of switches, a lack of detail in test proce-

more inclined to suspect underlying causes of error that dures, deliciencies in training, and inadequate
are under management's control, corrective actions led to the incident".2

i

Recently,for enampic a utihty wanted to pass on the llut investments in imprming personnel perfor-
$5A million costs of a shutdown to its comumers ilut mance through human factors apphcations pay off in

the Public Service Commission required the utility to more ways than avoiding fines and lost resenues. Suc h ,

absorb 7% of the cost. It ruled,"htanagement slumid im estments enhance saf ety and reduce operating costs

have foreseen the need for and benefit of instituting over the long run. Not only are human errors asoided,

sorne form of review inspecuon procedure to present but personnel are better motivated io be productis e. and -

the type of human error that occurred" I help the utihty achieve its goals.

,

What are task requirements? .

All die actnities personnel must perform to presenbed standards. |

TasLs, or segments of work assigned to personnel, livery task inharacteriicd by an initiating cue and a
*

are determined by system and organlutional functiom, tenninating cue, as shown in luhibn 1-3.The initiating

System functions dictate w hat and how w cil something cue indicates a discrepancy between an cdsting condi-

has to be (kme to salely operate the plant. Organization- tion and a system or organizational requirement. Steps

al functions dictate what has to te done to plan, coor- in the task have to be periormed to prescribed standards,

dinate, and supervise system operatiom as well as to 'the terminating cue then indicates that the discrepancy

protect plant security and personnel health and safety. has tven corrected.

3
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Exhibit 13. Tasks have initiating and terminating cues that are related to
system and organizational requirements.
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What progressive decisions can managers make about task requirements?
Decisions to:

realkicate specific functioris betw een people and equipment;*

restructure u orL; and/or*

institute view policies to better govern how work is perf ormed.+

With operating en[wrience, human factors data, and achieve greater cosbeflet liveness in training, as well as

advances in equipmem technology as a basis for func- create carect paths diat help ruotivate personnel,

tion reallocation decisions, management can achieve a
better balance bet ween the capabilities of personnel and Management can also consider changmg policies

equipment. Some task steps diat are dillicult f or person. that govern how work is scheduled and perf ornance is

nel to consistendy peiform to a required standard can rewarded. Sound policies about the duration of shifts,

be realhicated to computers and other equipment, the dirwiion of shirIrotation,and the licquency of wotL
breaks, for example, can case some of the problems

Managernent can also change ta'.L requirements by (e.g.,iatigue, lapses in attention) anociated with shif t

restruc tur ing wor k - r edesigning jobs and how they re. work. Rewardmg performance meeting explicit stand-

late to others in the organitational hieranhy. *lhat is, ards will help ensure that such performance will be
tasks can be inhstributed among job posnions so that repeated. Where practices that have simply es olved im-

some people aren't overburdened with responsibilities pmc needless stress on personnel perfonnance, the
w hile others are idle. Work restructuring decisions can situation can of ten be corrected by explicit policy deci-

also help provide for supervision of perfonnance, help sions diat take hunum factors into account.

What numan ccpabilities does task performance depend on?
Sensing, perceiving, interpreting, and respondu3 capabilities - w hit h,in turn, depend on attention and inemory,

as show n in Exhibit 1-4

Capabdities are the sum of heredity and experience. opinbornabilities individualddferencesincapabilities
Characteristics and potentials inherent at birth represtnt tecome greater Managers can capitali/c on dif feiences

a person's basic abilities. Arnong these, the potentials among indniduals by selecting those with de basic
for learning (or aptitudes) determine to w hat estent a abilities and aptitudes needed to perform specified job

person acquires certain know ledge, sLills. and ailitades tasks, and sc reening out applicants w ho have limitat ions

giv en opportunities. As people mature,1 carn, and dev el- that makejob success yucstionable.

What progressive decisions can managers make about the capabilities of personnel?
Decisions about performance based:

personnel selection,*

training, and.

documents.-

Decisions abont personnel selection detennine w hat and sull suff er losses due to training altnlion and job

capabilities and limitations personnel possess at the turnover,

time they're hired Screening applicants on the basis of
abilities, aptitudes, and attitudes associated with train. Decisions about training determine w hat know ledge,

ing cificiency and job success reduces other personnel skills, and attitudes personnel bring to job pertorrnance
related costs. That is. to compensate for innate limita- situations. Training developed on the basis of job task

tions of selected personnel, a utihty may make high in- analysis and systernatic application of teaming prin-
vestments in training. documents, and interface designs ciples helps prepare personnel to perform r,afely and

5
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Exhibit 14, The performance of tasks depends on sensing, perceiving, interpreting, and
responding abilities - which, in turn, depend on attention and memory.

reliably on the job. Costly training features aren't al. of task analysis and what's known about capabilities of
ways needed to achieve training objec'ives, to progres. personnel aid per formance. 'Ihey present tasL. required
sive decisions reflect the result of trideoffs between infor mation in ways that are compatible with personnel
cost and effectiveness. Decisions abotc documents can capabilities and that contribute to case of use in the ac-
reduce requirements for personnel to remember and in- tual performance situation.
terpret infonnation, Documents developed OJ the basis

What's a " man machine" interface?
A [vint where energies are received or transmitted by personnel,

Interface designs reflect not only display and control Decisions almut interface designs impose specific
features needed to exclunge it: formation between per- sensing, perceiving, interpreting, and responding de.
sonnel and equipment, but other conditions affecting mands on persormel, as indicated in Exhibit 1 5. Inter-
such exchanges. Interface design features it clude, for face designs that are compatible with the capabilities
etample, the access space provided in workspaces as and expectations of personnelincrease performance ef-
w cil as light, heat, sound, and other environmental con- ficiency and reduce the likehhom! of error. Designs that
ditions. Devices like plationus and hoists, tools, storaFe unburden personnel of needless demands improve per-
containers, and furnishings also affect the cificiency fonnance reliability. For example, consistent designs
and reliability of interactions between equipment and relieve personnel from the need to cope with inconsis-
personnel. tencies.

What progressive decisions can managers make about interf ace designs?
Decisions about the features of:

facilities;*

system equipment; and*

support equipment.*

6
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Exhibit 15, Interface designs impose specific demands on the capabi!ities of personnel.
(Note..-Shaded background tepresents cond lions of performance established by facility

designs and the support equipment provided.)

Facility interface design features determine w hether equipment operations and whether the actions they take

it's easy for personnel to locate, travel to, and reach otw to change equipment operations are appropriate or not.
jects and see or hear infunnation. Progressive decisions Decisions concerning advaeced displays that present
about facility design features achies e compromise solu- integrated information from numerous discrete sensors
tions to some personnel performance problems.That is, can relieve burdens on operators. Similarly, decisions
matagers have to live with some design constraints that alcut latwling and codmg of plant equipment and use
were established years ago - few things being more of performance monitormg devices can improve tech-
concrete than, for example, containment walls. Still, nician perfonnance.
decisions about ci.anges to Iacility layouts, lighting, and
other accommodations can improve the efficiency of Support equipment extends human capabilities and
task performance and reduce errors as well as increase protects personnel from hazardous environmental con .
the safety. comfort, and morale of personnel. ditions that can't be conected by changing facility

design. Decisions alcut support equipment can enable
i catures of system equipment interface designs dic- personnel to meet difncult physical demands with less

tale how well per sonnel can monitor, control, and main- risk of injury. For instance, decisions about the design
tain equipment. Design features of displays and controls of protective gear not only af feet the safety of person-
affect whether personnel attend to, clearly see, readdy nel, but can contribute to greater efficiency and effec-
perceive, and correctly interpret information related to tiveness in plant maintenance.

7
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Are all human factors in plant performance under management's control?
To a great extent, but not entirely.

Some im;mrtant factors shaping performance are dif- sonnel performance means leaving less to chance and

ficult for managers to control. l or example, managers relying rnoie on enlightened choices. Iluman factors
can't be expected to assess emotional factors on a daily recommendatiom are intended to build in a margin of

basis and adjust pe sonnel assignments accordingly (al- tolerance - by addressing fac tors that management can

though suany superiisors attempt this on an infomial. do something atmut, some of which are lisled in Exhibit i

interpersonal basis). flut, systematically im proving per- 1-6.

TASK HUMAN INTERFACE
REQUIREMENTS CAPABILITIES DESIGNS

DC090NS ADOUT DEOSONS ABOUT DC090NS ABOUT

PERSONNEL FUNCTIONS PERSONNEL SELECTION FACILIDES

Tosk complexit/ Body dimensions Tsoffic potterns
o information |ood Obstructions and distroc~
o anticipatory jemands Innote obllities and opil-

ment)(noise, glare, move-
tions

tudes
Task criticolity ctress Llghting, viewing ong!es, andPers nol voWes and este

distoncesblished attitudesTor,k frequency Level of comfort (poin,
Established copobilities and hunger, thirst, climoticTosk time stress expectations ccaditions)

DEOSONS ADOUT DLOSONS AB001 DEO90NS ABOUT

WORK STRUCTURE TRAINING SWTEM EOUIPMENT

Worklood Current knowledge Sensing demands
o competing demands Perceptual demands
o monotony Skill levels o odequocy of coding

Work group relctions Attitudes reinforced during o disploy/ control relottons
o cuthority ond trolning Memory demanderesponsibility
o group identificotlon Levol of confidence Decision making support

interdepodmental coordino- Motor demands (speed,
tion and communicotto.is Practiced teomwork strength, precision)requirements

DCOsoNS ABOUT DLOSONS AB10T CEOsoNS ADGJ1

POUCiES DOCUMENTS SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Shift schedules Eose of occess and use Eose of occess and use
o biologicol rhythms
o effects on family ond Sensing demands Communicottons demands

social life
incentives Perceptuo! demands Motor demands
Work breaks
o ottention levc! Memory support Mowment constrictions
o unevenful Mgilance

Decist n making support Pnpical strain and InkriesWork methods
_

Exhibit 16. Examples of factors that shape personnel performance,
according to the kinds of decisions that determine them.
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Section 1.2
Objectives, Methods, and Benefits

!

Questions addressed in this section are: |

What is human factors engineering,and what are its objectives?

What percentage of plant events is attributed to human error?

Why is human error so prevalent?

What's the source of human factors principles, criteria, and tuctinis?

What human f actors engineering methods supply useful management information?

IIlow are questionnaires and interviews useful?

Ilow are surveys useful?

What is task analysis, and why is it important?

What techniques are used to analyre task behaviors?

Should all tasks be subjected to cornprehcusive analysis?

Ilow are test and evaluation trials useful?

What benefits have teen realized through human factors engineering?

What is human factors engineering, and what are its objectives?
De systematic application of principles and criteria derived trom what's known about human perforroarxe to im-

prove operations involving people.

can ternember relevant information not providedlluman factors applications are intended to irnprove -

plant performaace by increasing the safety, efnciency, in the situation;

and motivation of personnel; reducing the occurrence
can easily execute required acdons; ande

and consequences of human erwr; and reducing long. -

are unburdened of needless mental or physicalterm operating costs, htore specifically, human factors e

applications help ensure that personnel: demands.

aren't expected to perform with greater speed,-

In short, human factors engineering helps manage-
accuracy, strength, or agility than they're cap-

ment get the fit that's needed among task requirements,
able of.'

human capabilities, and interface designs to achieve
have, can clearly sense, and can correctly per- plant performance goals.*

ceive and interpret all the information needed to
perform assigned tasks;

What percentage of plant events is attributable to human error?
De precise proportion is subject to dehate, with experts arguing aluut numbers between 40 - 6(XI, but almost

everyone agrees it's too high.

9
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OBIECT1VES, MirillODS, AND llENITITS

NRC attributed 44% of the events described in the lhe public has come to associate human error with
1985 IJcensee Event Repmts to human error.Other ex - catastrophic events liut errors,whether made by equip. ;
perts put the proportion muc h higher. But relatively icw ment or people, are simply deviations in perfonnance i

human errorsjustify 61ing an event report.1he ones that from a specined standard.1he perfonnance of the tech.

do are like the tip of an iceberg. Iluman errors that occur nician, for exarnple, w ho" repair s" a misidentined com- i

daily may go urmoticed, but they are also troublesome ponent may not be jeopardizing plant saiety, but is
and costly - some more than others. needlessly extending the time some plant equipment is

unavailable.

Why is human error so prevalent? 180 SIGNIFICANT
Because a combination of factors, like inadequate SAFETY RELATED EVENTS

1983 - 1984training, dencient procedures, inctfective communica.
tions, and excessive overtime, all interactively impose ,

" ENT
demands on personnel that exceed their capabilities. PR CE pt _

AND DOCUMENTS INADEQUATE
NOSince the days of Alexander Pope,it's ten a notion

-

yg
in popular wisdom that "to err is human". But human '

FAILURE To
errors aren t a random phenornenon, nor are they type. FOll0W
cally caused by the perversity of the people involved. PROCEDURES

DEDCIENT
Instead, they are usually induced by external " root -

PLANNINO OR
causes", some of which are listed in Exhibit 14). SCHEDUUNG

COMMUNICA rlONS

Iluman error is itself an effect, not a cause. You be-

come convinced of this a ben you get beyond naming a DEnCIENT,

problem and take steps toward solving it.Take a goed SUP RVISION
PoUCY

look into any event attributed tu human error. You'll PROBLEMS

probably find the human who erred is less the operater
or technician in question than the designer, the program
planner, or - ultimately - the manager who over- Exhibit 17. INPO identifiod root causes for
looked some human factors principles and criteria. 180 significant safety related events.

What's the source of human factors principles, criteria, and methods?
I Diverse disciplines -including engineering, psychology, physiology, anthropometry, biomechanics, sociology,

and education - as well as about 45 years of hurnan factors research and practical experience.

Iluman factors engineering translates principles and the basis of such guideliner or criteria. Its methods in-
research data related to personnel performance into a clude ways of identifying personnel perfortnance prob-
coherent set of guidelines or criteria. Specific recom- lems, recommending possible solutions, and evaluating
mendations that enable management to systernatically solutions as they're developed.
irnprove personnel perfor. nance can then be made on

What human factors engineering methods supply useful management information?
A combination of:

'
questionnaires and interviews:*

surveys;*

task analysis; and*

performance measurement in test and evaluation trials.+

10
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Each method produces infonnation dif f ering in na- information management needs to make decisions that

ture 0.c., retrospective s s. predictive, subjective vs. ob- progressively irnprove plant perf ormance,
jcclise) and detail. Collectis ely, they provide the

How are questionnaires and interviews useful?
For identifying factors that personnel believe afIcel their performance.

Questionnaires typically contain a ket of questions about the adequacy of training , documents, f acilities) to

and a :ange of ausw crs 1or each. Personnel anonymouw identify problem areas. Structured inteniews are then
ly select from the answers provided the one that best developed to isolate spxific factors (e.g., inefficiencies
agrees with their perception of a situation, and they may in the location of workshops, tool rooms, warehouses;
add narrative comments. Resgemes are tabulated.com- inadequate lighting; access problems) that degrade pet.
ments smurnarized.and some simple statistical analyses sonnti performance.
can te done (e.g., to identify significant dillerence
among Froups of respondents). Questionnaires can be Of ten used to increase the pml of events that can be

used to assess, for example, feelings atoul the organira- analyzed f or causative f actors, the er itical incident tech-

tional effectiv eness at a plant, as shown in Exhibit 1 8. nique involves having personnel relate incidents that
could have led to an accident or mishap had personnel

Inteniew methods include unstructured, structured, not been on their toes. Once enough incidents are re-
and critical incident inhniques. In an unstructured in- lated, inferences can be drawn about causes from corn.

terview, personnel respond to general questions (e g., monalities in the descriptions,

u A A A

dI Ideebaa
1 2 3 4 5

o
9. How odquote for your needs is the amount of

Information you get uboJt what is going on in
o th er d ep artm en t s? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. How adhvote for your needs is the amount of
Information you get about what le going on in
ot h er shif t s ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11. How receptive ore those obove you to your Ideos --

on d sugg estion et . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12. How ore the differences and disagreements between units and deportments hand!ed
in this organization? (Check one)

1, Disagreements are o'most o! ways avoided, denied, or suppressed.

2. Disagreements are usually evolded, denied, or suppressed.

3. Sometimes disagreements are acceptoble and worked through; some-
times they are evolded or suppressed.

4 Disagreements are usually accepted os necessary and desiroble and
worked through.

5. Disagreements are almost always accepted as necessary ano desirable
end worked through.

,. - y- -

Exhibit 1-8. Sample portici of a quenonnaire used to identify problems that could be over-
come thrtugh changes in work structure and policies.
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OBJECI1VES, MirillODS, AND llENErlTS

How are surveys useful?
For identifying discrepancies between existing designs and human factors criteria.

Survey methods involve reviewing specific design Some discrepancies can be conveniently corrected at

features, taking measurements (e.g of viewing distan- aninimal expense (i.e., using human factors guidelines
6

ces and angles, lighting, poise levels), and comparing for design enhancements ). Managers w ill want the sig-
results to human factors criteria. A numtvr of checklists nificance of other discrepancies (e.g., those involving
have been developed to support human factors surveys ex pensiv e equipment design c hanges) to be assessed by

controltmm design check- a multidisciplinary team considering
innuclearpowerplants(e.g,md EPRI ; ruaintainabilityany history of associated error;lists devehiped by NRC, e

5
checklists developed by EPR1 ). When features of in- potentials for error;e

terface designs deviate from enteria stated in the check- likehhood of recovery from error; and.

list. the discrepancy is recorded on a form like that consequence of error, given the worst likely seta

shown in Exhibit 1-9. of circurnstances.

HUMAN ENGINEERING DISCREPANCY REPORT

"
1//7!NI.2 ORIGINATOR 4 5 Af 17M DATE

HED TITLE: Df3PI AV N07~ (4117H/11 ff f' 6A1AWS] T)Eh tilfft1/A16 ARFA

DATp COLLECTION METHOD (check)*
CRITj#E/kRION # o 70 0v MEASUREMENT /00SERVATION All

8. /. D . _ rs h h )./ OVEST10NNAIRE(record N respondents who
identifled problem /O )

/ 00CUMENTAT10N REVIEW

HED TYPE (check): INDIVIDUAL GENERIC

ITEM TYPE /
NOMENCLATURE PANEL LOCATIONEMPE

|

D/ SP A AY IR - W60 70491A% gj; ; A-5
1[A AIN G- TEAfP

~ -
| % 8 C04bER f~ ~ s#n
| PROBLEM DESCR!PTION: fj/f3 4 Efo fMR /J M W/Td/N 7;Y 6

Rf Co astrt ENp a b zogg pp 370.(,g ,g(HE5 4B UG
- x

_ _.

i

| Exhibit 1-9. Sample form used in a survey to report design features that don't comply with
human factors criteria.
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IlUMAN FAPTORS EP'GINEERING

What is task analysis?
A combination of techniques used to describe w hat personnel have to do so sneaningful conclusions can be drawn

atuut how perf ormance can be improved.

There is no single, "but" way to conduct a task a task. Or, preferably, they may be asked to " walk
analysis because how one is conducted depends on how through" the task, performing or pretending to perform

the information it provides will be used and how impor- each step. Personnelinay be asked at the same time to

ist it is to know what personnel have to do. For ex- " talk through" the task, explaining what they are doing

ample, a simple task analysis could involve extracting ami why. Or, preferably, wall-throughs can be video
in5rmation from phnt procedures about the scouence recorded for later viewing and explanation. When it

of personnelinteract%ns with system equipment. Ilut if isn' t possible to use actual equipment in a walk-through,

the procedures are inaccurate, incomplete, or out of ef fcctive, economical mockups can be constructed," or

date, the value of the description is compromised. Even training simulators that resemble the actual equipment

u hen auf meated by survey md checklist methods, the can be used.

r,sulting information lac ks many of the descriptive and
analytic elements, shwn in Exhibit 1 10, aat are of ten Whichever technique is chosen, qualified engineers

needed for predicting peifei. nance et systernatically are nc tea to verify that the task steps are necessary and

improving it. sufficient to satisfy system functionalrequirements,and
supervisors may be needed to clarify information atout

Iletter ways to get accurate and comp ;hensive task relevant orgattizational requirements. Required task tv

information are to confer with experienced operators haviors are then described ising a constrained list of

and technicians,engit.ers, and work snpervisors and te verbs, as shown in Exhibit 1-11, and an authorized

conduct demonstra: ions of task perfonnance. Experi- taxonomy of plant system names and alphanumetic
enced personnel may be asked ' , describe the steps in codes.

_

TASK DESCRIPTIVE TASK ANALYTIC
ELD 4ENTS ELEMENTS

blTIATING CL'E TASK TIME STRESS

INTERFACE LOCATIONS AND ACCESS
TASK COMPLEXITY

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS mEpuENCY OF INTERACMON$ WN SWTEM
UOHtNG EQutW ENT

TEMPERATt?E INhJENT OF OTHER PERSONNEL
NOISE

HAZARDS TASK CRITICALITY
SEQUE!1CE OF INTERACT,0NS #TH IMPORTANCE OF INTERACDON WM $YSTEM

touiPVENT
SYSTEP. EQUIPHENT

UkEUH000 OF ERROR
INr0RwAD0t IQUIREVENTS (DISPLAY RANGE.

EASE OF ERROR RECOWRYUNITS, PR SiON; CouwuNICADONs)
CONSEQUENCE OF ERRORRESPONSE REOUIREWENTS (CONTROL RANGE,

UNITS, PRECISION; CoudVNICAfl0NS)

SYSTEW LQU!PMENT RESPONSE VME ENTRY QUALIFICATIONS

WOVEWENT5 (DRMNG, WALKING, CEACHING) AB'UTIES

U
INTER ACTIONS WTH DOCUMENTS Es

INTERACTIONS NTH SUPPORT ACHIEWWENTS

EQUIPMENT

TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPWENT TRAIN!NG REQ'JtREMENTS
COMWUNicABON DEVICES kNOM. EDGE

PROTECBYE OEAR SKM5

TERM;NATING CUE ATmTuCEs

|

Exhibit 1-10. tilements of descriptive and analytic information
that can be determined through task analysis.
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OlUI!CTIVES, MI?filODS, AND 11ENI! FITS

S C BW AM
CLASS OF
BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTOR DEFINITION

SENS:NG

ATTENDING Receives is glven oro!, written, or ouditory (clorm) signal Informotion.

INFoRWAttoN Observec Looks et a disploy.
cATHER1NG

Mews Visually econs o $ splay or procedures in a purposeful way,

inspects Studies closely in o critical menner.

- PERCElMNG y

loENwwG Locates After observing, ( -te attention to o porticulor object or set
%% of oyects.
AND tycNis

Lobels Assigns o nome to a condition or event.

INTERPRETING
'

INFoRWADoN Tobulotes Compiles a list of values or conditions.
ADAPENG

interpolcies Estimotes on intermedicte value between two indicated values.

Calculotes Mentally performs mothematical computations.

Translates Transforms from one erpression to onother.

DECIMoN Compares inspects more than one display, or set of procedures, or
N NG matches with information in memory.

Plons Considers various courses of action.

Chooses Selects ofter considerotton of verlous cholces.

Verifies Establishes the occurocy of displayed conditions.
_

RESPONDING

coWMuNICAUNc Asks Poses o question.

Answers Acknowledges or responds to a question.

Directs States a command for one other person.

Commands States o command for more than one person.

Informs Makes o statement for generol information purposes.

Discusses Exchanges information with one or more people.

Records Describes in written form.

Reports Recounts on cetion orally.

N ~N --

Exhibit 1-11. Sample ponion of a constrained list of verbs for
different classes of task behaviors.
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IlUh1AN FAC10RS ENGINEliRING

What techniques are used to analyze task behaviors?
Depending on the objectives of the analysis, as discussed in other sections of this primer, techniques could include:

diagruming functional flows between equipment and personnc-1(see Section 2.1)-

diagramming decision-action paths (see Section 2.1);+

developing a timeline summary of task behaviors (see Section 2.2)*

developing job task lists of the knowledge and skills as well as requisite abilities, aptitudes, and attitudes (see.

Sections 3.1 and 3.2);

relating task information requirements and recall demands to what's known about human memory (see Sec-a

tion 3.3)

_

diagraming traffic patterns or links between key points on a facility layout drawing (see Section 4.1);-

diagramming operational sequences of crew interactions with system equipment interfaces (see Section 4.2);*

and

retaiing task response requirements to a hat's known about human physiology and bio-mechanical operations+

(see Section 4.3).

Computer programs are often used to reduce the selecting computer programs to ensure that the techni,
labor and help ensure the intemal consistency and com- ques needed for particular applications are supported by
prehensiveness of task analysis. But care is advised in the selected program.

Should all tasks be subjected to comprehensive analysis?
No, only those that have significant impacts on pla performance.

It pays to systematie-'ly analyze tasks that are criti- to diagram traftic patterns and operationai sequences of
cally associated with measures of plant safety, ptcxlue- crew behaviors for tasks performed in the specified
livity, and availabdity - particularly tasks that have facility. In contrast,joh task ainlyses perfomied for the
proven troublesome at the same or similar phmts. Ilis- purpose of better stating entry qualifications and train-
torical records and critical incident interviews can be ing needs should be relatively comprehensive. This
used to identify these tasks. helps ensure that basic ability requirements aren't over-

kmked or needlessly stated and that final skills practice
Selected analyses can be performed on other tasks drills can le made to rea:istically replicate actual con-

according to reasonable objectives. For example, if a ditions of task performance.
facility design change is being plarmed,it's a good idea

How are test and evaluation trials useful?
For evaluating document and interface designs before they're implemented.

Test trials can be conducted using actual equipment, collecting subjective as well as objective valua--

drawings, mock-ups, or a simulator to verify that a tive data,

design change will have the desired impact on person-
nel performance. Procedures for conducting test trials Subjective reactions like how people feel about a
usually include: solution can be used to indicate the degree of user-ac-

creating a representatmn (e.g., drawings, mock- ceptance the planned solution will receive if imple-*

ups,or simulations) of the planned solution, rnented. Oiiective data like response time and measures
asking personnel to act out retevant task steps of accuracy indicate the extent to which the new design-

using the repiesentation; and will facilitate required perf ormance.

;
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What benefits base been realized through human factors engineering?
Improve,d plan' safety and substantial savings through increased plant productis ity and availability,

in responding to regulatory actions and pursuing in lost revenues over five years. Operators in these units

of the public's concerns.)which also helps relax some
have prcater confidenceself.rnotivated incentives as well, utility managers have

gained some appreciation of the benefits of human fac-
tors engineering, That is, some managers helped deter- nee g ng on Hne, anodier plant had epenced
mine their utility's response to NRC requiremer,ts

. cipht unscheduled shutdowns due to failures of the reae-
ticating on the mandated industry-wide review and im-

'"' '*' *"I I"* E *# ^" "' "b #"* " "'
.

provement of control room designs. Others have had a
Job perfonnance aids covering selected seal main-

hand in implementing performance based training in tenanw ta s ou resuH in sadng of aWut han du'
one or more plants or been concerned with revision of stotal mt oWw dmtdownw or aNu@,M,M
emeryency operat mg procedures or other human Iactors
improvements. At recent meetings and seminars, in- Another example involves human factors evaluation
dustry representatives have spoken of the Linds of of cooling garments to be worn in the containment
benefits listed in !!xhibit I-12. building under rashation protective clothing, Protective

clothing impaira air circulation and sweat evapora, ion,
But human factors applications in mielear power causing accunulation ofledy heat. So heal stress tather

plants have been relatively recent and too sporadic to than radiation exposure becomes the Foverning factor
pnxtuce volumes of comrielling "before and af ter" data. for technician stay time. To help improve maintenance
Benefits diat the utilities are starting to reahre can only pnxluctivity, liPRI sponsored tests demonstrating in-
be suggested by limited operating experience and anec- creases in
dotal evidence, such as that provkled in the following technician safety and comfort (i,c., lower heart*

examples. rate and txxly temperature, greater case of move-
meno and

After redesigning control panels for Iwo units, using cificient work time (i.e., doubled).

redevign recommendations derived from human factors through use of a fro /en water vest." Different utilities

j analyses, one utility expects savings of about $728,(KK) estimate resaltant savings of from $33,tNX1tooser $1.2

INCREASES IN REDUCTIONS IN

i
|

|

AvMLABluTY NEEDt.ESS COSTSSAFITY e PRODUCTNTY e

[
Reliobility and efficiency of Occurrence of human error

| personnel performance Consequences of error
e Number and severity ofAdequacy of communications , juriesin
e Damoge to equipment

Cosb-effectiveness of training
i

| Wasted time and motion
Job satisfaction of personnel Number and cualifications of

Personnel required
| e Motivotion

Training requ;rements and attrition'

e Confidence
I Job d:ssatisfact!on of personnel

e Commitment to achieving e Turnover

i plant gools e Absenteeism
|

Exhibit 1-12. Benefits of human f actors engineering,
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ilUh1AN FACTORS ENGINEERING

million yearly (the higher figure being from a utility that produced increased case of access for technicians and
would otherwise shut down the plant for containment enhanced control room operator effectiveness.

'#E" #8b At least two utihties have completely redone plant
labeling to comply with human Iactors criteria. Person.

In related applications, several plants have used heat M i ifi in MNiiWiNii%stress management guidelines developed by EPRI to g g;;;
govern work in both radioactive and nonradioactive hot
environments. Results have shown a significant in- In summary.as stated by an NRC spokesperson:"not

1crease in work performance and plant availabihty. only are utility personnel coming to realire that the ap-
plication of human factors principles and techniques is

Utilities and Architect / Engineering firms are using important in ensmmg public health and safety, but that
body dimension information for nuclear power plant these principles can also increase plant availability and
personnel developed by EPRI. Such applications have save money," #

|
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Section 1.3 !

Misconceptions

Questions addressed in this section are:

Is human factors engineering more than using common sense?

Why does human factors engineering address apparent trifles,like the separation betw een a doorinob and thejam?

Isn't human factors mainly concerned about how people interact with knobs and dials?

' Can you look up anything you need to know about human factors engineering in a handtvok or guide?

Can human factors engineering provide answers to almost any question affecting personnel performanec7

Is human factors engineering more than using comrpon sense?
Much more.

Everyone likes to see evidence of w hat's called com- llere's a point that might be made with anyone who
mon sense. But sound designs and programs are easier persists in equating human factors applications with
to recognize than arrive at, and not all that com. common sense. Say, "We're going to give the tech-
monplace in a complex society. You don't have to kiok nicians working on that noisy turbine deck carplugs so

long and hard for examples of every lay nonsense: they can hear cach other better." You may have to repeat

things that don't work the way you'd expect, or infor- the remark because some people don't equate the wear-

mation that conic- inore than it enlightens, ing of earplugs with hearing improvements.

What makes sense obviously depends on a person's W Od n&s aqw listeners willdepend
perspective (as a user, or designer; or as a message

7
receiver, or sender). It also depends on the knowledge

i dfm O'M ib
base that people have in common. For example, en- i omi nmoishgineers laying out the touch telephone pushbuttons

I f h ad So %beheved the zero should be placed before one on the reduce high-frequency masking effects and actually
Leypad. But, most people think of zero as coming after g 9,
mne Research showed that many costly dialing errors IE#"'}could be avoided by placing the zero after the nine on
the keypad.

Unfortunately, some managers think it's enough to
Anyone can relate some human factors principles to simply raise the awareness of plant personnel atout

personal experience. lf one squares with the other,that's human factors concerns and then rely on common sense
all to the good. But simply being human doesn't make to solve problems related to such concerns. But, re-
any sensible person knowledgeable about human fac- search findings about human performance are some-
tors. "I know all about human performance - I'm times unexpected, and principles that are derived from
human"is like the tribal chief's self. defeating reason- research aren't necessarily consistent with everyones'
ing: "My people don't need ruissionary doctors. They general experience.
Lnow all about leprosy - they've got it.

Why does human f actors engineering address apparent trifles, like the separation between
a doorknob and the jam?

Because performance demands and stresses in the work situation have a combined effect.

18
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1he more needless demands and annoyances people iluman f actors applications build in a margin for
have to cope with, the less attention they luive telt to error by reducing minor as well as inajor sources of

apply to the task at hand and the greater the hLelihood stress.This aho helps convey the message that manage-

a serious perf ormance ett or w ill occur. People can adapt ment cares about the safety, comfort, and case with

to many nonsupiertive factors in a performance situa- w hich people can do their jobs, in short, to resurtect an

tion, but the less they has e to, the better. old saying," Trines make excellente, but excellence is
no trine"

isn't human f actors mainly concerned about how people intoract with knobs and dials?
No, the era of knobology charecterited by large electro-mechanical controls and limited display designs is com.

ing to an end.

In the past, a lot of human factors research - rused devices and the specific mental.or cognitive, operations

on how electro-mechanical instrument design features reliable human performance depends on. The ivint is

(e.g., sue, shape, and movement characteristics) alfect that the human f actors knowledge base Leeps pace with

human performance.1hese findings have long since other technologies that influence ystem design and

been translated into specific design criteria, as indic ated operations. Iluman factors engineering doesn't stop
in IIxhibit 1-13, that have become widely known and with better knobs and dials any moic than mechanical

accepted. engineering stopped with the wheel, Yet the imite the
hicus of human factors engineering seems to expand

in recent years, human factors research addresses and change, the more it remains on one thing: improv-

how people interact with more versalde chctronic ing human perf ormance.
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Exhibit 1-13. Human f actors criteria include values for all the dimensions of controlinstruments
shown, as well as the minimum separation required between instruments.
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MISCONCEFrlONS

Can you look up anything you need to know about human factors engineering in a hand-
book or guide?

No, the most important information comes from multidisciplinary teams working to solve specine problems.

Iluman factors handbooks and guides typically em- doesn't address the features of a particular control room
phasize detail, furnishing guidelines or specific criteria or specific constraints managers have to consider in
for various applications. For example, an EPRI guide authorizing design changes. No handbook or guide can
addresdag control room development provides detailed eliminate the need to collect situation specific data or
step-by-step design guidance and criteria checklists, as substitute for systematic analysis to produce the best
shown in Exhibit 1-1 l.2 But its guidance is generic and soludon to a particular challenge.

_._

CHECKPOINT CATEGORY, INQUtRY,
ANo PAGE REFERENCE YEs No M T

No.

Has the feasibility of providing strategically locatnd repeater
stations to enable ef fective use of radio links been assessed,
including attention to avoiding creation of electromagnetic '

interference with the operation of sensing elements? (pg. 278) -

If repeater stations will be provided, has the feasibility of
implementing extensive use of individual pocket beepers been
assessed, including the following concerns:

e Woeld cach beeper incorporate vibra-tactile stimulation for
detection and have its own radio pulse code?

e Have beepers that also include a capability of displaying the
telephone number of the calling party been considered?
(pg. 275)

Have capabilities represented by different types of equipment been
integrated into an overall communications system plan? (pg. 278)

Have needs been considered for backup equipment, alternate routes,
and load switching capabilities that could be used in case of
equipment Iailure? (pg. 278)

Has an inventory been prepared, listing the quantitles of equipment
necessary to support the communications system? (pg 278)

Has a communications configuration map been prepared, depicting
candidate equipment at each node location? (pg. 278, 279)

SPECIFIC PRESCRIPTIONS

Establish Standards for Transmission Characteristics

Have desirable objectives, or targets been recommended for
dynamic range, f requency response (i.e., bandwidth and attenuation
distortion) phase shif t, and signal loss characteristics of
communications equipment transmission? (pg. 279-280)

Has a dynamic range target of 50 dB been recommended, but has a
minimum of about 30-40dB been established? (pg. 281)

~~ - --

Exhibit 1-14. Sample checklist page on communications system design
from a human f actors guide.
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Can human factors engineering provide answers to almost any question af fecting person-
nel performance?

Easy answers, no; helpful reconunendations, yes.
-

Often the kind ofinformation managers need to mak e dations, identifying and quantifying salient tradeofts,
sound, defensible decisions can only be pnx!uced by help reduce the uncertainties managers confront in
analyzing the tasks affected, intervit ving personnel, decision making, iluman factors engineering isn't a
and implementing trial changes for evaluation in a panacca, but it provides information that can make the
specific context. Resulting human factors recommen- differences you're looking for in plant perfonnance.
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- Chapter 2
~ TASK REQUIREMENTS:

Decisions about Personnel Functions, -

Woik Structure, and Policies

' Itis chapter includes three sections that suggest how chaages in task requirements - what people are expected
to do-can help bring about improvements in plant performance. Section 2.1 suggests how management can change

- task requirements by realkrating plant functions between personnel and equipment. Section 2.2 indicates how-
decisions to restructure work - by reorganizing relationships among job positions and reassigning tasks to jobs -
can help. Section 2.3 addresses decisions about policies that govern how work is managed, scheduled, and tewerded.
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Exhibit 2-1. Task requirements reflect decisions about how functions are

| allocated between personnel and equiprnent as well as how
'

work is structured and managed.
|
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Section 2.1 - )
~

I~ Decisions about Personnel Functions
i

'

Questions addressett in this section are:

What progressive decisions can managen make about personnel functions?

What might prompt managers to consider reallocating functions between persotmel and equipment?

What information do managers need in reexamining persormel functions?

Are there any pitfalls associated with function reallocation decisions?

Ilow can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions atwt function reallocation?

What progressive decisions can managers make about personnel functions?
Decisions that help achieve more effective use of the differing capabilities of people and equipment.-

,

- When your plant was being developed, early
decisions dictated much about the functions that person-

nel perform today. That is, functions that equipment
couldn't perform well or within cost constraints were _J
allocated to personnel. Since that time, operating ex.
perience along with technological advances have
provided a basis for reexamining decisions about per.
sonnel functions.

m:;
Function rea!hration is seldom a simple question of I : Y I i - 'tAL -

reassigning a broad personnel function to equipment. PUtSONNG.

- Instead, personnel functions usually have to be broken psmemam

down to identify specific operations that could be bet- ~ dT -
ter performed by equipment. But, rather than swinging- Assuits

from reliance on personnel _to full-automation, the

|-
decision is more likely to focus on the tradeoffs of Exhibit 2-2. Rathe_r than total reliance on per-

|
achievmg an effective balance between the capabiliues

sonnel or full automation, the objective of func-
L : of persormel and equipment, as shown in Exhibit 2-2.

tion reallocation is to achieve effective'

Sound decisions take advat tage of the strengths of dif.

fering _ components and compensate for their weak. balance between personnel and equipment
- nesses,' increasing performance reliability and often = capabilities.
reducing operating costs as well.

What might prompt managers to consider reallocating functions between personnel and--_

equipment?
The impetus for change might include:

*' regulatory actions,-

technologicaladvances,*

internal investigations of safety related events, and/or*

specific goals to improve personnel safety.-
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Regulatory agency actions, such as the NRC require- As participants in INPO's Significant Event Evalua-
ment to provide a Safety Parameter Display System tion and Information Network (SEE-IN), many utilities
(SPDS), might prompt a manager to reexamine how are routinely investigating safety-related events to un-
functions are allocated. In some plants, f or example, the carth and report the root causes. Managers can use root
SPDS has been designed to perform some information cause reports to identify opportunities for reallocating
processing functions formerly allocated to personnel. functions to achieve more reliable plant perfonnance,
nat is, the SPDS not only indicates safety status as re- For example, some technician errors in surveillance |

quired, but also classifies deviant plant parameters into testing of automatic safety systems might be avoided in
predetennined categories. Thus, it provides procedural the future by use of performance monitoring devices,
guidance to operators when selected parameters fall
outside acceptable limits, Specific goals to improve pesonnel safety, such as

programmatic efforts to keep radiation exposure as low
Technological advances, such as the ever increasing as reasonably achievable ( ALARA), may also inspire

capability of low cost computers, are spurring manaFers managers to consider reallocating furxtions tetween
to explore a variety of function reallocation oppor- perymnel and equipment. For example, some utihties
tunities. Computer-based advances run a gamut from are exploring the use of telerobotic devices that can be

,

Isensor data integration and decision making support to operated by technicians at locations remote from those
maintenance planning and diagnostic aiding. where hazardous conditions exist.

What information do managers need in reexamining personnel functions?
A description of the functions affected by a potential change, along with information about the feasibility and cost-

effectiveness of function realkration alternatives.

A functional flow bk)ck diagram is a useful way of capabilities of both personnen and equipment. For ex-
describing the specific functions needed to accomplish ample, detect, match, select, actuate, and verify func-
a broad function. For example, the function of control. tions can be related to the capabilities of people or
Img steam generator level, given a tube rupture, might equipment, as indicated in Exhioit 2-4.
be described as shown in Exhibit 2-3.

De feasibility of having equipment perform variable
ne approach used to describe specific functions functions is partially dictated by the extent to which

should facilitate comparative assessment of the deterministic operations can be defined. Detenninistic

DETECT ACTUAMABNORMAL MATCH
AUXIUARYSTEAM -4 AGAINST y ^

GENERATOR SETPOINT
UMP

LEVEL

-

ACTUATEDETECT SELECT^ ALMNARWATER ALTERNATE
SUPPLY y A NST d WATER d WAU -

STANDARD SUPPLYLEVEL SUPPLY
VALVES

"
m u
'

VERIFY I'
> M

Exhibit 2-3. Sample functional flow block diagram showing the functions needed to control steam
generator level, given a tube rupture.
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| Exhibit 2-4. Relati6n between specific functions and human capabilities

that may be involved in performing them.

operations can be derived from physical laws expressed reduce the number ripersonnel; required qualifications
in matismatical formulae, from a set of rules expressed and training; and the occurrence of accidents and in-o

i .in the form of algoritluns.or from a set of heuristic pro- juries, safety related events, or needless downtime.11ut -

i' cedures expressed in the form or sequential steps. If function reallocation decisions also affcci capital ex-
deterministic operations can't be specified, variable ' penditares. Investments in engineering developments -
functions have to be performed by personnel. may involve some risk. Explicitly stated strategies con-

cerning tradeoffs and priorities among operating costs,
The cost-efIcetiveness of function reallocation alter- revenues, capital expenditures, and development costs _

natives can be assessed on the basis ofidentified trade. provide a basis for assessing function realkration alter-
,

offs and priorities. Function reallocation decisions can natives.

Are there any pitfalls associated with function reallocation decisions?
E Several, their common source being lack of explicit awareness on the part of management that acquiring a new

equipment capability represents a function reallocation decision.

Sometimes managers focus attention on equipment functions are reallocated to equipment, personnel may
changes without recognbing how these changes could be left without enough meaningful work during normal
impact on human. Fe: example, when many personnel operations, and boredom can degrade their capabilities

26
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not only to perform routine tasks but to respond to un- Ways of avoiding these pitfalls include, for exarnple,
usual event',. Unless they are given adequate practice designing equipment with "embedden training" fea-
on tasks required for abnormal conditions, persormel tures to provide stimulation as well as practice oppor-
may r. iso be unable to intervene when equipment fails. tunities during normaloperations. Anotheris involving
And experienced personnel may resist learning how to experienced personnel in design decisions and making
sake advantage of new equipment capabilities. changes gra lually to help personnel adapt to them.

How can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions about function
reallocation?

By helping to identify troublesome tasks that are amenable to partial reathication, by providing specific informa-
tion about human capabilities and limitations, and by alerting management to interrelated human factors concerns as-
sociated with function reallocation alternatives.

Extensive lists are available comparing human and implications. The expected addition of a large number
machine capabilities, as suggested briefly in Exhibit 2 of advanced displays in the control roorn is a good ex-

5. Updated often because of rapid advances in equip- ample of function realkication calling for many interre-
ment technology, these lists provide general guidance,l.2 lated changes. 'Ihat is, a decision to unburden personnel
w hich usually has to be augmented by specilic data.3,4 of some requirements to integrate information may have

to be attended by changes in how work is structured and

Managers most need to be advised when function what training is needed as well as in interface designs
reallocation decisions have pervasive human factors (as discussed in Chapter 4).

FUNCTIONS EQUIPMENT STRENGTHS HUM AN STRENGTHS

Senses energies and energy ranges Recogolzes patterns and can some-
DETECT thet humans do not, and contin- t!mes d' scrim!ncte signe's embeddedous'y monitors inputs for slight h nohdevictions.

M ATCH Compcres large cmounts of dato Con use experience and judgment
with precise, fixed values. to anticipate deviations.

Selects actions on the basis of Can improvise cod acopt flexibie
SELECT Opprooches when solving uniquepredetermined logic. prob! ems.

Exerts large crnounts of force
Con after actions based on essess-ACTUATE smoothly, conthnously, and

precisely to tro;k input signo!s. ment of plant conditions.

Calculates statisticot mecsures Con infer cetions have occurred
| VERIFY or trcnslates reicted mecsures to from information about downstream

verify actions have token picce. equipments.

Exhibit 2-5. Comparative strengths of equipment and humans
! for performing specific functions.

|
,
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Section 2.2
Decisions about Work Structure

Questions addressed in this section are:

What progressive decisions can managers make about the work structure in a plant?

What might prompt managers to consider nestructuring work?

Is there a single, best organitational design?

What human factors methods are useful in redesigning jobs and their interrelationships?

What general principles apply to restructuring w ork?

What aspects of the work structure can contribute to the job satisfaction of personnel? l

l
Waat are job performance standards, and w hy is it important to explicifly deline them? j

llow can human factors engineering help managers meLe sound decisions about wo:L structure?

|
What progressive decisions can managers make about the work structure in e plant?

Decisions that achieve an equitable distribution of duties among personnel, enabling all task requirements to le
efficiently and reliably met and promoting job satisfaction.

|

N1anagement decisions about the structure of work the cquipment related lunctions persotmel would-

determine: perform;
needs for planning, supervising, reporting, and*

howcomprehens.tvely task requirements ate rep'*

coordinating work; and
resented m the duties assigned to different job

the advantages of a particular organizational+

positions
structure.

what tasks are assigned to single job positions*

(and, in turn, what capabilities dif ferent person. Since that time, regulator y actions have imposed ad-

nel must have to perform job tasks); and ditional job tasks and staffing requirements, a'; have
# " *" ##*#" #

whether personnel have authority commensurate*

with assigned duties, receive all the information Different work structures have evolved among the
they need to perf orm job tasks, and know what's 85 nuclear power units in the U.S.1 or example, some
expected of them. gg;,; .od w mier scw opor ud WH kcb

. nical advisor (STA) positions, while others define con-
Restructuring work usually entails identifying task tinuing full time dutics lor the STA,and still others treat

requirements that aren't being ade(piately met and die STA e un of0sik remurce mdM '*on catr'
determining how duties could be better distributed Niarked differences exist not only in the work structure
either across several jobs or a whole organization. Ob- of units with similar facility and equipment designs, but
jectives melude increasing efhciency, reducing costs, in their performance as well.I Those work structures
creating motivating career paths for personnel, reduc-

that produce superior perfonnance are more compatible
ing the stress or monotony of work, and otherwise wim & in nm pomi W to smi4 im
decreasing the likelihood of unreliable perf ormance. me in @t Amm m W dim h

reorganizing job relationships and redefining the duties
When your plant was beitig developed, job positions of some job positions so system and organizational re-

and staffing needs were defmed accordi0g to manage-
quiretnents can more easily be satisfied.

ment assumptions alout:
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What might prompt managers to consider restructuring work?
Changes might be suggested by, for example:

technological advances;.

investigations of safety related events; and*

goals to increase maintenance productivity.*

Incorporating technological bmovations (e.g. an ad- After the event, management reassigned the duty of
vanced display system) call for changes in job design supporting maintenance tasks to one operator.
and communications channels across the organization.
For example, the operator stationed at an advanced dis- Significant reductions in operating costs can be ob-
play console might be assigned duties for monitoring tained by establishing maintenance productivity goals
plant status and directing control actions that are ex- and making changes to how work is structured so the
ecuted by other operators. In addition, if the same ad- goals can be met. In one plant, for example, a study
vanced display capabilities provided in the controi roora revealed that only about 27% of technician time was
are provided in the emergency operating facility and the typically spent perfonning equipment related tasks.De
tecimical support center, operator responsibilities for rest was spent obtaining work orders and tools, locating

commurdcating plant status information could be great- equipment, and interacting with security, quality con- x

ly reduced. trol,and health physics persormel.

Investigations of safety related events may prompt increases in maintenance productivity could be ob-
other changes in work structure. In one plant, for ex- tained in some plants by reducing the highly specialized
ample, failure to isolate a steam train during main- nature of some technician jobs. That is, a decision to
tenance led management to redef'me operator duties, provide specialty cross-training and broaden the assign.
Before the event, maintenance support duties could be ment of job duties can reduce wasted time when work
assumed by any control room operator who acknow- would otherwise require several highly specialized
ledged a request on the pging system (which was used technicians, attematively working and waiting, to com-
an average of once every 30 seconds during the day.) plete it,

is there a single, best organizational design?
None known, but some evidence suggests that highly centralized organizations don't perform as well as decentral-

ized ones.2

Centralized organizations, with many venical tiers, Management span orcontrol and work group size are
increase the requirement for personnel in management interrelated concerns in structuring work across an or-

, positions to possess broad capabilities.These organiza- ganization.nat i.<, small work groups.from 5 to l 0 per-
| tions also rely heavily on effective top-down and bot- sonnel, not only permit effective supervision, but

tom-up communications. Decentralized organizations, promote group identification and mutual supportive-
with fewer vertical tiers and more horizontal branches, ness. Evidence is impressively consistent that absen-
reduce capability and communications demands im- teeism and, to a lesser extent, turnover rises with the

posed on upper management personnel, but increase the size of the work group,3 and job satisfaction tends to
requirements for coordination across groups. decline with increasing work group size.

!

!
,

Which human f actors methods are useful in redesigning jobs and their interrelationships?j

| Job design methods
'

Questionnaires or interviews and various task analysis techniques.

Questionnaires and interviews are useful in identify- methods are not particularly useful when attempting to
ing problems associated with the existing work struc- solve identified problems. Task analysis methods can
ture. For example, personnel may indicate that provide the infonnation needed to solve identified
interdepanmental communications are inadequate for problems, For example, such methods provide infonna-
supporting perfonnance of their tasks. Ilowever, such tion that can be used to cluster related tasks into jobs.
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Information atout the sequence, frequency, and impor- duties should be assigned. Task analysis information
tance of equipment interactions and required com- can be used to create a timeline, as shown in Exhibit 2-

munications is useful in assessing workloads and 6, ptoviding a basis for better distributing duties across
determining where redundant or special supervisory job positions,

i
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Exhibit 2-6, Sample portion of a timeline summary for a postulated event (i.e., steam generator.
tube rupture).

Another technique useful in assessing and improv. matizes the volume of communications between units
ing the efficiency of organizational interactions is to and may indicate the need to combine or reassign somc,

develop a sociogfam, as shown in Exhibit 2 7. Each duties to facilitate efficient, productive communication

| department or oiganizational unit involved in perfor. perfonnance. In the example shown, for instance, main-
l mance of a series of tasks is identified by points on a tenance and engineering indirectly receive information

circle, and lines are drawn to depict the frequency ofin- about plant conditions rather than exchanging informa-
teractions between units. The resulting diagnun sum- tion with the control room.i
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Exhibit 2-7. Sample of a sociogram depicting hypotheticalinteractions throughout an organiza-
tion during a safety related event.

What general principles apply to restructuring work?
Principles that offer guidance for reducing selection and training requirements w hile promoting the motivation

and retention of capable personnel, as summarized in Exhibit 2 8.

When possible, whole tasks should be assigned to the level of proficiency needed to satisfy task require-
one job position to produce a sense of responsibility for ments, Job ladders establish a recognized basis for
and achievement in task completion. Redundant assign- career advancement, an important motivational factor

ments (to peers or supervisory personnel) are important in personnel perfonnance.
to verify correct completion of critical task steps.

Workloads that result from applying these and other
Assigning clusters of tasks with related knowledge principles should then be assessed to determine

and skill requirements to single positions helps to whether:
achieve economics in training. Similarly, considering

personnel will be occupied and adequatelythe location of required performance in assigning tasks *

to jobs reduces needless travel and delays in perfor- stimulated during typical work periods; or
mance. In addition, a special human factors concern is

time stress could seriously degrade perfonnancecreating job ladders, where the primary dif ference in a =

series of positions is in salary and status according to in worst case scerurios.
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ASPECT OF JOB - DESIGN JOBS sol ASKS:
FUNCTION RELATIONSH;PS oddress related functions

EQUIPMENT RELATIONSHIPS concem similar equipment systems or subsystems,

LOCATION RELATIONSHIPS ore performed in the some general locotton,

KNOWLEDGE RELATIONSHIPS demand the some or similar knowledge base,

AP11 RIDE RELATIONSHIPS require the some or related optitudes,

TIME UTILIZATION will keep the person odequately busy at vorled rather ,

Ithan excessively repetitive tosks during a typical work
period.

ORGANIZE JOBS SO:

SUPERVISORY STRUCTURE there is on explicit definition of responsibility and
authority for ossigning personnel, distribution and
evoluoting work and making decisions in emergencies.

CAREER PROGRESSION each job is related to other jobs where the primary
differences in Job level is the degree of proficiency.i

I

Exhibit 2-8. General principles that can be applied in restructuring work.4

What aspects of work structure can contribute to the job satisfaction of personnel?
The match between the work itself and the capabilities of personnel, the sense of responsibihty and achievement

each job affords, along with opportunities for growth
__ SATISFACTION DISSATISFACTIONand advancement.

Work itbelf Solory
Status

Experienced managers aren't surprised to learn that Responsibility Relations with:
salary isn't the major factor in job satisfaction. No gat *=
amount of salary can compensate for work that person- Achievement 5**

nel perceive as a dull, meaningless," dead end" way of working cepditions
ith

life. When people believe that are not being adequately Recognitico interfegnjepe,,
compensated for the work they do by salary, status (or company policy a,d

cr wth its administrot;onperquisites), interpersonal relations, or working condi,
or [q$ vis$n -tions,it can lead to job dissatisfaction. But the factors Advancement

~

associated with job satisfaction are quite dif ferent, as
shown in Exhibit L9, and are strongly related to deci. Exhibit 2-9. Factors associated with job satis-
sions about job design, f action are differont for those associated with

dissatisfaction.

What are job performance standards, and how are they used?
Stated measures of performance where specific values have to be achieved to satisfy functional or organizational

requirements, used to evaluate indisiduals as well as to identify where improvements are needed.

management can systematically review,When job performance standards are explicitly *

defined: evaluate, and provide constructive fecdback on
personnel performance; and
measures of actual job performance rather thanpersonnel know w hat's expected of them and are ..

more likely to bring to management attention test resuhs and subjective judgments can be used

j anything that interferes with their meeting ex- to evaluate factors in the job situation aIfecting

j pectations; performance.
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Defining reasonable job performance standards te positions. Quantitative standards that can be objective-
quires active participation of work supervisors and the ly defined and measured are preferred over qualitative
personnel whose performance will be evaluated. Reach- standards that have to be subjectively interpreted. For
ing agreement on meaningfuljob performance stand. exarnple, task and workload analyses could reveal that
ards is often dif 0 cult, but it's necessary to avoid the within a given time (e.g., annually), the utility expects
widespread problem of focu3ing on secondary rather a technician to comply with a given work schedule
than primary job measures [ w hile successfully performing a reasonable number of

preventive maintenance tasks, and completing a num-
Job performance standards can best be derived from her of repairs on certain components (i.e., according to

an vialysis of required system and organinuional fune- equipment reliability data). This infonnation provides
lions. The purpose of such an analysis is to identify a basis for defining the means by which the technician's
measures reuccting response time and accuracy re- performance will be evaluated and rewarded or cor-
quirements associated with tasks assigned to single job rected.

How can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions about work
structure?

By calling anention to problems, providing information about task requirements and workloads, and identifying
tradeoffs among structuring alternatives.

He number and qualineations of personnel as well la other cases, mvestments in interface design or
as required investments in training, documents, and in- changes in policies may be needed to support decisions
terface designs are affected by decisions about work about some work structuring alternatives. For example,
structure. For example, some costs can be reduced by rekicating workshops may go along with redistributing
assigning duties to fewer people, but training may have selected tasks to fully achieve increased productivity,i

to be increased. And if performance reliability is adver- And policy decisions,like specifying procedures for
sely affected, associated losses may make reductions in performance reviews, may also be needed to reinforce
staffing a very false economy. decisions atmut duties assigned to personnel.
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Section 2.3
Decisions about Policies

Questions addressed in this section are:

What progressive decisions can managers make about plant
policies?

What might prompt managers to make policy changes or additions?

Why will information management policies and procedures become more important as applications of digital tech
nology increase?

Ilow do work scheduling policies affect personnel performance and motivation?
|
|Why is it important to provide work breaks during long,

monotonous tasks?

Ilow do policies about rewards and discyline influence personnel performance?

Ilow can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions about policies?

What ptogressive decisions can managers make about plant policies?
Decisions that foster reliable, productive performance and contribute to the job satisfaction of personnel.

policies define various aspects of how work is doesn't set reasonable limits on what amount of over-

manapd, scheduled, and rewarded. Changing policies time it will authorize under what conditions, it may be

usually means determining how the psychological, so- overpaying for degraded performance that jeopardizes

cial, and physiological needs of persormel can be satis- plant goals. Similarly, if management doesn't have a
fied within the context of accomplishing required work. policy to involve personnel in decisions that substan-
Objectives iriclude increasing productivity, reducing tially change plant operations,it not only forgoes having

thc likelihood of performanec errors, and strengthening their insights, but may undermine their identification
the motivation of personnel to help achieve plant goals, with utility goals and their motivation to help achieve

them. Explienly denned policies are often needed to
When plant policies aren't explicitly denned,various support decisions almut work structure and changes to

practices simply evolve. For example,if management training, documents, or interface designs.

What might prompt managers to make policy changes or additions?
Reasons including, for example:

a desire to promote phmt programs (e.g preventive mainterance, heat stress management);.

analysis of unexcused absences during periods of extended downtime; and-

awareness of low morale among personnel and the nature of their complaints.*

Many managers try to stay aware of how special ing system.2 But, policies governing how information

programmatic efforts could help them achieve better will be collected and how decisions will be made are

plant performance. For example, most utilities want to needed to ensure that the program achieves its objec-
increase their program of preventive maintenance, by tives. Similarly, a number of plants have adopted a heat

!.
using computers to compile equipment history and stress management program that calls for redefinition
maintenance information and to produce a more com- of specific policies governing work methods in hot en-

| prehensive preventive maintenance schedule and track- vironments.'
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An analysis of absences w hen excessive amounts of Sometimes existing policies, or the lack of needed
overtime (i.e., more than a 16=hr work day) have been ones, result in restricted communication, encourage
worked may alert managers to the need to change management insensitivity lo personnel needs, or f ail lo
policies governing how work is scheduled. Fatigue ensure thai good performance is rewarded. Problems of
degrades perfonnance capabilities, so that personnel morale degrade personnel perfor. nance and indicate a
who choose to stay home w ben they're very tired can need for management to idenofy the causes, develop
be doing the plant a favor, solutions, and revise pim policies accordingly.

Why willinformation management policies and procedures become moro important as ap-
plications of digital technology increaso?

Because the amount of data available w ill increase dramatkally md managing it to pnxtuce information is neces.
sary to keep from being swamped with useless data.

Applications of digital technology provide increased g go _
opportunities for recording, summarizing, and report- 8
ing data resulting from plant operations.13ui data needs r. g 70 -
to be converted into information, providing a basis for 5a go4

decisions. For example, equipment operating times may 5' @ 60 -
" DTECTMNESS

be recorded and the infonnation used for managing a o5 /=

preventive maintenance program. Similarly. recordings { 0t,
* \.

/ yof plant measures prior to an event may be used to diag- x =

nose laults. Given there s little precedence for having p / sg
access to such a large amount of data about plant opera- 5 o 3o .j
tions, management will have to consider how to reap @g ,

the full benefits of digital tec hnology applications to ob- @ $ 20- \"

*
tain useful information without being overw helmed by y y

'O-
. Onc\bss '

meaningless data, gg ",.=" ,

"
W 0. 1 L L- t i =

t <t 1-2 3-6 7 - 21 1-3 >6One of the improvements associated with better in.
L'' DAY DAYS DAYS DAYS MOS WOS

fonnation manaFement opportunities could be longer-
PLANNING PERIODS

tenu plarrting and coordination, which many personnel
perceive as contributing to organizational effectiv eness.

Exhibit 2-10. Relation between how far in ad-That is,if planning is done as much as 6 months in ad-
vance of a work reqmrement, personnel are more like vance planning is done and its perceived con-
ly to think it ef fective, as shown in Exhibn 2-10.3 tribution to plant effectiveness.

s

How do work scheduling poPcies affect personnel performance and motivation?
By influencing productivity, safety, and family and social life.

Work scheduling policies determine the amount of worked. The decline may be due to compensation by
overtime (i.e., hours over 8 worked per shift), the dura- personnel who recognite they are fatigued.
tion of shifts, and the type of shift worked (i e., fixed or
rotated). Policies permitting excessive overtime (e.g., Personnel may compensate for fatigue by making a
more than MXhhrs per year) increase the number of per. special effort to work carefully, but continual overtime
sonnel who report productivity and family / social reduces daily pnxiuctivity by about 25 percent. Other
problems, as shown in Exhibit 2-11. The number of industries have ound that about the same amount ofr

people reporting safety problems first increases when work is accomplished in 10 hours as in 8 after people
more than 200 overtime hours are worked and then have been working a 10-hr shift for a couple of weeks
dechnes when overtime in excess of M)0 hours is or ruore.
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tain abilities. For exarnple,il bility to retain informa-

p q romay/ m io! tion in short term memory need more than someso -

#" other abilities shen biolo; nyuuns are disrupted.-

"~
| ] j,, Personnel generally shake u...ngs of sleep loss within

l' 2 -4 days, depending on the individual. Ilut it's usually, , _
8IJ ' 'l ,*j#,,, _ necessary for people to work the same schedule for 2 -'

3 weeks (3 weeks preferred) before physiologicalno -

1 measures fully adjust to the sc hedule. Rotations forward
0 ** - C in time are casier to adapt to than backward rotations.-

g - >

''
Social factors also play an impmtant role in how we!!

~~

people accept different shift rotation schedules. Miss-- , , _
; ing opportunities to spend time with family members,

to - O participate in social occasions, and attend amusements j
- -

h L U 1 offered during week end and evening hours can cause
'

personnel to feel resentful toward the utility and un-,% ,, ,%

No. ANNUAL OVERTNC HRS Inolivated to perfottn well in theirjobs.

Exhibit 2-11. Relation between annual over. Problems assoelated with totating shif ts can be

time hours worked and the percentage of per- avoided by establishing fixed shifts. Fixed shifts have

sonnel who reported family / social problems, the advantage of permitting people to arrange their lives

""d "d* P' '" ** ""8 " E""I#"I"' ** ^"""' "d 'decreased productivity, or concern about safe
vantage is that the siuue people wot L together over long

performance. periods and develop a team spirit. Hui, as many
managers already know,it's difficult to find people who

Rotating shifts cause disruptions in biological are both qualified to perform certain jobs and who are
rhythms orcyclicalchangesin physiologicalmeasures willing to consistently work night or graveyard shif ts.
that occur over time, Iliological rhythms that occur Where problems associated w ith rotating shifts can't be
daily or over a 24-hour period are cadled diurital and cir- avoided,other means have to be used to compensate for
cadian rhythms respectively. Disruptions of such performance losses (e.g., changes in interface designs,
rhythms result in sleep loss and selectively affect cer- training, or documentation),

Why is it important to provide work breaks during long, monotonous tasks?
To keep the attention of personnel at an acceptable level throughout each shift.

During periods of time when very little is happening, Scheduled work breaks, where the person is relieved

a person's attention level gradually decreases. In addi- from duties and is free to leave thejob situation, partiab
tion, lapses in attention, sometimes referred to es ly offset declines in attention. Although attention level
periods of micro-sleep, occur with greater frequency may not fully recover to the level at the beginning of
and duration. Toward the end of a work period, atten. work, the expectation of a break and the stimulation ob-

tion level picks up and fewer lapses occur, tained during the break slow die continuing decline.
i

I
!

How do policies about rewards and discipline influence personnel performance?
Anticipated rewards continually motivate personnel performance, where di3cipline produces only temporary im-

provements.

liffective management emphasizes rewards and mance standards should be defined and fully understood

deemphasi/cs penalties. Ilut before management can by both the performer and the supervisor who assesses
appropriately reward personnel performance, it has to perlormance. lif fective rewards are likely to melude
define job performance standards and also determine providing career advancement opportunities and
what personnel consider most rewarding. Job perfor- various means of tormally recogni/ing work welldone.
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How can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions about policies?
Ily helping to identify the cifects of cristing policies on performance and by recommending w here new or addi-

tional policy statements may le beneficial.

Interviews and questionnaires are usefulit, assessing New policy statements may be needed to implement

the impact of existing policies. For example, the criti- cifective use of job perfonnance standards. liuman fac-

cal incident technique could be used to gather data on tors engineering also of fers techniques for developing

absentec ism in your plant. Personnel could be asked to standards that can be used to evaluate personnel perfor-

provide an account of unusual events that occurred on mance, providing a basis for appropriate rewards. Ad-

the day preceding an absence. Once a sulficient sampie ditional policy statements may be needed to suppon
of such accounts is obtained, they could be analyzed for management decisions about, for example, respon-
commonality and recommendations could be sibilities for conducting or participating in inter-
developed to reduce common causes for absenteeism. departmental meetings, effective implementation of
For instance,if a link is discovered between the physi- special programs, or assuring safer, more reliable per-
cal demands of some maintenance tasks and subsequent formance of already established task dutles.

technician absence, ways can be explored of reducing
the physical demands of the tasks in question.
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Chapter 3
HUMAN CAPABILITIES

Decisions about Personnel Selection,

Training, and Docinnents

1his chapter discusses how human capabilities - whatpeople can andare incitned to dc>- relate to task require-
ments and interface designs. Section 3.1 addresses selecting personnel on the basis of abilities, aptitudes, and attitudes

required to successfully complete training and perform job tasks. Section 3.2 indicates how decisions about training
determine w hether persormel possess all the knowledge, skills, and attitudes their jobs require. Section 3.3 discusses
decisions about procedures and other documents that can relieve excessive dernands on the capabilities of personnel

- when they're performing tasks.

s$0RQ N
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TASK

REQUIREMENTS 'bd i
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Exhibit 3-1. Information about human capabilities supports decisions about
personnel selection and training as well as needs for

procedures and other documents.
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Section 3.1
Decisions about Personnel Selection

Questions addressed in this section are:

What progressive decisions can managers mAe about personnel selection?

What might prompt managers to consider changing personnel selection at their plant?

Ilow much information do personnel administrators generally get about job tasks?

What's wrong with basing selection decisions on the concept of what an average person can do?

What information provides a basis for cost-effective selection strategies?

What distinguishes abilities and aptitudes from attitudes and capabilities?

What variety of screening instruments are available to support personnel selection decisions?

What innovations in testing can be applied to achieve effective and economical selection of personnel?

Ilow can human factors engineering help managers improve personnel selection at their plant?

What progressive decisions can managers make about personnel selection?
Decisions that help ensure a better match between lite capabilities of personnel and the performance demands of

job tasks.

Analyzing specific performance requirements in the early days of the nuclear utility industry,

provides a sound basis for denning selection criteria. In seasoned personnel weren't available and traming

a performance based selection program, the abilities, hadn't been fully developed. So selection decisions

aptitudes, rad attitudes associated with training and job favoted people with some retevant experience in
success are speciGed before job opportunities are an- nuclear submarines or fossil fuel plants. Since then, the

nounced. Appropriate tests and questionnaires can then importance of specific experience has diminished, and

be administered to objectively assess the qualifications utilities have a lot to gain in reconsidering haw job ap-

of applicants. Rese results can be combined with in- plicants are screened. Iliring decisions don't have to be
formation derived from resumes, references, and inter. Largely subjective and intuitive. Personnel ad-
views to predict which applicant (s) will best meet job ministrators and managers alike can act and make

performance demands. decisions with enough information tojustify confidence
in the long-term results.

What might prompt managers to consider changing personnel selection at their plant?
The following problems that may be associated with earlier selection methods:

training costs and attrition;*

rates of turnover, absentecism, and tardiness; and'

rates of accidents and personal injuries as well as insurance costs.+

Deficiencies in personnel selection are reflected in within two years.The costs of this approach can tuom-

needlessly high costs of training. Attrition is an in- pared to those of better screening applicants on the basis

dicator of this problem. In some plants, for example, of aptitudes associated with timely, successful comple.

management fully expects about half of the people tion of training.

selected for control roora operator training to wash out
!
1
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liigh turnoser, absenteeism, and tardiness are other ties. I:or example, the abilities to hear alarm sounds,
indicators of the need to better screen job applicants. sense unusual odors, and keep postural balance could

I:or example, people who have difneulty coping with be important in some maintenance job positions.
some task stresses or w ho will probably find shitt work Similarly, a predisposition to Imlow rules and procc-
unsatisfactory can be identified before they are hired, dures can be an important attitudinal factor in reducing

trained, and put to work in a job for which they're ill accidents and injuries as well as associated insurance

;,uited. Abilities and attitudes that people bring to work costs.

suuations are also reDected in accident and injury statis-

How much information do personnel administrators generally get about job tasks?
Usually not enough to take advantage of screening instruments that are commercially available.

Personnel administrators are typically given position cover more about the demands of certain jobs. Ilut in-

descriptions that contain general statements about the formation obtamed informally lacks the rigor needed to

respondbilities assigned to each job. They may estab- make etfective use of job screening instruments.

lish rapport with work group supervisors and so dis.

What's wrong with basing selection decisions on the concept of what an average person
can do?

No average person exists.

Measures of any ability are normally distributed y HloH Normal range

among the general populalion. Plotled out, a normal dis- o
inbution is bell-shaped, as shown in Exhibit 3 2. The c-

extremes represent people who're far above or txlow b q

average in a specific ability, while the middle poiuon z
Extremes

represents the normal range. g
@ .

i

A person who's within the normal range in one 8 jd
ability or group of related abilities may be exceptional E c

'0* H'GH
(i.e., above or below the normal range)in others. So it's
meaningless to say that "the average person" should be MEAsVRE OF AN ABIUTY

able to perform a certain task. It's not the same as saying Exhibit 3-2. Plotted, the normal distribution of
that the task requires no exceptional abilities. Even
w hen the latter is true, you want to sc reen out applicants any ability is bell shaped, with most people in
w ho don't possesses measures for required abilities that the normal range and far fewer people at
fall within the " normal" range. either extreme.

What Information provides a basis for cost-effective selection strategies?
Information about:

the latmr market;*

the job positions to be filled;-

the knowledge, skills, and attitudes each job requires and what trainio;, the utility intends to offer;*

the aptitudes needed to complete training within the alloted time a:, well as the abilities needed to satisfya

performance demands on the job;
whether needs for unusual capabilities can be reduced through human factors applications; and-

what screening instruments could be effectively applied.-

!
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With this informanon, managers can tetter ap- testment it's appropriate to make in personnel selec-

precite the tradcolfs !nvc:ved in personnel sehrtion, tion. Similarly, Limwing what document and interlace
listimating the imp 5ct on training time and costs of ac- design changes would be needed to accommodate
commodating people who lack relevant aptitudes and peop!c w ho're ler outside the norma! tange on specific
ac hievement levels (e.g.. in read mg ) ;nn uences m hat in. capabilities enters into the tradeof fs.

What distingulshes abilities and aptitudes itom attitudes and capabilities?
De extent to which they're attritdable to experience and casi, therefore, be changed.

Char.icteristics and potentials inherent at birth are a - given opportunity - a person will acquire the
person's basic abilities and aptitudes. ney can be bowledge, sLills, and attitudes needed to per f onn a job.

developed, but not created where they don't first exist.
Attitudes and capab;lities, on the other hand, reflect Attitudes are related to innate personality variables,

both heredity and experience. but they're also shaped by experience long-held ut-
titudes can be very resistar t to chanf e, So it's useful to

Abihties include: consider job-required nititudes in defining personnel
rielection criteria, liffective training can then be ex.

sensing (e.g. vision, audition); pected to f urther shape and reinforce attitudes needed.
,

'" "" "' ' # "# I" """""#"'
processing (e.g., attention, memory, perception,e

interpreuitioni, and Capabihties represent all of a person's ac hies ements.

responding (e.g., speech, muscutar action), or what the individual has done to develop inborn*

characteristics. They also reflect expectations and
Aptitudes are innate potentials for developing habitual ways of respmding that the person has ac.

abilities into capabilities through sprific learning ex. quired.

periencer. Aptitude levels predict the extent to which !

What var!ety of screening instruments are uvallable to support personnel selection
decisions?

Ability, aptitude, and achievement tests as well as personality and attitude surveys.

Ability tests provide both psychological and CLAssincATios No. To
'

physiological measures ofinherent individual differen. . ,,,n, 3g g,
ces.ney include, for example, tests of hearing, percep- Vocottonal optitudes 295 20.9
tion,'nernory, and motor abilities as well as tolerances Lengcoges 134 9.5
to environmental conditions hke dust, chemicals, and inte|igegnd
heat. Aputude tests predict success in scholastic or dif- Reodin9 97 6.9
fering vocational codeavors, while achievernent tests Achievement betterles 65 4.8

assess various knowledge and skills a person already Deve opmento! 56 4.0
'

possesses. Personality and attitude surveys provide a d Heng 8
fonnat for interpreting responses to questions about per. scler ce 26 1.8
sonal values, beliefs, and preferences, Motor /vtevol motor 23 1.6

Neuropsycholog! col 14 1.c

The preeminent source of information about g,'t tude a 6
psychological ksts b tt'e Mental Measuremet.t Year- soc'at stud:es 5 4

book series (with nins editions published in the ) cats
1941 through 1985). Le most recent edition contains Exhibit 3-3. Major classification of 1,409 tests
descriptioc.s and critical reviews of 1,409 instruments produced or revised in the last seven years.
produced or revi',ed in the last seven years.3 As shown -
in Ethibit 3 3,tersonality and vocational aptitude tests You should be aware that if numerous overlapping

i

|
account for m are than 40bJ the recent additions, tests are administered in personnel selection, casts will

|
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! be ncedlessly high and managers w dl have more data prov ided (ix tuding, e.g., the s tandard erwr ol measur e.
I than arc helpf ul to support prac tical decnions. l o inter- ment). Management also has to be wncerned about

pret test scores, numagers also need an understanding protectmg the rights of applic ants.2 I on esample, ap-
of the bshasfor domain cas h screening instrument is plicants haw t'ae right to be infonned of how test resuhs
designed to assess and the statisucalproperties of scores will be used before being tested.

1
.

What innovations in testing can be applied to achlovo effectivo and economical selection,

j of personnol?
Automated testing. 7 T

! G }
' * ' * * * * * * * * " " * * * * * * * * ' ' " * " ' " ' Ii A riumber of potential screening instruments hue sees wee areeennen one peer se e <*me

i been programmed for personal computers to ad-
lminister, control, and score tests as w cll as analyre the ,

I

; results.' Compared to traditional paper and penc.I POP 2 INIT 1 TUG 3
methmis, automated testing-

,

**#**'"* " " " " " " ' * "
f'dly standardates adminisuation, includmg alla,

instructions, as shown in fisinbit bl; '

i

reduces testing time PRESS, M FOR MORE*
i

' J
.

can measure more sensory abilities (e.g., ..

3
* ,

dynamic visual acuity, heanng); [ T

conDois stilnulus duration in enemory testinF;*

'

can measure response times as well as number Exhibit 3-4. Automated testing allows fully*

and percentag- correct; and standardized administration, including all in-
i

can readily track and sununarize results by test structions.a

I taker identification numler.
1 ;Stress, illness, or fatigue, f or esample, can degrade a ,
,

person's capabilities to perform job tasks. Immediate
in codition to use in personnel selection, automated results of automated testmg can alert a person to avoid

'
tests may also provide opportunities for personnel to error-prone performance that could result in self injury
determine potential performance deficits on the job. or damage to equipment,

i

| How can human factors engineering help managers improvo personnel selection at their
plant?!

Ily analy/ing job-required capabilities and training plans to the les el required to state seletlion ciiteria and by sug- '

gesting u here becling up sehrtion isn't the best "' tian to a performance problem.

To accomplish personnel selection within con Task analysis establishes the link between job tasks
straints of the laws on equal employment opportunity, and required capabilities, providmg justification for
industry is obliged to: proper use of screening instruments. Tast analysis

results enable a unlity to develop compatible perfor-

i explicitly establish the connection hetween job mance based sehrtion and uaining strategies, reducing*

| perionmmcc requirements and screening instru- attrition and helping ensure that its [wtsonnel are able
snents; to satisfy even the unusual dematuts (e.g., abihty to
use screening instruments that have withstand heat stress)ot their jobs.a

,

I demonstrated validity; and '

apply the screening instruments equally to all Alternatively, hurnan f actors engineering ean teduce*

personnel, including those currently employed. needs for exceptional abilities and compensate for

43
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sinutcomings in the capabilities of personnel. Iluman terity Where human factor engineering cau'' cost el-
factors applications in training and documents can Icetis ely reduce the demaruls of job tat Ls, management

facihtate learning and rernembering. Interface design has to be advised of the implications for persorinel
recommendations can, for example, reduce needs for seixtion.
superior sight or unusual rnuscular strength and dex.
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Section 3.2
Decisions about Training

This section addresses the following questions:

What progressive dainons can managers male about training?

What tuight prorupt numagers to consider improvements to training?

What's the relation of human factors engincering to current training tarhnology?
.

1

Why is perfotmance based training superior to that developed solely by subject nutter experts? j
-1

What distinguishes know ledge from skills?

What instructional features account for n:ajor diff erences in developruent and delivery costs?

What are the comparatis e advantages of different Linds of training devices? )

What's transfer of learning, and why is it important?

What's overicarning, and when is it justified?

Ilow can human factors engineering help ruanagers make sound decisions about trairdng? r

What progressivo decisions can managers make about treining?
Decisions that hold training investment costs in justifiable bounds w hile 1 :lping to ensure that personnel are able

to sathfy job task requirements under all operating conditions.

In a performance based approach to training have seen dramatic changes in the trainit'g provided
development, training needs are identified by defining throughout the industry. Today, for example:
differences between the capabilities needed to satisfy
job task requirements and the quahfications of selected an average of five training specialists and Iwen-.

personnel.These needs are then formally stated as tr ain- ty four instructors are at work in each plant;
ing objectives (addressing the behaviors a person has to
dernonstrate, ender w hat conditions,and to what stand- expanded classmom and laboratoy facilities in-.

ards on the job). Appropriate instructional information clude sophisticated are ;ing materials and
(i.e. facts, procedures, rules,and principles)and oppor- devices; and

tunities to practice can then be provided to establish the
capabilities that demonstrate achievement of training full scale imulators of the actual control room.

objattives, are in increasingly wider use.

In the carly days, most utilities telied on subject mat. Within this context of long term commitment,
ter experts to develop and deliver training, using ven. management needs to be advised about the cost. effec.
dor-sur plied manuals and piping and instrumentation liveness of potential training 1nprovements. Utility
diagrams to support lectures. Licensed operators had managers also want assurance that training will con-
so'ne opportunities to practice skills using a generic tinually be resptmsive to changes in task requirements
simulator, but other personnel typically had to develop and equipment interface elesigns as well as lo perfor-
capabilities as apprentices on thejob. More recent years mance deficiencies identified on the job.
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What might prompt managers to consider improvements to training?
Sotne leading concerns are, for example:

anticipated changes in regulatory requirements and INPO acueditation standards;e

investigations of safety related events;*

needs tojustify high invesunents in training; and.

spwine goals to improve personnel safety.*

IIsperts wil',m the nuclear power conimunity are M anager's w ho're concerned about justifying the in-

forecasting Gat within the next 7 years, major changes vestments their utility males in training recognite that

in f ar: operating requirements willimpact on training cap;tal and operating dollars are two different things.
development.I For example, operator qualification and 1 hat is, a utility may te willing to make capital lovest-

refresher training will probably continue to incicase in ments in training (e.g.. ncquisition of a $b million plant-

time aitoted and the realism required in skills practice, specine simulator), but be unwilling to lueur the cost of

Other personnel, a variety of technician trades for ex. adJitional tralnmg staf f.3 Cost / benefit analyses of
,

ample, are also likely to receive more training, with ob- potential training improvements can provide the ration- I

jectives including more stringent performance-based ales management nceds (c.g.. human f actors impacts on

criteria. So leaders in the utility industry will want to be plant safety, poductivity, and avanability) to a uthorite

prepared for, or get a few jumps ahead of, anticipated training expenuitutes that offer best returns.

regulatory actions.
Specific goals to improve persormel safety may also

1> spite recent high investments in training develop- suggest some improvements to training. For exatuple,
ment and delivery, deficiencies in training are still of ten personnel can oc trainAl to recognite when they're
cited as a root cause of safety related evants.2 Root beginning to suffer heat stress and how to take ad-
cause reports, performance reviews, and critical inci- vantage of countermeasures. Similarly a simple mock-

dent interviews provide information by which manage- up can be used to provide technleians with enough
meut can identify needs to revise and expand the practice in performing repair actions to reduce by as
training currently provided. much as a third their stay times in ha/ardous areas of

the plant.

What's the relation of human factors engineering to current training technology?
1he relation of a forerunner that's helped to establish and claterate the step-by-step process of developing perfor-

mance-based training.

Task analytic methods, a cornerstone of human fac- requirements are derived Irom learning theory and
tors engineering, also serve as the foundation for per- human factors research. Strong bonds between the two

formance-based training, in addition, the techniques disciplines enable each to complement the other in im-
applied in defining and sequencing training objectives, portant ways.
presenting instruction, and establishing training device

Why is performance-based training superior to that developed solely by subject matter ex.
perts?

Ilecause the performance-based approach is more objective, thorough, and reliable.

Subject matter experts are w hat the term implies: in- sights of subject matters experts are alway m Juable

i- dividuals who're recognlied for their mastery of in developing training 11ut, in contrast, the perfor-
specific areas of knowledge But, their mastery may not mance-based approach to training development relies
ex tend to mstruc tional tec hnology.1 he opinions and in- on the combined capabilities of a team composed of:
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instructionalles knologists; in addition to drawing on rnore diverse capabilitics,*

training specialists; the perfonnance based approach is a syslernatic ande

media spaialists; well-established process, as shown in fishibit 3-5. Ita

personnel w ho're experienced in perionning job reduces the (hances of,Ior example, overlovling im-a

tasks; as well as portant training rurds or iat'ing to provide training Ica-
subject matter experts (who understand the tures that facilitate achievemsnt of spwific objes1ives,*

phy6ics, chemistry, meshanics, or electronics
underlying plant operatiom).

What distinguishes knowitdge from skills?
The ways in which they're acquired.

Knowledge can be acquired wben information is in contrast, skills can only be acquired through prac-
prmided by using instructional techniques, including: tice, using:

"''""I #9"I *""';*
Electure and riupportive materials;*

nuw,L ups;* -

workbooks; or*

part-task trainers; or*

interactive devices. f ull scope simulators.* .

What instructional features account for major differences in development and delivery
costs?

Pacing, type and frequency of testing, branching levels, and use of dyruunie repiesentations.

Pacing, or the rate of presenting instruction, may be ing may occur twfore instruction (pre test) as well as
geared to the slower learners in a group (group-paced) af terward ([ust test)- with varying freque9cy (e.g.,
or to each individuaPs learning rate (self-paced), Test- with each bhicL of instruction os only at the end of a

t t 6 i +

SPECIFY IMPLEMENTDEFINE STATE MANAGMNT NT MANAGEMENT
TRAINING -) TRAINING -) ,_g ._g

AND DEUVERY CoVRSES AND DEUVERYNEEDS OBJECTIVES
PLAN PLAN

h h1r Mr
ANALy7E DCTTNWINE $[QUENCE REVI(W AND c0NDUCT'I.ing TASK $ # .08 PrMORWANCE ** TR AININQ SELECT EX!$TINQ CDURgt$4

$TANDANDS 08JLCTWES W A Tut < ALS .

4 AND DCMCl3 9

C g 0 A 3, g,[ Ng D{

=a, *9 = == ,a.
^"O

DC 6 TRAINING
~

I UQUAtalCAh0NS OC WR DC
4 KNOWLED0f NCED$ TESTS AND

REQUIRLWENT5 PRACTictpp * EXINCISEECAPABlUTY AND , g
QUAunCATION IDtNTIFY 4

SPL i C SKILL - [g
~

WRtFY
REQJiREWLNTS Ai.L TR AiNINQ ,

05JE Ct d 5
ARE ADDRESSED

Exhibit 3-5. Variously known as, for example, instructional system design, systems approach
to training (SAT), or training system development (TSD), the process of developing perfor-

mance based training includes these major steps.
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course). llrain hing.or prtn iding inntruction at ddlerent
levels of detail, may be included to accommodate ran 2 -

ges of aptitudes alk! capabilities amoi.g the personnel
.

*being trained. Dy namie representations te.g. animation, I | Dehery coste Abaut
film, or video recordings) may also be included to p " 90 times

AWost About more thanf acilitate lcarnmg. 2 times 1/3 lete (1)
more than than

liifferent combinations of features are typically as- f (1) (1) About
sociated with various instructional inhniques. For et- holf-

ample, lecture.4 are normally group paced and usually
)

include inf requent testing,little opportunity 10 branch- -{ j
inF, and le u dynamic representations, in contrast, self- 1
paced workbooks typically provide frequent tests and

-

some branching but no dynamic representatiens. Inter-
active compulcr/ video presentations are also selI paced g,,

and generally use many pre- and post-tests, along with
at least three levels of branching and diverse dynamic w w poox woco/coeue

N W Wrepresentations.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES

Aldiough arguments have been advanced,it hasn't Exhibit 3 6. Relative development and
been demonstr ated that onc instructional tes hnique con.

delivery costs for various instructional techni-sistently results in more cifectise training dun the
others, l'eople achieving training objectives with one ques.

instructional teennique perfonn as ef fectively as those Still,it takes a Lrge number of people who will receive

who are trained with another. Ilut different combina. this kind of instruction over the life of the plant to jus-

tions of features unquestion:bly aflect the costs of lify the substantially greater development costs.

des cloping and delivering h..:,setion, as shown in lis-
hibit3-6. 'the point is that instructional features should be

selected on the basis of w hat the utility is trying to ac-

Combining features like self pacing, frequent pre- complish rather than on advanced training technology

and post-tests, branching, and dynamic representations applicationsMhe type of training being pmsided (e.F ,
are sometimes considered to be advanced training tech- individual or team), the number w ho have to be trained,

nology applications. And, such applications not only and if the training need is continuing or short lised
reduce instructional delivery time but attrition as well, should be considered.

-

What are the comparative advantages of different kinds of training devices?
Some low-cost devices are useful for training selected stills, thereby reducing the time needed to practice using

more expensive training devices or being trained on the job.

Skill acquisition occurs in stages.11ehavict in early Training devices are useful w hen actual equipment
stages is characterited by intense concentration and in on-the-job situations:
conscious awareness of each step taken. lixtraneous
stimuli or distractions casily disrupt the performer's presents nsks to personnel or equipment;-

concentration. And,at this stage, f eedback about tir ap-
c aposes pet sonnet to estraneous stimult and ths-

.

+

propriateness of each action is very important. As train- ;
ing progresses, performance requires less attention.The
performer learns to ignore distractions and requires less provides little information about the accept-*

frequent feedback. Once a skill has been t ully acquired, ability of steps taken by personnel; and/or
people can execute it almost automatically, with httle

n otten apunt k conMons for w Wh-

conscious ellort, and evaluate the acceptability of their
I"""#I "4" I'" ''

own perf ormance.
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in early stages of sLill auluisition, nus Lups are use- retained diagnostic skills longer than those wlue weie

ful f or providing phiredural kkills practice. hhKlest in- trained without it.Y Sinnlarly, in othet apphrations,
vestnients in rtn% kups call has e big payolls w hesi: innpoilant itwreases iii decisioni snaking and problean

it takes a hwig tune to learn sequences of slept sohing skills have been achieved using sciatnely low*

the tirne to tornplete the steps is critical, or cost, part task tratnersI*

an error in perfortuarwe could be costly.*

Use of a costly f ull-scope annuhitor should he
Other part-task trainers can ef fectively proside op- resened for practicing the integration of skith, espe-

porturuties to practice selected skills. I or esainple, a cially those needed to respond to events that don't of ten

trainer designed to provide practice on diagnostic skills (wrut in the plant. It doesn't take a muhi nullion dollar

included prompting about logical approaches to siinulator to achieve dr ainatic increases in icarning. par-

troublesinx> ting. Personnel trained with this feature ticularly dunng early stages of skill acquisition.

What's transfer of learning, and why is it important?
'I he transf er of know ledge, stills.and attitudes learned in training to perf orniance on the job, w hit h dis lates how

long 11 will take for personnel to lerlorer their jota proliciently.

When trairling qui (kly prtMhites highly proficierit equipalent labels or in docuntent%, personfiel Lart be-

perfortnit R e oil thejob,|M)Sitive trathier of learniirig ha% cottle inore conlused and litid it inore dl|licult to learti
occurred. Negative transf er - meaning that joh perf or- the actual natues than if they hadn't learned any
mance is actually worse than if no training had been behuchand. Or,if per sonnel prac tice in a simulator that !

provided - can also occur, as depicted in thhitut 3 7. doesn't adequately represent at tual equipinent in some
im|xirtant aspects,they may per f orm worse in job situa- !

tions than if they hadn't received any practice.o attJihis ,

Negative trainfer is of ten attributed to dillerciwes is one of the reasons that lidehty of simulation, or
between training and job situations. l:or esample, w hen realism, in the design ol' traming devices re- ecs so
terms used in training are dillesent than those used on muc h attention

HiOH ..__

e -

!i %

\N ~
\
\

l PoBithe

$ \ transfer

b
& \

\
\

\ Negative
j transfer

\
L.0w

| !

r.ARL Y ui LARLY ug

m AIN;NU JOB PERFORM ANCE

Exhibit 3-7. Positive transfer of learning f acihties proficient performance, by negativo transfer
retards the development of proficiency.
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As lidelity of sirnulation increases, positive tramfer live trans!et can be espected for small increments in
of learning generally increases,along wiih investment costs.'lhis is followed by a point of dirninishing returns,
costs, as shown in Eshibit 3 8. As fidelity continues to w here costly increast s in fidelity don't resuh in progv"
increase, a point is reached where large gains in posi- tionate inc ' cases in positive transf er.

What's ovellearning, and when is it justified?
Repeated exporures to situations aheady mastered, to help ensure retention of critical or infrequently used

Lr.owledge and skills.

Overlearning can be provided during initial training exercises is to operate a training device al faster than
as well as through refresher courses, it's as simple a mal tirne. The difference inay not be that perceptible to
concept as " practice makes perfect" but calls for some p rsonnel,but can reduce boredom, increase the pe for-
sophistication toimplement well.Forexample one way ruance challenge, and improve proficiency in certain
of sustaining personnel attention during overleirning sLills.

How can human factors engineering help managefs make sound decisions about train-
Ing?

Ily better enabling management to evaluate training riceds and by contributing to the specification of tral.ung
devices needed to support acquisition of reqmrtd skills,

iluman f actors applications in structuring work and during training incasure whether personnel have
defining policies to promote safe, pnxtuctise perfor- learned what was taught in a course, not whether
mance include defining job perfortnance incasures, they've learned to perform as their job tasks require.
Properly constructed, these are far beller measures of And, without the use of authorized job perfonnance
training effectiveness than training tests or subjective sneasures, supervisors are seldorn nble to proside the
feedback frorn work supervisors. That is, tests given detailed feedbacL about performance deliciencies that's

.

HiGH Hoe

Area of
$ ( dimWehlng )
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o d
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E 8
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-
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Exhibit 3-8. Relations among fidelity of simulation, transfer of learning, and costs.
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l needed lot ruanagernent to independently evaluate device seems to personnel, au p;med to how sinish.

| training elfixtiveness and initiate revisions. ly it duplicates inconsequential ( haracteristics of actual
equipnient. Psyhological lidelity can usually be

in addihon, burnan f actors applications can addreu achies ed at less cost than physical fidelity, with no lou

the psychological fidelity of training devices. in posinte transfer of icarning,
l'sychological fidelity refers to how realistic a training |
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Section 3.3
Decisions about Documents

This section addresses the following questions:

What pogressive decisions can rnanagers rnale atmut plant doeurnents?

What might prompt ruanagers to consider improving documents that persormel use in performing tasks?

What distinguishes job performance aids irom other plant documents?

What aspec ts of a task make it a candidate for document support?

Why is it important to establish and use a controlled vocabulary in docu.nents?

What's a readability index, and how is one properly used?

What guidelines and conventions can be applied to help ensure document comprehemion and case of use?
,

Why should appropriate illustrations te used to suppirt text?

Why is it imputant that documents be validated with users before being relied on in actual performance?

What innovations in document design hold promise for the nuclear utility industry?
!

Ilow can human faclors engineering help managers make sound decisions alcul documents?

l

i
I

What progressive decisions can managers make about documents?
Decisions helping to eneure that personnel not only have all the infortnauon they need, but can easily use it both

in training and when performing tasks on the job.

Limitations in human capabilities dictate that some use in the jrrformance situation. ManaFers can also
demands to remember and interpret information tv make sure that each document fulfills intended purposes
reduced to help ensure reliable perfonnance. Where during task performance by requiring that it be validated
training leaves of f, procedures and other documents can before approving it for use,
go on to support perfonnance if they relieve personnel
o' burdens in recalling information, transforming data, Several reports quote this comment of a pl:mt tech.
makinF ecisions,andsolvingproblems-withoutim- nician with nuelear navy experience:" Plant documentsd|'

. ming needless demands of their own design. are about 20 years behind the state of the art."),2) gg
'

p

sectm that he's got a point.1he industry has taken some
Managers need to be advised about specilie informa- steps to improve plant documents (as evidenced in

tion tequirements that should be satisfied by docu- INPO guidelines and EPRI reports), but management
j. ments. They also want to be assured that the information decisions account for large differences in the helpful-

is presented and pack? Fed in ways that are compatible ness of documents both within and across plants.
l with human capabilities and that contribute to case of
i

What might prompt managers to consider improving documents that personnel use in per.
forTdng tasks?

Recognited problems that are imphealed in:

regulatory actions; breaches of quality control standards; anda *

* safety.related events; high costs of corrective maintenance.+

|
.
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Regulatory initiatives are one impetus for improving
ENENT- sWPTOlhplant documents. For citarnple, NRC has required
GASED D ASED

| nucitar power utihties to revise event-based F.mergen-

| cy Operating Pnicedures. Mandated sytuptom-based ,, ,
' procedures prompt operators to initiate stabilisinF pro- vesti upsti

cedures without first having to diagnose the causative
,

event,as shown in IUthibit M Appreciating the general 05 [r>ener T
advantages of symptont based pnicedures (apart f rom ter ( seTous f
exceptioaal cases w here procedural steps ruust vary by 1 1
event) some managers have also sci /ed the opportumt) stuct acutor

to improve procedures in more ways than required by emocrouet r

regulation. ( kv-
F N7"Investi ations of safety telated events suggest some Actiow

' '

of the ways pntedures need to be innproved. For es. u
- Iample, INPO's Stili IN (Significant livent I! valuation , ,,

and Information NetworL) program recently identified ieQu g

deficient prm.edures as the leading contributor to - r"
human error in a sample of reported events. In addition,
SIEIN otten identified f ailure to use procedures as a deovtny q,/cptss

v..

niot cause of error. Other investigators, using the enti- %
" *cal incident technique, have also found pmcedures a

contributor to maintenance errors, accidents, and near Rtco*RY

mishaps,' 'these sources indicate that pn(edures are
otten inaccurate, out of date, confusing, and inacces. Exhibit 3 9. Symptom-based ptocedures
sible or am Lward to handle m performance situations, rompt operators to take remedial action

Quality control inspections may simil:uly reveal in- looking at the costs associated w ith corrective main-
stances where pr icedures aren't being followcd large- tenance,a manager might well question whether docu-
ly because of document or facility design deficiencies. rnents could be designed to Fuide more elftrtive fault
Line supervisors of ten find that operators and tech- diagnosis. lf a utility provides httle or nodoeurnent sup-
rucums have reasons rather than merc excuses foi reluc- port for Iault isolation tasks, equipment downtime is
tance to use procedures. For example, having both needlessly cxtended. lu their attempts to hicate the fault,
lumds occupied and soiled in perfonning a task dis- for example, technicians sometimes " repair" com-
courages continuing use of a paper thicument, as does ponents that aren't related to mallunction syinptoms,
lack of adequate laydow n spacc or hghting. in addition, and sound components can become f aulty as a result of
personnel are of teri aware of instances where pnice- inappropriate repair attempts. Sojob perfonnance aids
dures are out of date or otherwise inaccurate, and so are developed to reduce technician guesswotL can help
reluctant to rely on them. reduce high maintenance costs.

What distinguishes job performance aids from other plant documents?
'Ihe toethods by w hich they're developed, including:

content and conditions of use defined through task analpis,*

verification of content by subject inatter experts; and*

validation of deladed design by representative users.*

Traditionally, the term " job performance aid" sug- tasks or task steps. Ilut the tenn has come to encompass
gested a little book with detailed information aral 11- not only procedures, but instruction sheets,
lustrations intended to support perfonhance of certain troubleshooting guides, maintenance dependency

i
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charts, checklists, conversion tables, and esen com- Instead, equipment manufacturers may use a lan-
puter-driven expert systems that interactively present guage in manuals that's not easily understood by plant ;

information to help guide task performance. technicians and include few illustrations designed to ;
support spwilic task actions. Some manuals address a '

Other plant documents (e.g., equipment manuals, class of various component models and rely on complex
piping and instrumentation diagrams)contain m e m- conditional statements to provide guidance for the
formation than is directly relevant to spwific tasks, 'pecific malel used in the plant. Manufactures may bc

,

Of ten, a document that attempts ruultiple purposes ser. tiling to do the work of developing effective job per-3

ves none well. For example, technicians complain about formance aids, but charge enore for them and ruust has e
the inadequacy of equipment manuals that could have detailed specifications to ensure that the utility gets the
been designed as job performance aids, but weren't. advantages it pays for.

What aspects of a task make it a candidate for document support?
In addition to task complexity and criticality, whether it:

involves performing numerous steps in a prescribed sequence, with at least moderate speed and high accuracy*

and w here errors of omission or commission are critical;

depeixis on more detailed information than a relatively inexperienced person can reasonably be expected to*

remember;

occurs infrequently;*

involves personnel in job positions with high turnover;*

requires exceptional problem solving capabilities if a sound approach isn't predelined; or*

produces deficient performance when existing documents are used.*

Job performance aids may be useful for any task,but are severe, a procedure, instruction sheet, or checkhst
are particularly needed if the required standards of per- can help ensure reliable performance of even relatisely
formance are likely to exceed post u nining capabilities simple, frequently performed tasks.
of personnel. Where the consequences of human error

Why is it important to establish and use a controlled vocabulary in documents?
Ilecause consistency lessens the likelihomi that personnel will misinterpret the information.

|

A controlled vocabulary is a set of authorind terms Consider a simple requirement to adjust a control. A
that designers and personnel alike agree to use in person inight be adsised to push activate hit, trigger,
preference to any synonyms. Plant documents should depress, switch on, start the control, or half a dozen
consistently employ the same authorized terms used in other possibilities - all supposedly meaning the same
training and in labeling phmt facilities and equipment. thing. When you consider all the actions personnel take,
11ut documents hav e to refer to additional task-required a free w becling vocabulary makes the likelihood ofin-
actions, which requires a large controlled set of verbs terpretation errors needlessly great,
an 1 adverbs.

What's a readability index, and how is it properly used?
A means of quickly identifying if the text of a document is likely to exceed the reading capabilities of persormel.'
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Readability indexes relate quanulative Icatures of On thc other hand, a rcadabihty score of 12.0,or less,
text- hLe number of syllables per word and nurnber of fers liule assurance that a person w ho's completed
of words per sentence - to the denmnstrated verbal high scinol w ill be able to comprehend the material (or
capabilities of most people at differing educational that the material can be comprehended by anyone). Far
levels. l'or usefulness in assessing plant documents, a more enters into the question than the elements relic ( ted
readability index has to be adjusted to accommodate in readability score. lixpating comprehension to N-
familiar words or phrases referring to equipment sys. prose by editing to a readability formula has been
tems and operations. That is, jargon has to be ap. likened to lighting a match under a thennorneter to
propriately weighted to redace its hnpact. Otherwise, w ann up a room (i.e., the inder value may improve, but
the score suFgests a greater poblem than actually ex. the room won't get snuch warmer)." lletter ways of im.
ists (with unusual actonyms and pilysyllabie terms like proving the likelihood that personnel will be able to
Feedwater/ Condensate Dif ferential Transmitter inflat. quickly and accurately interpret information in docu-
ing the score), ments are to:

use wsil-established gnidelines and conven.*

Tests administered in sclavls nationwide establish tions;
the anchor points for most readability formulas. A support text with appropriate illustrations; and*

readability score of 13.0, tot example, indicates text validate the design under conditions of use witha

that's difI cult for most people who have no more tbn representative users.
a high school education.

What guidelines and conventions can be applied to improve document comprehension
and ease of use?

Many commonly foumiin telcrences on elfective presentation of technicalinformation.

Where linguists. cognitis e psychologists. or human user will be able to clearly see the information,
factors professionals have researched attemative con- Guidehnes atuut the use of headings, space, hnes of
ventions, findmgs generally support the accumulated demarcation, and color or shading suggest ways of
practical guidance represented in style manuals and grouping information and directing user attention.
other references used by technical writers, editors, il. Guidelines about the appropriate use of photographs,
lustrators, and other document design specialists.4 The line drawings, tables, and graphs suppest ways of
importance of a controlled vocabulary has twen sug- facilitating quick, accurate perception of information,
gested earlier, as have advantages of short, famihar Guidelines on the means of page numbering, the in-
woras and fairly short sentences. Style manuals also cluskm of indexes, glossaries, and es en thumbnail Labs
typically provide guidance on, for example: as w cll as on packaging and binding alternatives are in.

climinating vague or needless words; tended to promote case of document use..

using simple sentences of normal subject-verb..

object pattern; l rom a human factors standpoint,it's worth noting
making equivalent items parallel in construction; that some conventions are so widespread, so well rep-*

and resemed across the diverse thicuments a person deals
avoiding complex conditional statements and with in a lifetime - from grade school texts to populare

muhiple negatives.5 magazines - that they form the basis for common ex-
! pectations. limpectations about documents influence
l' More comprehensive references also address ques. w hether personnel can kicate infonnation quickly and
I

tions of typography layout, graphic or tabular design, perceive it correctly as w cli as whether they accept and
and overall format g Guidelines atuut type fonts and value the help a document can provide,
contrast with shaded backgrounds indicate w hether the

Why should appropriate graphics be used to support text?
Ilecause they help people understand the accompmying text more readily - particularly novices or others w ho

don't frequently perform the document supported task.
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Although r tch on graphics is far from con- 1:or prest uting data, graphs ate casier to interprel

closive,it provides a basis fos prac tical guidance on the than tables, with bar charts being generally prefened

effective use of photop.raphs, line drawings, tables, over hoe graphs. Lepic tree diagrams have been f ound

charts, graphs, and other diagrams in plant dm uments. usef ul Ior presenting comptes wnditional imtructioru.
For example, photographs are nnue helpf ul than hoe
drawings for hicating sgecine objects within a busy in addinun to choices about the usefulness of dd.
context or f or dacriminating realistic dif ferences (c.p., ferent Linds of graphics, ellective documents reprewnt

the qualitative deterioration that a technician has to gomi c hoices about alternative ways of integrating text

destri in inspecting a comptwienn, Comersely, ime and graphics. For example. illustration callouts and pro-

drawings are superior for calling attention to detail if c edural te st can be f ully integrated or put in eonespond-

they represent the human's perspective when interact. ing top-bottom or side by side arrangements,auhown

ing w ith equipment. Line drawings with an exphuled or in fixhibit 310 or illustralions may be included e iol-

cutaway view are useful for showing assernblages of dout pages at the end of a thwmnent. 'the question of

components that technicians can't otherwise readdy which format works best has to be addreswd by users

view. as wcil as docmnent designen. |

!

Why is it important that documents be validated with users befoio they ate rolled on in ac-
tual performance situations? )

Ikcause other ways of determining if users (an perfonn tasks by using a document are not very reliable. 1

The tryout situation can involve actual equipment, Measures obtained in the try-out include whether

nusL ups, or simulators, but has to represent environ- tasts steps are perf onned in the presctded way, perfor-

mental conditions that af f eet document use and include mance times,and success of task cornpletion as well as

a mix of representative users. 'the mix might include, opinions about document usefulness. 'these measures

for example personnel m ho: help identify specific thicument or facibly design '

deficiencies. For example, a document deficiency
are unf amihar with the task or least quahned to might be thr.1 a special note or warning statement lea

perform it; given too late in the sequence of information to have
, precautionary cifect. For another example, if inionna-

have either completed training recently or some+
,; ,1 N' dmormeim con @%

time before and de in Mc h dem%,,
, to -

have low est reading skills. the iacility design, or both.*

I
i

'

What innovations in document design hold promise for the nuclear utility industry?
Machine readable documents that interactively respond to user commands.

imtant reduction or expansion in information| Apart from [. aper, documents may exist on a *
,

'

machine-readable tape, disc, or cht Informat on that detail;

used to be presented only on paper can now be ad- g,

vantageously presented on a LR'l sercen, plasma dis-
new opportunities for performance trackingplay, or other device used f or- presenting .

machine readableinfonnation. (with interactions recorded to help verify that
poicedural steps are being f ollowed).

Advantages of machine-readable thicuments in-
clude: One disadvantage of presenting information on a

'##""' "* # ' #'' '" 8" *' #" "Ecapability to tailor information to user inquiries;*

to read the mfonnation, compared to rcadmg speed with

automatic provision of cross referenced it.for- printed paper copy.*

rnation;

ik
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Exhibit 310. Alternative ways of integrating text and illustrations.
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DOCUMENTS

How can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions about docu-
ments?

Ily helping ensure d,at:

needs for documents are carefully evaluated and substantiated;*

docurnent content is perfta mance-based (i.e., on comparison of specific tast requirements and the capabilitiese

of personnel);,

conditions of use are reflected in document design;e

docurnents are validated before use in training or actual performance situations.*

Task analysis methmis identify document needs and _ ments offer sufficient advantages to justify their

help to define specific content as well as espected con- development cost, human iactors applications are par.

ditions of use, iluman factors engineering also addres- ticularly important to ensure user acceptance and case

ses questions of how information should be presented, of use. Validation tedmiques provide the evidence

information at->ut the sensory and verban capabilities of managernent needs that a document either ac.

personnel and their common expectations is applied in complishes u hat's intended or needs further improve.

assessing design tradeoffs and establishing conven- ments,

tions. Where computer generated interactive docu.
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Chapter 4
INTERFACE DESIGNS

Decisions aboul Facilities, Systent Equipinen!,
allti Suppwl Etjuipinent

'this chapter irsludes thre: 5ections that suggest how changes in the design of interiaces -- things people dirrrt-
ly intrian with - help bring about improvements in plant perfornumee. Sntion 4.1 diu usses how facility design
features like signs, access space,lightint , cliinate, aral other environinental conditions impact on perf ormarx c. Sec.
tion 4.2 addresses system equipment designs, suggesting some choices that ruanagement has about increased use of
advanced displays and buproving personnel interactions with hardwired displays or controls as w cil as equipment
throughout the plant. Section 43 indicates how support equipment hLe the conununications system, protatis e year,
robotic devices, and various other machines and tools can better estenil the capabilitics of personnel.

6[ORMa h
4 0

9 e
:

TASK HUMAN

CAPABILITIESREQUIREMENTS '

GOALS

. Mcu, Q,$
dp\c' &' y~w

( 4* , 4ruuws
,k vp krys/-
''

Q1=,[}5
J' M,1

% -

Exhibit 41. Interface designs reflect decisions about features of facilities and sys-
tem equipment as well as needs for cupport equipment
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Section 4,1

Decisions about Fucilities

This section addresses the following questions:

What progressive decisions can managers male atout plant facilities?

What might prompt managers to consider changing facility designs?

What impact can facility signs and placards have on personnel perfortuance?

Why does information atout the txxty dimensions of personnel enter into decisions almut facility designs?

What techniques are usef ut in assessing facility layouts?

Ilow can the decision to acquire an advanced control complex af fect human factors in iacility design?

Ilow are lighting tequirements likely to change when a mix of hardwired instruments and advanced displays are
used in the same area?

What other environtuental conditions are huurm factors conceins?

Ilow can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions atout facilities?

What progressive decisions can managers make about plant facilities?
Ikcisions helping to ensure that personnel:

can krate, travel to, reach, and move objects;*

can see or hear information; and*

are protceted from environmental stresses and hai.ards.*

Plant site, building, and workspace designs detes- Managers may have to live with some design con-
mine how efficiently personnel can kicate and use plant straints that were set by decisions made years ago. For
documents, equipment, and tools. Facility designs also example, few things are set more in concrete than con-
determine the range of environmental conditions (e.F., tainment building structures. Ilut operating experience,
light, noiscalimate) that af feci personnel performance. human factors analyses, and technological advances
Some equipment related conditions (e.g., radiation and provide a basis for utilities to male better use of avail-
extreme noise or temperatures) impose additional re- able space and improve the enviromnental conditions
quirements on facility designs (e.g., accommodating that af fect how persormel perform.
use of protective gear and other support equipment).

What might prompt managers to reconsider facility designs?
Recognited deficiencies and design change opportunities represented in, for example:

regulatory actions;*

technological advances; and*

j specific health and safety goals for personnel.*

!
! Regulatory actions sometimes call for changes in additional control room displays, for example, has re.

facility designs. Accommodating a mandated fimergen- quired many adjustments in facility designs. Whether
, cy Operating Facility, a Technic al Support Center, and there changes constitute improvement depends on ex-
|
t

(
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isting constraints as well as how systematically the Advance in computer ledmology now olier oppor-
utiliues idenuly and address the hurnan Iauers con- tunities for uhhties to not only conserve limited space,

tiiderations involved. but relieve operatur s of burdens in temembering and in-
tegratmg inionnation f rom a number of discrete instru-

Managers' aw areness of in hriological ath aru es that ments.

Oller poterittal solutioris to sorne desig n dilemmas inay
lead to simultaneous changes in f acility and equipment Personnelinjury and health statistics may also res cal

interfaces. For exatnple, the site of the control r oem and where facihty desipus need to be irnproved. For ex-
number of operators have stay ed the same in the last 10 ample, reports about radiation esinnures, heat stress,

years, but the immber of discrete dnplays and controls and incidents involving tosic $ hemicals are sources of

has altnost tripini, crowding pariels and wntributirig to inanagement itiformation atout cetvirotunental condi-

access problems in operations and maintenarice tasks. tions that deserve special attention.

What impact can facility signs and placards have on personnel performance?
Reducing conf usion and delays as well as uijuries and equipment daanage.

People eventually learn their way around even the |

rnost inadequately labeled facihties. Itut orientation PLIASC

problems are better avoided by design than overcome WALX UP ONE FLDOR
through time-consuming trial and error learning. Ile-
sides new personnci and visitors, contractor personnel WAlX DOWN TWO n.00RS
abo need to hicate various buildings and work areas
quk Lly and easily. Otherwise, delays contribute to low FOR W M M A M { M
productivity and high costs.

Iluman factors appheations include ensuring that Exhibit 4-2. Human factors engineering asks
roads, parking areas, sidewalks, buihlings, and w ort- "Will personnel be able to interpret the mes-
spaces ate identitled by signs that are easy for peoph to sage quickly and correctly?"- the intended 1

see and associate with know n system and organiiation imerpretation is provided in the references at
al functions. IIcipful facility signs convey meanings the end of this section,
that ivople already know or can casily learn and remem-
bcr and are consistent with labchog of equipment, lines,
and valves.

Warning and caution placards help personnel avoid in addition to considering sire. color, and placement

,

injuring themselves or damaging equipment through alternatives, another way of increasing the attention get-

l improper use and also help protect the utility from law- ting value of critical information is to reguhuly replace
suits. Two hmnan iactors concerns are w hether person- existing placards with new ones of shghtly dif ferent
nel can quickly and correctly interpret a inessage,like design. That is, people pay mere attention to anything
the one show n in IIxhibit 44, and w hether a placard has new in their environment than to things that have be-

adequate attention getting value. come familiar.

|
| Why does data about the body dimensions of personnel enter into decisions about facility
|- design?

Because facility designs have to accomrmxlate and often compensate for individual differences within a plant's
workforce.

Indis iduals with thlferent luly dimensions and mus- documents when performing tasks. But, reahstically,
cular capabilities have to view things from a relatively accomnnlating 100't cf any large group means incur-
fited position, tuove about,litt objects and manipulate ring costs oot of proportion to the benetits derivedflhat
or transport them. Ideally, all plant personnel can easi- is,it may cost more to accomnnlate the few people at
ly see, reach, and interact with equipment, tools, and the extremes of a panicular physical measure than u
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does to satisfy the nents of 90'4 of the wor Lforce. (I or typically follow what's known as the "ftf th to ninety.
example, to provide a chair that scats everyone comfor- fif th percentile rule." 1his means that an acceptable
tably at an eye level appropriale to viewing demands, design is one that well accornnulates 90% of person.
the adjustment for seat height might have to be more nel(both males and f emales). People who'ic below the
than 10 inches. Ilut a c hair with only a 4 inch adjustment filth percentile or above the ninety-fifth percentile on
would generally do for 90'4 of the peopic.) relesant measurements, many of which are shown in

thhibit 4 3, have to "try harder" or, for critical task de-
Given the tradeo'Is invoh ed in designing ior people pendent capabilities, be screened out,

who're at the estremes, human factors applications
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k- a n.
1, Weight 12. Heighte
2. Stature 13. Eye helght*
3. Shoulder he!ght 14. Shoulder height *
4 Elbow height 15. Shoulder-elbow length
5. Fingertip helg51 16. Elbow rest heighte
6. Hip breadth 17. Elbow grip length
7 Thumb-tip reach 18. Bottock-knee lengthe
8. Thumb-tip reach extended 19. Duttock-popliteol lengthe
9. Shoulder breadth 20. Popliteal heights
10, Foroorm-to-forcorm breadth 21. Knee height *
11 Hip breadth *

*Sected measurements

Exhibit 4 3. Some of the body dimension variables that enter into decisions
about facility designs.2

What techniques are tseful in assessing facility layouts?
In adition to applying checklists of human factors criteria to drawings or scale nulels, diagraming traffic pat-

terns or links between Ley points in a facility.

In a link diagram, lines representing the nsovements enled (e.g., by color, width, or numter) to indicate the
of personnel during a task are superimposed on a 1ayout paths of different people, as well as the frequency, se.
drawing, as shown in Exhibit 4-i.1he lines are often quence, and importance of their movements.
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Exhibit 4 4. A sample link diagram for a control room, showing movements of throo operators
responding to a steam gonorator tubo rupture.

1. ink diagrains provide a means of analyzing the er. per foriners thernselves to visuallic layout problems that ;

ficiency a layout affords and determining ways of im- could contribute to delays in perfonnance or discourage
proving it. Main advantages of link diagrams are that personnel from per f orming inconvenient steps in a task,
they help managers as well as designers and the task -

H(,w can the decision to acquire an advanced control complex affect human factors in
facility design?

Concernsinclude:

itnpact on task assignments arnotig operators,*

placement within the existing configuration, anda
;

compatibility with other console profiles.*

1

Advanced control cornpleses ate being developed Conventional consoles are typically configured in a
and marketed by various vendors. 'lhey typically of fer nuxlined circular, U, wing, or I. shape, as shown in lix-
not only genetic process control programs and formats hibit 4 5. liach configuration of fers advantages and dis-
for cotuputer integrated displays but consoles designed advantages for accomnuxlating an udvanced control
to accomnmdate a number of display screens, liefore cornplex. Iluman factors recomtnendations have to
anyone can begin to determine the workspace design reflect how the utility allocates task responsibilities
implications, consideration should be given to how among operators if one operator performs monitoring
responsibilities are divided among operators in the con. tasks while other operators are responsible for control
trol room.
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intervention,then ambient noise and distances im olved ciRcutn

h ]uf #NG-SHAPEin unaided voice comumnications are s[wial concerm. gg
if, on the other haml, Ivth Linds of tasks are allocated '/
by system to ddIerent operators, then unimped^d visual ))
access and case of ph)sical ruovernellt ale of greater
concern, in either case, lighting reymrements are like.
ly to(hange sornew hat.

CONCLN TRIC OJTSX IN5;DE

lleing aware of w hat the market im M ofIer in the rtANaNG rLANMNO

[{f {[Mg
way of advanced control complexes shouldn't keep a m,

redesign team from specifying human factors require- ]
Qf gments. Most vendory are able to be responsi$e to uni- g

que needs -- whether they mvolve reducing console
height to allow a see-over provision or raising the
benchboard to accommodate sit-stand rather than f ully Exhibit 4 5. Conventional consoles are typi-
seated operations.11tility managers need to be com- cally configured in modified circular, U, wing, i
prehensively; apprised of human factors implications or L shapes. Accommodating an advanced

'

before agreemg io acquire an advanced control complex contro1 complex within such configurations de-
at a set price. Custom changes increase acquisition
costs, but as the saying goes,"an ounce of prevention ponds on how task responsibilities are as-

is worth a pourxl of retrofit /. signed.

How are lighting requirements likely to change when a mix of hardwired instruments and
advanced displays are used in the same area?

Ily becoming more complex, as lighting has to be tailored to conyieling demands f or dif f erent les els.

Increased use of computer generated displays wdl Fortunately, recent advimtes in lighting system tech-

pose a c hallenge in terms of conflicting lighting require- nology enable variable adjust nent of both the intensity
ments.'lhe relatively high level of overhead ligh:ing re- and c hromatie cornposition of ambient illumination and

quired to see detail on meters and chart recorders, for include dif fusion tec hniques that can be applied to help

cumple, reduces the contrast typically needed when eliminate glare. Use of homls, litters, and screen tilling
viewing advanced displays. Glare and background im. provisium are other w ays to overcome adverse lighting
ages reflect d on the display screen can be highly dis- elfects.
tracting as well as f atiguing.

What other environmental conditions are human factors concerns?
besiJes lighting, main concerns are:

noise;.

climate; and-

various conditions that could endanger personnel health and safely.a

Iluman factors recommendations in lighting design speakers, nmse characteristics of equipment that could
tale into consideration viewing distances and angles, produce distuibing sound interference effects, along
the self illumination characteristics of equipment inter- witu the acoustical properties of the workspace. Areas
faces, the information detail that people have to dis- of the plant w here exceptionally high noise could rep-
criminate, and the surface properties of walls, fkors, resent a batard to the enduring hearing capabihties of
ceilings, and lutnishings, personnel deserve special attention.

A human faclors environmental surs ey is also likely Chmane measures af fect not only per sormel comfort
i to consider hearing distances, the placement of loud- but perf ormance rchability,iluman iactors applications
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are aimed at athieving tinnatic coinhtiom within the
,, .

ione niosi people find nimlottable, as show n in lis hibit g.
- -

Feele Jomp
4 6. l brh temperatures in unne areas ol the plant as well v 60

as advene t hmatic t ombtions in umhellered h a ations &g ,,,

Fees .

hot
deser s e spedal attention. N couront

3 *o - rom -

1
lit addition, a tr adillonal hutnari lactof % coir ent has

been tiee ellet ts of hostdc crn noninents on hmnan per- h, y
.

Feele
to - cold -

lonnance - in spate and v.ubmarine opphcanom, for
example. lhis unween is appropriatcly estended '" E}:to - Fee!s dry -

not lear juwet plant f acihties, w hit h t an be ilmte hoo , , , ,

ide outside the tontrol room. In addition to risks ab g .;g 3 33 e3 go

usciated with eu cuive espmure to radiation and high
TEMPERATURE ( * F)

temperatures, other dangers include steam leaks, caus-
tic or acid solunom, and slippery smf acet Ways of
unnbatmp these rists through f acihty design include bhibit 44 The cornfort zono is doterrn.ined
posung placards,compicuously codmg cipnpment, and by a cornbit1ation of difforont tetuporatutos
punnoimg use of protettive rear and other support and humiditios.
c(julpment by making Il readily su cesMble.

How can human factors engineering help Inanagers snako sound decisions about facility
designs?

Ily pnslucing link diagrams, reporting results of eminunnental surveys, and applying other appropriate methuh
to identify f acility design problems; by reviewiny desirn t hange draw ints and nuxicis f or nunphance with human
f actors uitena, and by reconunendmg w ays that discrepain ies can be m crunne.

Sometimes cost clict tise solutions to f acility design tice on some tasks to reduce their aserare stay tune in

problems invohe reallocatmp turntiom,(hanymg the ha/ardous au cas of the plant. When the ideal solution is

work structure redelming personnel selection uiteria, t ot economically feauble, a systenutic program of

improving training.or providmg better support eqmp- human f actors cupmeeting provides infoimation that

inent.1:or counple, robotic devices um sometimes be inanagers need to dncrunnute ' ice w een a pont alterna-

used to avoid subjecting personnel to environmental tive and a better one,

haiards. Or techniciam can receive enough skills prac-

lleferences

1. Clupanis, A Nian mat hine engineering. Alonterey,CA: liniols/ Cole Pubhshmg, Wadsworth Pubinhing Com-
pany ,1965.

[Ihc message intended in listubit 4 2:"'llus is a sery busy elevator. please use the stairs untead if you are poaig
no Iutther than one floor up or tw o lhxnn dow n.")

2. Parris,il I. , A NkConulle, LT. Anthropoinctne data base f or pow et plant design. (NP-1918-SR) Palo Alto,
C A: liledne l'ow er Researc h Imtitute,19M1.
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Section 4.2
Decisions about System Equipment Interfaces

This section addressos the following questions:

What progressive decisions can managers make about sptem equipment interfaces?

What might prompt inanagers to change equiprnent interface designs?

Why are display / control relationships imp >rtant human factars cencerm?

What labehng and coding techniques can be used to enhance equipment interface designs?

What techniques are useful in assessing panel desi "S7F

What are computw generated displays, and how can they impiove personnel perf ormance?

Are there any pitfalls associated w ith use of computer generated displays?

Ilow can alarm and annunciator designs be improved?

What innovations in system equipment design hold promise f or improving plant maintenance?

Ilow can human factors engineering help managers male sound decisions about sy stem equipment interfaces?

What progressive decisions can managers make about system equipment interfaces?
i

Decisions ensuring that designs throughout the plant are consistent with human factors criteria and that nnova-
tions solve some old problems without creating new ones.

In plants nationwide, system equipment interfaces ments than existed when plants currently in operation

are in a state of actaal or irnpending change. Industry were designed. Limitations in sensors, cabling, and

leaders are forecastmg, within the next 3 to 10 years, electro-mechanical devices used to constrain manage-

dramatically increased use of digital computers to ment decisions about system equipment interfaces. Ilut

proecss plant system data.I This trend will profoundly sensor improvements, along with digital transmission

af fect equipment interfaces designs in not only the con- capabilities (i.e., over data highways within the plant

trol room, but the emergency operating f acility, the and telephone hnes to remote sites) enable rapid, reli-

technical support center, and local areas of the plant, as able prosision of precise data to diverse hications. In

shown in Exhibit 4-7. addition, the data can be tramformed, integrated with
other data, and displayed in virtually limitless ways.

Today, digital computer technology offers many
more options for satisfying task information require.

What might prompt managers to change equipmam lnterface designs?
Reasons for change could include:

regulatory requirements and recommendations resulting from self-initiated surs eys;*

objectives related to expansion of pres entive maintenance programs; and*

opportunities arising through plant hie estension programs.-

The segulatory requirement to review and enhance has made utility managers more awase of error-induc-

control room designs from a human factors standpoint ing design features. Many managers basen't connned
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Exhibit 4 7. System equipment interfaces profoundly affected by use of digital computers to
process system data (EOF, emergency operations facility; TSC, technical support center).

4 the panel improvement effort to the controlioom, but that human f actors concerns in the use of portable or in-

have independendy initiated human f actors surveys of stalled automatic vaneues (e.g., access, labeling of

panels in other ateas of the plant, some of which are measmement points, means of display) are adequately

listed in thhibit 4 8. addressed.

'the utilities are also interested in improving predic. Plant life extension programs af ford other opixx-

tive and preventive maintenance, some aiming for a tunities to improve interface designs at the same time

maintenance distribution of 80% preventive. 20'1 cor- engineering changes are made to system equipment.

rective.*Ihe : angc of equipment monitoring devices that Improvements are hLely to mean greater teliante on

are available (e.g., infrared thermography. sibration, highways of computer pn(cued data and less on voice

and leak detection desices) clearly allows for tviter communications to transmit infonoation about system

prediction of Impending equipment tailures, provided equipment operations.

W A!N CONTROL R00W CONSOLIS LE Ax R ATE TEST PANEL WATER TREATWENT SYSTEW

RADIATION WONITOR:NG SYSTM
CONNOL P ANELS HE ADNQ AND VrNTILATION 04WICAL AD0itt0N PANEL

CONTROL PANLL

TRk P NE SUBSTATION DICTRICAL PANEL
UTH1UW HYDROCDECOMPURR COW Pm

FUEL TR ANSTER CARR: AGE HitRAZ:NE
CON 1ROL PANEL UQU'D AND OAS % AS~E PANEL

rVEL HANDUNO BRIDOL * ASTI EVAPOR ATOR
CONTROL PANEL CONTROL PANEL #ASTI DRVWWHO CONTROL P ANEL

Exhibit 4-8. Panels located outside the control room that are candidates for
design enhancement.
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Why are display / control relationships important human factors concerns?
Ilecause display / control relatiombips that are comistent with the expectations and needs of personnel reduce the

likelihood of error in control adjustruents.

People have expectations about: spatial relationships When interface designs aren't compatible w ith com-
of instrutnents; their direction of movement; and the rnon expectations, hie those shown in !!xhibit 4 9, per-
amount of movernent needed w hen manipulating con- sonnel find their tasks more dillicult and are tuore hiely
trols to elfcct a change in displayed values. to taale mistakes.

EXPECTED DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT RELATIONSHIPS

DIRECTION OF SYSTEM EQUIPMENT DIREC110N OF
CONTROL MOVEMENT COMPONENT RLSPONSE D| SPLAY MOVEMENT

Up, right, owoy from Actuate / start, Up, right, clockwise
operator, clockelse increase in quantity,

open, extend

Down, lef t, toward Deoctuote/stop. Down. left, counter-
operotor, counter- decrease In quantity, clockwlse

.

clockwise close, retract
|

Exhibit 4 9. Examples of common expectations about display / control relationships.

What techniques are useful in assessing panel designs?
Ilesides camparing design features against checklists of human factors criteria, diagranuuing personnelinterac-

tions with instruments across panels or within a single panel.

Operational sequences cf behas iors during a task can Specilie micractions with displays and (outrols on a
be diagrammed, as show n in tirhibit 4-10, to depict the single panel can also be diagrammed, to identify eye-
nature of interaclions among personnel in various kra- hand movement patterns during task performance. The
lions and with instruments on different consoles. The arrangement of instruments on a panel can then be
distribution of instruments across pancis can then be analyzed to determine w hether the sequence of task be-
analyzed for excessive communications or movement has iors can be better reflected within the overalllayout
demands, and thanges can be made to increase perfor- approach (i.e grouping by systern functions, mimic
mance reliability and elficiency. Chanfes may be in the flow). Also,co-hwation of related displays and controls
assignment of responsibilities to individuals or in the in the same viewmg field can be assessed.
location of selected instruments.

|

|

What labeling and coding techniques can be applied to enhance equipment interface
designs?

So called " paint, label, and tape" techniques that are relatively inexpensive leut can dramatically reduce the per-
ct plual demands on personnel.

| The expense of rearranging instrurnents on panels tions as well as identification of each individual instru-
l isn't always warranted by the performance difficuhies ment /

associated with human factors discrepancies. Some dif-
ficulties can be cased by design enhancements that "Paiming" or color coding the panel surface is an ef-
facilitate accurate perception of display / control rela- fective way to indicate a relation irtw een displays and
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Exhibit 4 10. Simplified portion of an operational sequence diagram, depicting task behaviors
at four control toom locations in response to a steam generator tube rupture.

controls located on different panels or panel segments. facilitate accurate perceptions. The diff erence that el-

Areas of color shading can also be used to make group. fcctive use these techtuques can make is indicated in

ings of related instruments on a panel more apparent. thhibit4-11.
Labeling enhancements usually involve reflectinF Sy5-
tem, subsystem, and train or loop hierarc hies in labels,
with associated sire coding, that climinates the need for l'aint, label, and tape techniques can also be used to

repetitive content in individuat instrument labels. Used enhance other equipment interfaces located throughout

consistently, hierarchical labeling techniques not only the plant. Color cothug of hatardeus equipment te.g.,

reduce perceptual demands but the likelihood that per- high pressure steam pipeO helps personnel recogni/c

sonnel will misidentify individual instrutnents. Tage and protect themselves against possible dangers. Im-

used to indicate the relationships of instruments on proved labeling helps let hnicians avoid pertorming un-

panels can also incorporate codes (e.g., color, width) to warranted wo:L on misidentilied components.
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Exhibit 4-11, Comparison of a panel design before and after
paint, label, and tape enhancements.

What are computer ge, wuted displays, and how can they improve personnel perfor-
mance?

Representations of sensor signals that have been pnvessed by a computer tnd then presented on a display screen
to relieve pctsonnel of Surdens to view, remember, and integrate data frem diverse hardwired displays.

apply ing decision algorithms to prov ide prompt-Computer processing can itNlude: -

comparing ard combining related measures; ing to personnel.*

alerting personnel to the significance of devia--

tions Is om operating specif ications; With appropriate hardware, programming, and page
inmslating daa into mensures that are ahnost im- design, computer generated displays can reduce cap--

nediately useful to personnel; ability demands on personnel by presenting information
projecting emerging trends; and that's tailored to specific task requirements.-

Are any pitfalls associated with use of computer generated displays?
Several, including lack of display / control integration and limitations in te amount of information that ca1 be dis-

played at one time.

Existing regulations prohibit digital transmission of (i.e., a combmation of computer generated displays and
contml signals to safety related equipment. Otherwise, various hardw ired instiuments)J
operators could both receive iniormation end transmit
control signals by using an integrated system. Given in cases w here displayed informanon guides precise
regula'ory constrain,s, use of computer generated dis- control adjustment, hardwired displays may still have
plays wilt result it. what's been called a " hybrid system" to be kicated near controls. Depending on how task
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duties ate distributed, operators could have to time share removed from the screen while waiting for the next
between computer generated displays and those as- screen to appear. Where rapid operator response is re-
sociated with specific controls. In other cases, lack of quired, delays in generating screens may be critical.11ut

usual spatial relationships betw een displays and elated display page limitations and serial access don't have to
controis will increase the importance of explicitly as- be problems if designs are dictated by information re-
signing monitoring and control responsibilities to dif- quirements and application of hunum lactors principles.
ferent operators and using team training as a means to
compensate for design constraints. Display pages can be constructed to present only the

information that's needed to satisfy specific task re-
'Ihe amount of information that can be presen' .sirements. For example, schematic or mimic pages.

used to monitor overall system operations can provideone time on a display page is restricted by the si
'

4

resolution of the screen. Unh ' an mator has i hierarchicat access to other pages. Tabular or trend for-
let access to several screens, obtadung more than (=- mats providing detailed information can, for example,
page of information means serially calling up other be called up as windows superimposed on a schematic
pages for viewing, whicii could create problems. For page, as shown in F.xhibit 4- 12. or detailed information
exarnple, cperators could have a problem identifying can be presented on separate pages, with menu access

which page to call up next. Or, they may have trouble programs allowing easy return to the previously con-
holding in short-term memory information that's been suhed schemaue page.
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Exhibit 4-12. Sample of a schernatic display with selected trend information superimposed at
the bottom of the page.

How can alarm and annunciator designs be improved? ;

By using a task relevant basis to select and priorithe alarm sources, and by using computers to logically combine !

signals and present coherent alarm information to personnel. |
|
|
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. 'the fundamental problem with alarm and anmm- can be enhanced to better support the w ay s that person-'

ciator systems in nuclear power plants is that more nelinteract with them/ But innovatis e computer-based

alarms can be activated at any time than personnel can alarm reduction and presentation strategies should be

fully attend to. Experienced personnel in these situa- systematically es atuated in relation to use of new emer-

tions rely on their pattern recognition capabilities, but gery:y procedures as well as other computer generated

may ignore alarms that don't fit the known patterns. displays (e.g., safety parameter, disturbance analysis

Conventional hard wired alarm and adnunciator systems display systerns)in the control room /

What innovations in system equipment design hold promise for improving plant main-
tenance?

Equipment performance monitoring deuces that detect " signatures" of incipient malfunctions,

Embryonic malfunctions may be signalled by chan- cess to the equipment or the cues associated with the

ges in temperatures, vibration, noise, magnetism, or a failure are too subtle for easy recognition. Similarly,

variety of other measures developing over a long time. operators may have trouble detecting malfunction sig-

For example, gradual increases in bearing temperat ures natures sufficiently in advance of an actual malfunction

over several shifts suggest impendmg pump bearing unless displays are designed to promote early recogni-

malfunctions. tion. Where grsonnel can't reliably detect c;uly signs
of a malfunction, an equipment performance monitor-

Technicians have difficulty detecting signs of im- ing systen can be implemented as part of an overall

pending equipment failure w hen they lack adequate ac- preventive maintenance program.

How can human f actors engineering help managers make sound decisions about system
equipment interfaces?

By helping to define information and response requirements, by specifying human fae: ors criteria for interface
design changes,and by progressively evaluating designs as they are developed.

nun nua no up
infonuation and response requirements derived from - t co-- - 100-, - tco - t oo--.

task analysis establish baseline specifications for com- """N " "" ~ i ""'"{ ""<
, '

+ - k=_ o --
~

puter generated display systems.

Ci5d CIod"' 255D CIc5
Some basic principles and criteria for the desip of

XXXX7 XXXX7 XXXX7 XX).XT
computer generated displays are represented in NRC E E
guidelines. But better ways to meet recognized design _

challenges are continually being discovered. For ex- - - - - - - -: .-------: .--...:

ample, angle of inclination coding, as shown in Exhibit g _ .

\
4-13, is an irumvative way of augmenting numerical k:

_._.

data w ith trend information. That is, the an gic of inclina - "-{f y ~~'if y -"{g
.

tion represents the average trend over a fised time and XXXX7 XXXX7 XXXX7

the position of the pointer indicates the relation of the Exhibit 4-13. Pointer, along with the numerical
current value to acceptable limits. readout at the bottom, shows the current value

in relation to high and low prealarm values;Some human factors guidance for descloping and
evaluating computer generated display system designs The angls of pointer inclination indicates aver-

has been provided by EPRI.1" Major esaluation con- age trend.
cerns are compatibility of displays with the sensory and
perceptual capabilities of expected users, user accep- The part task and full scope simulations recom-
tance and understanding of complex designs, and dis- menced for use to evaluate computer generated display

play effectiveness in helping the user perform assigned designs can also be used in training.

tasks.
1

I
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Section 4.3
Decisions about Support Equipment

This section addresses the following questions:

What progressive decisions can managers make about support equiptnent?

What might prompt managers to consider changing sul. port equipment?

Ilow is infonnation about biomechanics useful?

What human factors information plays prominent role in ef fective communications?

What human factors applications can improve the safety of material handling devices?

Ilow can the decision to acquire robotic devices impact on task requirements?

Ilow can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions atmut support equipment?

What progressive decisions can managers make about support equipment?
Decisions extending human capabilities, reducing physical hazards, and making task performance easier and more

comfortable.

Support equipment is a catch all term for any device rather than being treated as an integral part of plant

that increases what people are able to do safely and com- development.' It's been reported, for example, that
technicians n' ten interact with system equipment as

fortably. It includes
though it were a jungle jim, using piping as a foothold

ladders, and platforms; or hoist point. Similarly,it's not unusual to see person.
.

** "E " '"" " " I"#E"E "E 8I*''* * #Y

material handling devices, such as hoists, cranes, can talk, or long lines of personnel waiting at tool cribs*

to obtain special tools.

tools and test equipment;-

Decisions to change support equipment or to bettercommunications devices;*

select equipment for use by plant personnelcan increase
protective gear and robotic devices that remove safety and productivity. Reductions in man / rem ex--

personnel from hazardous environments; and asures, industrial accidents, and miscommunications
can make a plant a safer place to work. Reductions infurniture and storage cor. tainers,*

unnecessary tools and difficult to use test equipment as

in plants currently operating, some support equip- well as improvements in furnishings and storage access

ment might have been acquired as an after thought will make plant personnel more pro (hKlive.

What might prompt managers to consider changing support equipmcnt?
A number of opportunities that may arise when decisions related to system equipment are made, but among the

other reasons for looking at support equipment are.

concern about industrial accidents and related insurance costs..

awareness of advances in the design of protective gear and rotmtics, and-

pressures to reduce operating costs.-
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Falls and impmper use of material handimg devices gear (e.g., hard hats, clothinF, oye and car protectors,
are among the leading causes of serious industrial acci. shoes, and gloves) give managunent an opportunity to
dents. More frequent, but also less serious accidents increase personnel safety, comfort, and productivity,
occur irom people slipping, trippinF, and being ex posed Similarly, advances in robotic designs can relieve per-
to hatardous electrical, mechanical, and chemical con- sonnel from periorming repetitive or visual inspection
ditions. While all plants have plant safety personnel tasks in harardous environments,

who try to reduce the occurrence of accidents, some-
times they overkiok information almut human limita- 1. abor hours wasted when personnel have to wait for

tions. For example, safety personnel are hicly to insist special tools and test equipment, gain access to com-
that guardrails be provided on platforms, as required by munications.or move material handlmg devices to loca-

Occupational Salety and llcalth Administration regula- tions a here they can be used all contribute to increased

lions. But handholds that would provide support to per- operating costs. Similarly, costs of periorming main-
sonnel w hile performing tasks may not be provided. tenance in contaminated areas could be reduced by

emplo:ing " fish-tank" viewing windows,long-hand.
Improvements in protective gear and robotics are led tools, improved cooling garments that extend stay

being made at a rapid rate. Newly designed protective times, as well as remote manipulator desices.1

How is biomechanical information useful?
In helping to ensure that support egmpment is compatible with how the tuly is constructed.

A biomechanical view of the human tuly sees bones ath>w the f astest, saf est actions possible. An example of

articulated at joints as levers that move and transmit human fac tors applicatians lo tools used on bolt,s in con-
force.He amount and direction of motion for different taminated areas is provided in an EPRI report.'
body parts is determined by the structure of joints. He

mined by tone and muscle structures. Biomachanical h Q( I
force that can be exerted in different directions is deter-

I !
-

information includes the range of ruos e nent in different
directions along with the forces resulting from such j . fI ,

tody movements, it is usefully applied in the design of ') 6'
Isupport equipment such as platforms, tools, and protec- (q

I ~ m . M|L ttive clothing.

Platforms designed to allow personnel to gr I close to FLOOR Urt LEG Un TORSO UFT

an object and to use their leg muscles when exerting U( f "(
force could reduce the need for material handling equip- i i i

ment. But,if personnel have to exert forces primarily q
,I

by muscles above the waist and with the arms extended, i e,
they won't be able to exert much force, as illustrated in
Exhibit 4-14. A requirement to lift objects weighing f f f
more than 20 - 35-Ib from an arm extended, over head i i i

position could cause the objects to be dropped by some f S P

j |personnel. J' l
HtGH ARhl UFT HiGHTools and protective clothing should be selected with

. NEAR UFT FAR UFT
the biomecham, cal aspects of the human tody m. mmd m m m
to relieve demands for making motions or exerting for-
ces that exceed capabilities. For example, tools requir- Exhibit 4-14. Lifting can be done with greater
ing personnel to exert force toward the center of the

force when people can use both arm and leg
tody should tw giv en preference over those that require
force to be exerted to a side away from the center of the muscles and objects are close to the body.
body. Tool selection is particularly important when Lifting capabilities are in descending order
consideration must be given to providmg tools that with (1) being highest.
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Some protective clothing may add more bulk to ar- shoulder, arm, and crotch. Reductions in mobility and

ticulated parts of the body thm others. Protective cloth- dexterity, as wcil as visibility w hen eye covering is re-

ing that permits the freedom needed to assume postures quired, can also reduce the number of things personnel

required by tasks should te given preference over cloih- can te expected to do when wearing protective cloth.
ing that restricts movement particularly at the neck, ing.

What human factors information plays a prominent role in effective communications?
Information about hearing and speaking capabilities as well as ways of enhancing communication capabilities.

At one end of any communications system )ou have 1IZ takes advantage of a person's normal hearing sen.

a person speaking and at the other end you have a per- sitivity and speaking ranges, as illustrated in Exhibit 4-

son, or people, listening. For a communications system 15. Other equipment characteristics affected by human

to be effective, equipment characteristics have to be capabilities include dynamic range. phase shif t, attenua-

compatible with human capabilities. Fer example, a tion distortion, and signal loss.

communicationssystemwithahandwidthof 300 3400
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Exhibit 4-15. Relationships of hearing sensitivity and voice ranges, along with typical sound
prescure levels that have implications for communications

A numter of options are available for enhancing ly if speakers use communications protocols and a con-

speaking and hearing capabilities. For example, noise trolled vocabulary. A person saying "alfirmative," for
shields and noise canceling microphones can be used to instance, is less likely to be misunderstood than one
enhance speech in a noisy surround;ags, llearing, par- saying "yes," " yeah,"or "uh-huh."
ticularly in noisy places,can be improved by techniques
like" peak clipping " Peak clipping emphasin:s sounds The point is that human factors applications in voice
in consonants relative to vowel sounds, increasing the communications systcms can help take the " mis" out of
distinction between words with the same vowel sounds intraplant miscommunications. Useful uldelines haveF

(e.g.. "no" "go"). There are non<quipment options as been provided in EPRI repor's.3 A

well. For example, speech can be improved considerab-

What human factors applications can improve the safety of material handling devices?
Applications of human factors criteria to identify design discrepancies.
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Checklists and recommendations that may be usef ul- one forkhit designed before Occupational llcalth and

ly applied wben evaluating material handhng device Safety Adnunistration standards went into ef fect had a

designs have been provided? Conecting design dis- control that did not t eturn to a neutral position w hen the

crepancies identified f rom a smvey of materiall'.mdling operator's hand w as not on it. A warning placard placed
devices could remove error inducing factors. Where it near the control now warns operators of this feature, too

may be very ex[vnsive to correct design discrepancies, late f or the operator who was standmg on the lift who

relatively low-cost warning placards could be provided couhin't reach the control before lieing crushed against

to alert persormel to potential problems. For example, the roof.

How can the decision to acquire robotic devices impact on task requirements?
Ily relieving personnel f rom some burdens while also presenting new ones,

Rototic devices perform operations that are similar operators need to pnxluce control signals. For exaruple,

to tasks performed by personnel. For example, rolutic painting a grid on the wall behind a pick ing device helps

devices may manipulate and mm e objec ts or even weld operators position the device. In surveillance devices,

a pipe. Ilow robotie devices are controlled have im- using a light blue color that the TV camera is insemi-

plications for not only whs a rotot can do, but what tive to can enhance contrast and, w hen used on thrs,

burdens are placed on operators and technicians. helps leak detection.

Some robotic devices are controlled automatically, Other robotic desices are operated only by control

without operator intervention. Such desices are used signals provided by operators.The burden on operators

cost ef fectively for highly repetitive tasks, where there for remotely controlled devices is determined by how
is littic variation in the operations performed. When well information and res[mnse requirements have been

sel f-contained , aut omat ical'y c on tmlied robot ie dev ices satisfied. Recent advances in the design of control sy s-
are hicated in a contaminated environment, installation tems for such devices permit versatile, accurate pesfor-

and repair can be a time consuming and potentially ha/- mance by operators.

ardous task. It may be cost eflective to hicate all but the
most reliable parts of such devices in a temote area,out- One remotely controlled rolmtic device, the "sur-
side the hostile environment. veyor7 pmvides zone surveillance in a raJ.oactis e en-

vironment, it is able to chmb and descend standard

Other robotic devices require control signals from stabs, rurmount short obstacles, and maneuver around

operators to perform some operations but they auto- piping and bangers when guided by relatively inex-
matically perfonn others. I or example cenain remote perienced operators. A nom camera allows gauges to
manipulators require an operator to guide a picking be read at distances up to 30-It. The device is also
device to an object and the device automatically seizes equipped with radiation, temperatme, humidity, and
the object and moves it to a dif ferent hication. Similar- noise sensors."It reduces requirements for personnel to

ly, some zone surveillance cameras automatically pan perform tasks in a hestile environment while, at the
to selected areas but operators have control over mom same time, providing more informatmn about what is
lense settings. Iturdens on operators can be reduced ap- happening in the environment than personnel can typi-
preciably when steps are taken to enhance the cues cally provide.

How can human factors engineering help managers make sound decisions about support
equipment?

Ily contributing to cost / benefit analyses related to changing esisting support equipment designs, providmg
specifications in " requests for proposals" that address design features enhancing personnel performance, and par-
tnipating in the selection of support equipment.

Changing existing sup;mrt equipment can reduce terview s, coupled with results of surveys, can be used
demanding tast requirements which. in turn,can teduce to identify demanding support equipment. Task
the need to select personnel w ith unusual quahfications analysis methmis can identify how [ussible design
and provide extensive training. Questionnaires and m- changes will impact performance. The cost of makmg
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the changes can then be assessed in light of their impact could be moved to or require significa*:t changes to aisle

on performance effectiveness. or overhead structures.

When a utility is planning to procure a major piece limuan factors applications can ensure that condi.

of support equipment, such as a crane or hoist, tions of use are considered along with other criteria

specifications reflecting human factors criteria could be when hand tools, test equipment, furniture, and storage

included in the pmeurement package. While vendors containers are selected. For example, hand tools that

may charge a little more for devices that satisfy human will be operated with one hand w hile the other hand is

factors criteria, the additional cost could pay dividends needed to provide support should not require Iwo hand

by avoiding problems with the device during plant operations. Or devices that have to be operated in loca-

operations. For example, the results of a traffic pattern tions removed from outlets will have built.in power
diagram could establish maximum dimensions for a supplies. Or storage containers will not become
material handling device that has to be moved to various obstructions, blocking physical or visual access to other

locations in the plant. Failure to consider such dimen- equipment.

sions could either restrict the locations llut the device
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Chapter 5
HUMAN FACTORS RESOURCES

Getting the Help You Need

This chapter includes two sections presenting considerations relevant to planning and stafnng a continuing tmman
factors program. Section 5.1 addresses placaing considerations, including program needs for commanications and
coordination with personnei representing various occupaGons or disciplines. Section 5.2 suggests ways that managers
can identify people who are well qualWied to conduct specific human factors efforts.
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Exhibit 5-1. To help achieve plant goals, an effective human f actors program
systematically addresses all the interrelated f actcts that

shape pe sonnel performance.
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Section 5.1
Decisions about Program Planning

This section addresses the follcwing questions:

What progressive decisions can managers make about planning human factors ciforts?

Are there good procedural precedents for planning a continuing human factors program?

What most influences the success of a utility's huanan factors program?

What scope of human factors program is appropriate?

From what organir.ational position is a human factors program best conducted?

When should human factors efforts be initiated?

ilow are human factors reconuacndations generally received?
-

Where can ammagers get Mp m Aveloping a human factors program plan?

What progr%sive decisions can managers make about human factors efforts?
Decisionnhat provide for continuing, systematic application of human factors concepts and principles rather than

sporadie. piecemeal efforts.

A utility's approach to planning human factors ef- Even if top management hasn't given its attention

forts dif fers according to what levels in the organization and support to a continuing human factors program,
are convinced of the value of human factors engineer- other managers can exert a positive influence. For ex-

ing. If top management recognizes the benefits to be ample, equipment changes generally call for changes in

gained through a systematic goal-oriented program, the tasks performed by operators and technicians. He

other managers find it easier to reflect concern for relatively small investment involved in reptesenting a

human factors in the choices they make. Managers human factors viewpoint on the redesign team can help

throughout the organit.ation may contribute to planning avoid costly retrofits later as well as osersights (e.g.,

a comprehensive program based on near- and long-term lack of corresponding change to training and docu-

goals and changes that are already scheduled or that ments) that decrade personnel performance.

they envision.

Are there good procedural precedents for planning a human factors program?
A few pioneering efforts have been made within the nuclear utility industry,but there isn't yet a consensus within

the industry regarding the breadth and depth of human factors applications needed to help achieve plant performance
improvement goals.

Prior to 1975, members of both the nuclear utility in- engineering review of five control rooms, photodocu-

dustry and the human factors community had little in- menting specific error-prone designs.'

terest in programmatic human factors applications to
plant designs or operations, with the exception of some Soon after, a larger wave of interest in human fac-

isolated instances. In 1975. the first swell of mterest in tors arose in the wake of the Three Mile Island incident,

human factors arose with the puMication of a highly as depicted in Exhibit 5 2. No calm, steady swell it
visible NRC sponsored study, suggesting that serious brought a spray of new regulations and stirred spirited

consequences were more likely to resul' from human dialogue among utility manag( ts, owners' groups, NRC

error in plant operations than from equipment failures.I representatives, as well as the human factors com-
About the same time, EPRI sponsored a human factors munity. When committees investigating the incident
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tal groups hke the Aincrican Nuclear Society andraised the notion that human f actors had been ignored s

in plarit developinentti many inanagers felt that they ll!! li hav e siw nisored meetings to proinote cu bange of

were collectively taking a bum rap. "We've always infortnation about human f actors impimeinents. Itut,

been Colicerned atout the performance of people in the }xthaps more irn}mitantly, tuetubers of the human lac-

platit," they protested "w e just didn't call it human lac- tors community have lecome tuote anplainted wnh

tors "'Ihis remark rang of truth, but also testified to a problems that are umque to the nuclear utility industry,

lack of awareness about the contributions the human While utihty ruanagers and hutnan fai. tors prof essionals

factors profession can make when managers grapple able still have a great deal to learn, ama/ing progress

with issues related to the periormance of people. has been made in a very short time,

'l oday, utility managers are much more f amiliar with Yet it still remains for each utility to independently

human f actors apphcations. Across the industry, con- decide how it's going to use human lactors ecsoun es to

trol room designs have been reviewed and enhanced. achieve plant performance improvements. Managers

Operator trainifig has be(n transfigured, and einergen- should consider taking the imtiative by usmg quahlied

cy operating procedures are being revised. Organit.a- consultants or stalt to help them plan a goal oriented

lions hke liPRI and INPO have toistered the industry's human tactors program and determine how the program

ability to address human f actors pioblems, and proles- will be implemented.

first seen begon with Second wave crose ofter Current wave suggests
WASi 1400 and Tul-2 auetoined interest
IPRI Proj 309

-

E.

we
n n n n n eo u u u u es se er

'rDRS

Exhibit 5-2. The industry's current interest in human f actors has been likened to a " third wave"
of progress.

What most influences the success of a utility's human factors program?
An unequivocal conunitment on the part of its tuanagement and ef fective te unwork among its personnel.

routinely requiring human f actors review andManagement comnutment is reflected in alhitating -

funds to formulate, conununicate, and implement a sign =of f f riore desigu c hanges are approved and

program plan as well as in stating pohcies like: implemented, and

ng an olen door amt the atniny to roolw- a
requiring hurnan f actors enginectmg re;iesent-

'"""''" '"I * I* " " * I P" ""' ' "" '' U *
-

ation on redesign teams at the outset of ellorts, tive soluuons tohuman f at tors telated problerns.
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Effective teamwork involving human factors engin- ministrators, training specialists, and document design
eering is test accomplished within the context of mul- speciahsts,
tidisciplinary redesign teams. Other disciplines needed
on redesign teams are those with the perspectives re- Most professionah employed by a utility find their
quired to help achieve a balanced approach to solving expertise dovetails with concepts and principles repre-
probleins. Hesides the operators and technicians who sented in the human factors knowledge base. Despita
perform equipment related tasks, the list typically in- dif ferences in focus, they're likely to consider human
cludes a lead supervisor, design engineers, computer factors applications consistent w ith their objectives and
programmers, safety engineers, quality assurance in- working methah and to welcome the support an a;tive
spectors, health / physics specialists, personnel ad- human factors program lends to their effor1s.

What scope of human factors program is appropriate?
That depends on both near- and far-term plant performance goals.

The scope and objectives of the human factors pro. PLANT PERFORM ANCE
gram should be stated in terms of plant goals. Stae

OPERhuTYments like "a 50% reduction of technician errors in WN1 ABluTY
surveillance testing" are better than statements hke e gu,- e ggugs
" redesign of maintenance procedures." Rat is, the lat- e gwges e peasx es

ter assumes that even if a problem has multiple facets. aaa aaa

only one partias solution shenld be attempted.
- | ;':5"X'

DOCUMENTATION

* " "
Since personnel performance is shaped by interre-

lated factors, effectively making even one change otten
TRA!NING |means making corresponding chimges to other aspects e umuum

of the performance situation, as shown in Exhibit 54. * "f5EEE
Lack of an integrated approach to human factors im- t
provements makes it hard for management to evaluate

fsTA NG
resuhs and causes a disproportionate reduction in the

g gwge se soeutt.)4benents realized from investments made,

Exhibit 5-3. Relationships arnong different as-
pects of human factors concern.

From what organizational position is a human factors program best conducted?
From a position that permitr

all factors potentially affecting performance to be looked at without censor;*

contact with all levels of station or plant management;*

the coordination needed to generate and foster acceptance of human factors recommendations; anda

freedom to aggressively promote improvements.-

Responsibilities for managing human factors efforts ginecrmg, personnel administration, and trainmg, as
are best kicated in a staff position that provides for easy shown in Ex hibit 5-L
access to managers of opentions, maintenance, en-
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OPtR ATIONS M AIN TEN ANCE ENG:NEERtNG TR AIN!NGADW S TR A ON

Exhibit 5-4. To facihtato required communications and coordination, responsibilities for manag-
ing r, human f actors program are best located in a staff position.

When should human factors ef forts be initiated?
Whenever plant designs and programs are being evaluated for patential improvements.

As plans are conceptuahred and pursued through a of implementing a new interface design, human factors

series of icvision cycles, the cost of overcotning con- enharxcrnents may add substantially to the costs al-

straints imposed by early decisions neglecting human ready incurred. Final "go or no-go" decisions com-
factors reduces freedom to consider alternatives, as promise a kd of important values in hetween, values that

shown in lithibit 5-5. By the time managen s are required should be represented in trade-off decisions throughout

to approve a major program change or authorlir the cost an improvement et f ort.

reaN ,

.s*

Redesignf / .

/ Costs
freedom j

f /
EU
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h /
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/
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'' I i l i I
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PROcRESSI'd PH ASES OF REDESIGN EFTOH r5

Exhibit 5-5. Relationships between design freedom and costs.

How are human factors recommendations generally received?
With a mixture of reservation, negotiation, and appreciation, depending on the perspective of the recipient.

Reservation is commonplace amot.; those m anagers costs incurred this year or next than total cost / benefits

and design engincers who're more concerned alout over the far term,In many cases, human factors applica-
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tions require " expenditure today foi the benefits of plaisant [xers txvause, as the saying goes "there is ht-
t' morrow." (le progress w here there is no f riction." When too much

heat is pnxluced by ffic tion eaused by different per spec-
Some negotiation is usually involved in exchanges tives,it is best dissipated by the lead manager w ho is

between engineering and human factors professionals. ultima:ely responsible for the success of the redesign
The human factors engineer has to be a user advocate, ef fort in question,
challenging design solutions while helping to bring
balance to the design perspective. Some engineers who Operators and technicians are more likely to greet
ha ve been involv ed in producing design solutions iesent evidence of human factors engineering with apprecia-
have their designs challenged. Ilut, designs hanunered lion.1 hey are often gratified that management is doing
out through an interprofessionally challenged team may something to eliminate dilficult or annoying spects of
come closer ic excellence than those offered by com- their jobs.

Where can managers get help in developing a human factors program plan?
From human factors professionals with broad experience in system developments as well as familiarity with in-

novative solutions applied to the nuclear power industry.

If your utility already employs full. time human fac- recruit specialists or contract with a consulting firm to
tors engineers, they can help develop a plan, schedule, acquire certain human factors products and services,
and budget that accounts for all resources needed to im- Or,if you don't have human factors engineers already
plement progranunatic human factors ef forts. They can on tmard at your utility, you may want to first engage
help detennine w hether existing personnel can provide consultants to help you develop a worLable plan for a
the time and expertise needed or w hat kind of addition. human factors program,
al professional help is called for. You may have to
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Section 5.2
Decisions about Human Factors Staffing

] This section includes the following questions:

What progressive decisions can managers make about human factors stalling?

What are people who professionally pr.etice human factors called?

Are qualified human f actors engineers 'icensed or certified in home way?

] What educational credentials should you look for when selecting human Iactors engineers?

What's the relation between complexity of human factors applications and recommended years of education and

experience?

llesides education and exper;ence, are there other indicators of professional competence for human factors en-

gineers7

Ilow does understanding the beginnings of the human f actors discipline lead to an appreciation of practitioner

qualifications?

Are all human factors engineers also psychologists?

Ilow might you go about obtaining the services of human factors consultants?

What progressive decisions can managers make about human factors staffing?
Decisions to obtain personnel with the qualifications needed to address specific human factots applications.

Some managers may be tempted to use available For complex applications, you wouldn't want to rely
resources, such as design engineers or people with only on personnel who have had a hmited exposure to

operational experience, to ef fect human f actors applica- and experience using the human factors knowledge
lions. 'the thought may be that the familiarPy et such base. For example, you shouldn't upect someone who

personnel with plant operations, supplemented by infor- has attended a human factors workshop to be able to

mation learned at seminars and workshops,is suf ficient deal effectively with complex human factors issues any

to fully reap the benefits of human factors applications more than you would expect a technician who has at-

in plant improvements, tended a short course on control theory to begin making

changes in plant safety systems.

A little knowledge of human factors can help bring
anyone to an awareness of basic human factors prin-
ciples and concems. Some simple applications can be It's important that the qualifications of those w ho ad-

effectively performed by people with limited qualifica- dress human factors at your plant be suited to the nature

tions, !!ut complex human f actors appi, cations call for and complexity of the issues involved. For some ap-
ci forts w here advanced, specialized ed uca tion is needed plications, you'll need people w ho professional;y prac-

along w ith experience in system developments. tice hmnan factors engineering.

What are people who professionally practice human f actors called?
Usually, they are called human factors engineers, but sometimes they are called human factors specialists or er-

gonomicists.

People who practice human tactors on a broad front gineers. liut, human factors is a discipime that addren
are called human Iactors engineers or simply human en- ses diserse and heterogenous concerns. No one person
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could know all of the facets related to specialized areas tions or addressing computer interface designs. Spe -

within human Iactor s. cialists may demte a hietime to advancing the state of
the art in a single area of human factors.

Professionals w ho practice human f actors enginect-
ing within 3pecialited areas are called human factors Sometunes human f actors enginects are also called

specialists. Most human f actors specialists have a pr:- ergonomicists.1:rgonomics, literally meaning the study

ponderance of experience in a single area of appcation of worL, is roughly synonymous with human factors

- like surveying and assessing environmental condi- and imphes no particular emphasis.

Are qualified human factors engineers licensed or certified in some way?
No, not currently.

Itecently, the nced for licensing or certincation rian- stituted), three years minimum experience in human

dards and procedures has raised increasing concern factors work or related areas, be sponsored or recom-

within the profession. 'the iluman Factors Society, mended by at least two existing members, and pay a
founded in 1957 to " promote the discovery, exchange, membership fee.I

and application of knowledge concerning the relation-
ship of people to theit machitws and theit environment," In time, consensus on certification standards will
now inc!ades more than 4,000 members. Ilut the only probably emerge, in the meantime, some general guid-

requirements for memben ship are that an applicant have ance can be of fered in selectmg qualified human factors

a Bachelors degree (experience in the field can be sub- professionals.

What educational credentials should you look for when selecting human factors en-
gineers?

Ihose related to the Linds of applications you'll be hioking for.

An understandmg of the principles and concepts But completion of an educational experience or c ven

from various fields within psychology is needed to graduation from a recognized program of advanced
make informed contnbutions to dec isions related to dif- education is only one mualot of qualifications to prac-

ferent human factors applications.The fields of psych- tiec human factors engineering. As in other screening

ology that contribute the most ta selected areas of situations, you have lo consider academic credent als in -

human factors applications are shown in lixhibit 54. combination with other expenence.This is particularly

Wlule education in engineering psychology provides a true in the case of individuals who lack impressive
basis for a variety of applications, studies in other fields academic o edentials, but have more than compensated

may also be needed. for this in their professional achievements as members
of research and development teams.

What's the telation between complexity of human factors applications and recommended
years of education and experience?

As the wmplexity of human f actors applications increase, so should the inunber of years spent obtaining an educa-
tion and applying it.

I or simple applications. such as applying checklists formance. Ilowever, as the complexity of issues ad-
to e sist jng desig ns, having an ad vanced educatmn is not diessed increases, there is a need for specialized educa-

needed and it is probc' , deuunental to ef fective per- tion. Years of esperience can substitute for years of
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SELECTED AREAS OF FIELOS OF PSYCHOLOGY
HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS PROVIDING PulNCIPLES

AND CONCEPTS

1 ASK REQUIREMENTS

f unction A14 cation
identifying troublesome tasks METHODS
Recommending function reallocations ENGINEERING
Providing human capability information E XPE RIM ENT AL

Work Structure
Organizing job positions INDUST RI AL
Designing jobs INDUSTRIAL

Policies
G overning planning, coordination, and supervision INDUSTRIAL
Establishmg work schedules PHYSIOLOGICAL
Guiding perf armance rewards INDUSTRIAL

HUMAN C AKBYliRS
Personnel Sef action

identifying needed capabilities ENGINEERING
Recommending tests INDIVIDUAL DIF FERENCES

Tiaining
identifying training needs ENGINEERING
Recommending instructional techniques EDUC ATION AL
Recommendmg trainmg device features ENGINEERING
Suggesting training validation measures ENGINEERING

Documents
Specifying use conditions METHOOS
Defining relevant content ENGINEERING
Recommending conventions EDUCATIONAL
Designing evaluation trials METHODS

INTERF ACE DEslGN

F acilities
identifying facility design discrepar.cies INDUSTRIAL
Ssrveying environmental conditions ENVIRONMENTAL
Providing design solutions ENGINEERING

System Equipment
identifying equipment design disciepancies METHODS
Recommending enhancements ENGINEERING
Recommending computer-generated display designs ENGINEERING
Designing evaluation trials METH00S

Support Equipment
Assessing material handling and other tool designs ENVIRONMENTAL
Evaluating communications PHYSIOLOGICAL
Contributing to robotic and protective gear selection ENGINEERING

' DEFINITION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL FIELDS CONTRIBUTING TO HUMAN F ACTORS APPLICAT60NS2

EXPERIMENTAL -- STUDIES HOW PEOPLE RE ACT TO STIMULt. PERCEIVE, LE ARN AND REMEMisE R, AND ARE MOTIV ATED.

PHYSIOLOGICAL - 51UDIES BIOLOGtCAL PROCESSES AND THE BIOMECHANICS 05 THE BODY.
INDIVIOU AL DtFFERENCES -- STUDIES WAYS OF CLASSIFYING AND MEASURING DtFFERENCES AMONG PEOPLE.
METHODS -- STUDIES WAvS OF COLLECTING AND ANALYZING BEHAVIORAL DAT A.
E DUC ATiON AL -- SPECt AltlES IN APPLICATIONS TO TR AINING AND EDUCATION.
INDUSTRI AL -- SPECIALIZES r1 WOR K-RELATED. ORGANIZ ATION AL. AND MANACEMENT ISSUES.
ENVIRONMENTAL -- SPECI All2ES 1N PROBLEMS OF NOISE, LIGHTING. ANO CLIMATE.

ENotNE ERING -- SPECI All2ES IN ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGIC AL F ACTORS AFFECTINO PE RFORMANCE.

Exhibit 5-6. The psychological fields that should be reflected in educational credentials for
human factors engineers providing various applications.
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eduention in some cases, but usually more years of ex- complex applications, such as formulating plans and as.

perience are needed,particularly w here complex issues sessing complicated tradeoffs, sgecialized education is

are at stake, as shown in Exhibit 5 7. For some very usually needed.
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Applying Interpreting Analyzing Evaluating Formulating
checklists guidelines end problems and solutions based plans and
to designs reviewing producing on performance ossessing

designs recommendations dato tradeoffs

APPLICATIONS OF INCREASING COMPLEXITY

Exhibit 5 7. The recommended years of education and experience for
varying levels of human factors applications.

Besides education and experience, are there other indicators of professional competence
for human factors engineers?

Yes, mc mbership in professional societies and contributions to technical publications.

Membership in professional socitties and publica- While many practicing human factors engineers

tion in journals reflects an interest in the discipline. have iittle opportunity to publish in professionaljour.

While society membership alone daesn't ensure current nals, those that do have demonstrated an ability to con-

awareness of reccat advances in the discipline, it does tribute to the hunum factors knowledge base.This may

reflect a professionalinterest in aad support of the dis- be important if you are looking for innovative applica.
tions.cipline.

How does understanding the beginnings of the human factors discipline lead to an ap-
preciation of practitioner qualifications?

Because the human factors discipline is an offspring of psychology and some applications depend on a knowledge

of different fields of psychology.
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'lhe human factors discipline became established wisdom of desperation, military leaders asked some
during _World Wat 11. Aviation engineus were f aced psychologists to look at aircrew perf ormance problems

with challenges of unprwedented criticality. Devoting and come up w ith useful reconunendationClhus began

their attention to dealmg with equipment Iactois in in- a collaboration between psychologkts arul engineers
novative aircraft design, they assumed crews could that helped male our aircrafI safer, more available, and
readily be trained to operate and maintain the tech- morc effective in dicir missions. Successful nesolution
nologically sophisticated planes they des eloped. Ilut as of similar human pertormance problems in all branches

bombs and bullets missed their marks and new planes of the mihtary gave rise to the human factors discipline.
crashed or sat useless on the sidelines,20-20 hindsight

pismed a series of costly failures on neglect of "the So, the burnan factors discipline was started by ap-

human iactor" in system development. plying the principles and concepts of psychology to
solvmg problems experienced with military aircraft.

Psychologists had been involved in personnel selec- While the discipline has expanded its knowledge base
tion and training of military personnel for at least 20 beyond that of psychology, people w ho practice human

years before the w ar. Itut universal draf t put within the factors engineering should be aware of the Iact that cer-

raels more psychologists than any previous military or- tain psychological principles and concepts are needed
ganitation had known or known what to do with. In the to contribute to solving personnel related problems.

Are all human f actors engineers also psychologists?
No.

Today, over fif ty colleges and universities of fer ad- the discipiir.c, a little more than half the members have

vanced degrees in human factors. About half of these degrees m psychology. Alx>et 20% have engineering
kicate hunum f actors within departments of irdustrial degrees.The remaining members have degrees in other

engineering. Only I N hicate it within the depastment of academic specialties, including Ide sciences, business

psychology. Within the lluman Factors Society, the administration, cduca. ion, and computer sciences.

major professional organisation devoted to advancing

How might you go about obtaining the services of human factors consultants?
Hy asking reputable Iirms to describe how they can help you solve specific problems along with Se credentials of

the people w ho will be applied.

Some firms that of fer human f actors conzultmg ser- You may want to write or call the hical c hapter of the

vices buy advertismg space in Nuclear News and other lluman l' actors Society for a list of firms in your area
publications that are popular in the industry. You may with a human f actors capability. You may also ask for
be familiar with the names of some of these firms, but evaluations of the professional qualifications of the
don't hesitate to h>ok Iot otiiers or get more inf ormation firm's stalI. In addition, you will definitely want to ob.
about any human Iactors firm. Iluman factors, as m tain a list of nuclear power plant customers for whom
most disciphnes, unhappily has a few opportunists and the human f actors firm has worked. From these cus-
fly-by-nighters who are interested in a quicL bucL. tomers, you should obtain valuative commems as to the

Money spent on their ernployment will not only be professionalism, cost, timeliness, and usefulness of the
squandered bu' could actually be harmful. consult 2mt's inputs.
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GLOSSARY

Abilities are traits inherent at birth that establish limita Controlled socabulary is a set of authorved terms that

tions in what people can do, daigners and other personnel alike agree to use in
prdrence to any synonyms.

Ability tests provide both psychological and
physiological measures of inherent traits including, for Criticalincident t" ngoc:, require plant personnel to

example, tests of hearing, perception, memory, and relate unusual incioents, and in some applications the

motor abilities as well as tolerances to enviromnental incidents are restricted to those that could have led to
conditions like dust, chernicals, and heat, an accident or mishap had personnel not been on their

toes.

Achies ement tests assess various knowledge and skills

a person already possesses. Decentraliied organliations have few vertical tesels
and many horizontal branches.

Ads anced control complexes typically offer not only
generic paress control programs and formats for com. Deterministic operations are operations that can be

puter-integrated displays but consoles designed to ac- completely described by physical laws expressed in
commodate a number of display wreens. mathematical formulae, from a set of rules expressed in

the form of algorithms,or from a set of heuristic procc-

Aptitude tests predict success in schol,istic or differing dures expressed in the fonn of sequential steps.

vocational endeavors.
Display /controlrelationships the relations among dis.

Aptitudes are innate potentials for developing abilities plays presenting information and the controls used to

into capabilities through specifie learning experiences. change the information.

Attitude suacys provide information about personal Diurnal thy t hms are cyclical changes in physiological

values, beliefs, and preferences. measures that occur daily.

Attit udes are related to innate personatity variables, but Embedded training provides practice opportunities
thev're also shaped by experience. during normal operations with plant equipment.

Iliologicat rhy thms are cyclicat changes in physiologi- Equipment performance monitoring desices detect
cal measures that occur over time. changes in temperatures, vibration, noise, magnetism,

or a variety of other signatures of incipient malfunc-
Ilranching provides instruction at different levels of tions,

detail to accommodate ranges of aptitudes and
capabilittes among the personnel being trained. Ergonomits, literally meaning the study of work, is

roaghly synonymous with human factors and imphes
Centraliied organizations have many verticallevels no particular emphasis.

but few horizontal branches. ,

Facility designs determine how w cll personnel can lo-

Circadian thyihms are cyclical changes in physiologi- cate, travel to, reach, and move objects; can see or hear

cal measures that occur over a 24 hour perial. information; and are protected from environmental
stresses and hanuds.

Comfort zone is an envelope of climatic conditions that
most people findcomfortable created by a combination Fidelity of simulation refers to the degree of reahsm
of dilferent temperatures and humidities. reflected in representations of on the job stimuli and

dynanne responses in a training device.
Computer generated displays provide representations
of sensor signals that have been processed by a com- Fifth-to ninety fifth percentile rule means that an ac-
puter and then displayed on a screen. ceptable design is one that wcil accommmiates 90% of
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personnel (both males and females), but people who're job performance standards are stated measures of

below the fifth percentile or above the ninety-filth per- performance w here s[wcific values have to be ac hieved

centile on relevant measurements have to"try harder" to satisfy functional or organi/ational requirements.

or, for critical task dependent capabilities, be screened

out. Job performance aid originally suggested a httle book
with detailed information and illustrations intended to

l'unctional flow bhxk diagram is a way of depicting support performance of certain tasks or task steps, but

the specific functions an i their interrelationships the term has come to encompass not only procedures,

needed to accomplish a broad function. but innruction sheets, troubleshooting guides, main-
tenance dependency charts, checklists, conversion

Group paced instruction is geared to the slower tables, and even computer-driven expert systems that

learners in a group. interactively present information to help guide task per-
fonnance.

Iluman capab~lities are the sum of heredity and ex-.

perience and establish what personnel are able to do. Knowledge is information retained in memory and used

to perform tasks.

Iluman error is simply a deviation in personnel per-
fonnance from a specified standard. Labeling usually involves identifying system, subsys-

tem, and train or k>op hierarchies in display / control

Iluman factors are all the variables in a work situation labels, with associated coding applied to facilitate easy

that interactively shape personnel perfonnance, recognition.

Iluman factors engineering is the systematic applica- Man-machine interface is any point where energies

tion of principles and criteria derived from what's are received or transmitted by personnel.

known about human performance to improve opera-
tions involving people. Negatise transfer of learning has occurred w hen job

performance is actually worse than if no training had
lluman factors engineers are people who practice been provided.

human factors on a broad front.
Normal distributions, plotted out, are bell shaped and

11uman factors specialists are professionals who prac- the extremes represent the number of people w ho're far

tice human factors within specialized areas. above or below average in a specific measure.

Ilybrid system a combination of computer generated Organizationalfunctions dictate what has to be donc

displays and various hardwired instruments, to plan, coordinate, and supervise system equipment
operations as well as to protect plant security and per-

Initiating cues indicate a discrepancy twtween an ex- sonnel health and safety,

isting condition and a system or organizational ftme-
tional requirement. Os erlearning refers to repeated exposures to situations

already mastered, to help ensure retention of critical or

Interface designs reflect not only display and control infrequently used knowledge and skills.

features needed to exchange information between per-
sonnel and equipment, but other conditions affecting Performance based training refers to the procedures

such exchanges. used during training program development, where
training needs are identified by defining differences be-

Intersiew methods include unstructured, structured, tween the capabilities needed to satisfy job task require-

and critical incident techniques. ments and the qualifications of selected personnel.

Job ladders establish a recognized basis for career ad. Personalit) tests provide a basis for predicting be-
vancement. havioral patterns.
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Plant policies define various aspects of how work is adequate lighting; access problems) that could degrade

managed, scheduled, and tewarded. personnel performance.

Plant safety includes not only eliminating potentials for Support equipment is a catch all term for any device

release of radioactivity to the environment, but reduc- that increases w hat people are able to do safely and com-

ing the radiation exposure of personnel and the fortably,
likelihood of their suffering injury or of equipment
being needlessly damaged. System functions dictate what and how well something

has to be done to safely operate system equipment.

Positis e transfer oflearning has occurred when train-

ing quickly produces highly proficient performance on Talk through a technique for identifying tasks by

the job. having experienced personnel describe what they are
doing, and w hy, as they pretend to pedonn each step

Post tests involve testing after instruction. while interacting with plant equipment.

Pre-tests involve testing bef ore instruction. Task analysis is a combination of techniques used to
describe what personnel have to do so meaningful con-

Psychological fidelity refers to how realistic a training clusions can be drawn about how performance can be

device seems to personnel, as opposed to how slavish- improved,

ty it duplicates inconsequential characteristics of actual
equipment. Task requirements are the prescribed standards ap-

plied to activities personnel must perform.

Questionnaires typically contain a set of questions and
a range of answers for each. Tasks are segments of work assigned to personnel and

are detennined by a combination of system and or-

Readability indexes are a means of quickly identifying ganizational funuions thought to be needed to safely

if the text of a document is likely to exceed the reading operate a phmt.

capabilities of personnel.
Terminatingcues indicate that a failure to satisfy a sys-

Robotic desices perform operations that are similar to tem or organizational functional reqmrement has been

tasks performed by personnel, corrected.

Scheduled work breaks are breaks where a person is Transfer of learning is the inmsfer of knowledge,

periodically relieved from duties skills, and attitudes learned in training to perfonnance
on the job.

Self paced instruction is geared to each individual's
teaming rate. Unstructured interviews require plant personnel to

respond to general questions (e.g., about the adequacy

Simple task analysis involves extracting information of training, documents, facilities) with the interviewer

from phmt procedures about the sequence of personnel asking more specific questions based on the answers

interactions with system equipment, received.

Skills are capabiliues that can only be acquired through Walk through a technique for identifying tasks by

practice. having experienced personnel pretend to perfonn each

Pacing the rate of presenting instruction. step while interacting with plant equipment.

Structured interviews require all plant personnel to Work structuring entails identifying task require-

respond to a predetermined set of questions aimed at ments and then determining how duties could be dis-

isolating specific problem areas (e.g.,inetticiencies in tributed across jobs.

the location of workshops, tool moms, warehouses; in-
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Abilities, defined,42 Documents.

Abihty tests, defined,42 distinction hetween job perfonn;uice aids arut other plint

Achievement tests, defined,42 documents,53

Advanced conuol ciwnplexes,63 innovations,56

Alarm armi annunciator desipi improvements,7 I progressive decisiors about, $2

Angle of inchnation cmbng,72 reasons for improving,52

Aptitude tests, defited,42 role of hurnan factors engineering in 58

Aptitudes, defined,42 task aspects suggesting a need for document support,54

Attention getting value of signs and placards,61 use of a controlled vocabulary,54

Attitude surveys, defurd,42 use of a readability italex,54

Attitudes, defined,42 use of graphics to support text,55
use of uidelmes arxl conventiom, $5Automated testing,43 F

Availability, see Plant ayailability ahdation of,56

Benefits of human factors engineering,16 Emirdded training, derued,27

Biological rhyttuns, defined,37 Fquipment performance tuonitoring,72
Biomechanical infomistion,75 Erfonomicists see Iluman factors engirects

Dody dimensions,61 Ergonomics, defined,86

Dranching, defined,48 Evaluatior of computer generated daplays,72

Centralized organizatmm,30 Expectati ns about display /contml relations,68

Cucadian rhythms, 37 Eyediarut movement pattems. 68
Chmatic measures,65 Facihty designs,

Codmg of the angle of inchnation in computer gerrrated affect of signs arxl placards on perfomiance,61

displays,72 af fects of an advanced corneol complex on,63

Color codmg in design enhancements,69 envinunnental corshtions of human factors engineering

Color cothng of hamdous equipment,69 concem, M

Comfort ume,65 impact of conventional and advanced displays on lighting

Communications design,76 requirements,64

Computer geerrated displays, defined,70 progressive decisions almut,60

Concept of an average persen,41 role of human factors engineenng in,65

Conceptual franwwork, techniques used for layout assestnwnt,62

costs ark! lost revenues due to personnel performance,3 use of data about tuly dimensmns in,61

decisiom about human capabihties,5 lidehty of simulation, defined,49
decisions about huerface designs,6 related to transfer of teaming arut investmant costs,50

decisions about task requirements,5 Rfth to nmety fifth percentile rule, defined,62

human capabilities delirnt,5 Fixed shifts,37

human factors defined 2 Froien water vest,16

human factors unter management ctotrol,8 Function alkication, see PersonneI functiom

interface defined,6 Functmnal flow block diagram,25

plant perfomiance goals,2 Graphie display pages,71

task requirements defirnt,3 Graphics,56
Console configuratiom,63 Graphs, wlen to use in documents,56
Controlled vocabulary,54 Group-paced training, defirni,47
Cost and lost revenues passed on to consumers,3 Ilearing sensitivity,76
Critical incident technique, defined 1I Ileat stress management guidehnes,17

applied to policy decisions,38 liierarchicallabeling,69
apphed to document decisionss,53 llostile environments,65

Decentraliicd organizations,30 Iluman capabilities, defined,5
Design enhancement,68 decisiom about docurnents,52

Deterministic operations,26 decisions about personnel selection,40

Display page formats,71 decisiom about training,45

Display page limitations,7i Human engineers, see iluman f actors engirrers

Display / control integration,70 lhiman error, defimed,10

Display / control relatiominps. 68 aral costs anilost revenues,3

Dmmat rhytbms, 37 percentage of plant events caused by,9
root causes of,10

:
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Iluman f actors applications, objectives,9 Line drawings, w hen to use in documents,56

pay offs resulting from 3 Lines of demarcation,69

Iluman factors engmeering objectives,inethods, arul Link diagram, defined,62
bene fits, uses of in facihty desi n,63F

aspects of tasks to be arulyzed,15 lopic tree diagrams, w trn to um in dosuments,56
benefits of human facion engineering applications,16 Machine-readable documents,56

human error arxl plant cvents,9 Man-mattune interface see also interface designs

human factors engirrering defined. 9 Man-macture interface, dc fined,6

human factors engincenng metinis,10 Misconceptions about human factors engineenng,

human factors surveys discussed,12 addresses apparent infles,18

questiorutaires armi interviews discussed,1 I can find information in a b,uxitwL or guide,20
reasons for human ertur,10 conecmed mainly with kriobs arxl dials,19

sources of human factors engineering information,10 nodiing more than common sense,18 .

task analysis discuwed,13 provides answers to any qtestion about people,2 I

task analysis techniques identified, Mockups, enterta for using,49
test arxl evaluation trial uses,15 Negauve transfer of leanung, de fined,49

human factors engmeeting, defined,9 Normal distnbution, defired,4 I

a conceptual framework for,2 Operational sequence diagram,68

ruiscorreptions about, I8 Organizational design, see Wort structure

objectives, metiwds, and benelits tt9 Organizational functions, defined,3

iluman factors engineers, defined,85 Oiganizational policies, see Plant policies

ifuman factors principles, related to work structure,32 overlearning, defined,50

lluman factors program planning, Overtime,36

intluences on program success,81 Pacing, defined,47

procedural precedents,80 Paint, label, arxl tape tecinuques, 68

program position within the utility,82 Patel design assessment teclunques,68

program scope,82 Performance based selection program, defined,40

piogressive decisions about,80 Perfonnance based training program, de fired. 45
reactiam to human factors recommerxlations,83 Performance monitonng of equipment,72

timing of human factors elforts,83 Performarwe starxiants, see Job perfomiance standards

wlere help can be fourut,84 Personahty tests, defined,42
Iluman Factors Resources, Personnel funcuons,

decisions about program planning,80 intonnation needed to consider reallocatmg,25

decisiom about staffing,85 pitf#ls from reallocating,26
Iluman Factors Society,86 progressive decisions about,24
Iluman factors survey methods, listed,12 reasons for reallocatmg,24

applied to support equipment designs,77 Persotuiel selecuon,
~

applied to the environment,64 concept of an average person,41
Iluman factors, defined,2 distinctions anmng abilities, aptitudes, atutudes, and

urxler management control 8 capabihties,42
Ily brid system, defined,70 information given to persontrl administrators,4 I
initiating cue, defined 3 infomution needed to get cost-effectis e strategies,41

Interiace desigm, delined,6 progressive decisions about,40
decisions about facilities,60 reasons for changing existing procedures,40

decisiom about support equipment,74 role of human Iactors engmeenng in,43

decisions about system equipment,66 testing innovanom,43
Interview methods, defined, I I variety of useful screening instruments,42
Job dissatisfaction,33 Photographs, when to use in documents,56

Job performance aids, defined,54 Plant avadabihty 3

Job perfomiance standards, defined,33 Plant goals, and level of imestment needed,3
derivation of,34 Plant performance goals, identified 2

Job satisfaction. 33 Plant poheies,delined 35
Job starmlards, see Job perf ormance standards progressive decisions about,35
Knowledge, defined,47 reasons for changing,35
Labeling arul coshng teclauques,68 related to intonnation management 36
1.icensing or certification of human factors engmeers,86 related to plaruung and coordinauon,36
Light.ng design considerations, M related to rewards ark! disciphne,37
1.ighting requirements, M related to work breaks 37
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related to worL wheduhng,36 1Achng aid t ahng technipes used los design

role of butnan facion enptavnny m, Mt enharweinent,68

Plant prniodivity,3 p,url desipi ai.scssinent teilunques,68

Plant saf ety,2 pitf alls awiciated with uvoputer generated dnplap,70
Poutn e tramf er of learinng, delined,19 propreane deciuons about,66

Proiedive (lothing,76 reasons for iniprin ing,66

bychologisallidehty of simulation, defurd,51 role of human f acion enpirering in,72

Questmonaires suki Inienicu s, Sptem functiott , dehned,3
aid work simdure decisions,30 T abular of trend dnplay pages,71

telated to puhey decismw, 'S Tall thniugh, dehned,13

uses of, il Task analpsdehned.13

Questionnaires, deItred, I I Task analpis,

Readahihty irkles, defined, $4 ard work stru,ture decismus 30

aint coraprehertsion,55 aspects of tr.Ls to be arialped,15
Rotmetic devices,77 (otkhid < f,13

164 causes of hum.n errot,10 teclaiiques u,ed m,15

Rotating shif ts,37 L i equiremints.delited,3
Scirduled tal trats,37 isions about perwnrri tunctions,24

Sc her iatic of miinic dnplay p,qcs,71 6 ;isions about plant pohnes,35

Sdf paced traming.detiird,47 de6;ioii:4 about worL strudute,29

Shift rotatmn,37 lasts, telired,3

Signs atal placants,61 1cinunuing cue, delised,3

Sne caling of iabels m design enhancements,69 Test and o duanon,15

SLdl acquisition staye;,45 *1unebre analpis,31

Skills. delined,47 Tools ard protective dothmg,75
Social la;1 ors, related to stuft totatmn sdodules,37 T rai.ung desises, e ntena for uutig,4R

Sgvakuig ranges,76 Traming,

Stalling, distindmn between knowledge anxi stills 47

reiahon of education in psychology to de practice of instimtumal teatures allectmg trairung costs,47

human f actors,89 overleanut.p. 50

wlucational credentials R6 perf ormance based training compaird to subject inauer

beensing or certification of human f acton engurers, h6 espett training,46

.staming tic services of corruttants,89 propessive decisions about,45

othe. indicators of professional competence,88 reasorts for impnwing,46

progreMiW deChiorts about, b5 relation of hulllafl|aclo65 erlgttiecting to traillifly

relanon betw een complenty ct the job aiki quahlicatmns techtmlogy,46

oceded,86 role of hurnan f acton enpnecting m,50

irlanori of the hurnan l' actors discipline to psychology,88 trailung desice ads aniages. 48

titles of humin f actors pracntiotrrs, k5 transfer of leanung. 49

Stages af skiH acquisition,48 Transfer of teaming, defined,49

Strt ;tured internew,6 fired. I 1 Transfe of training.49

Support equipment, d't ned,74 Uitstrudured inten iew , de fined, I i

human facton infonnatian used in communications Walk ttaough,dekned,13

design,76 Wanung and caution placards, til

impact of nibotic devices en task requuernents,77 Work breal s 37

suatena' hardbg M ice imprmernents,76 Wark scheduhng policies 36

prepessn e deosiorts about,74 Wott situcture,

reasorts for hartoung,74 arw! human f actors weduls,30

role of human fa. tors enprx ering in,77 arid jo! perforiiian'cc staintards,33

uses of biomechanical infomianon in. 75 and job sanstactica 33

Suneyor,77 sd orgarura'mnal design,30

Survey s, see iluman f actors sunep objectises of restrui.turing,29

Systenu cquipment ietc<f es, progresuve deciuons about. 29

alami an,) arumciator design itoprovements,7 I seasons for restructunng,30

coniputer gercrate t dispian he related human f actors pnneiples. 32

importance of displas/ control relatianships,68 role ci human factors enpneenng m,34

innova 90rts in,72 7one sun edlarre,77
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Published Reports
Human Factors, DPE 3038
Nuclear Power Division ;

Electric Power Research Institute

OPERATIONS

Controll!sm Design

EPRI NP-309 SY RP501
Human Factors Review of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Design
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc. ,

Summary Report, November 1976, 37 pp.

EPRI NP-309 RP501 -

Fluman Factors Review of Nuclerr Power Plant Control Room Design
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.

'

Final Report, November 1976, 372 pp.

EPRI NP-1118-SY RP5013
Human Factors Methods for Nuclear Control Room Design
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc. ,

Palo Alto Research Laboratory _ ,

Summary Report, June 1979, 64 pp.

EPRI NP-1118 RP501-3 VOLUME 1
Human Factors Methods for Nuclear Control Room Design
Volume 1: Human Factors Enhancement of Existing Control Rooms
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc. - ,

Final Report, November 1979, 62 pp.

EPRI NP-1118 RP501-3 VOLUME 2
Human Factors Methods for Nuclear Control Room Design
Volume 2: Human Factors Survey of Control Room Design Practice
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc. j
Final Repott, November 1979, 54 pp.

EPRI NP-1118
.

RP501-3 VOLUME 3 '
Human Factors Methods for Nuclear Control Room Design .

. Volume 3: Human Factors Methods for Conventional Control Board Design
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.,Inc.

- Final Report, February 1980, 154 pp.
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EPRI NP-1118 RP501-3 VOLUME 4
Iluman Factors Methods for Nuclear Control Room Design
Volume 4: Human Factors Considerations for Advanced Control Board
Design
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.
Final Report, March 1980, 124 pp.

EPRI NP-3659 RP1637
Ilum&n Factors Guide for Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Development
Essex Corporation 4

Final Report, August 1984, 401 pp.

EPRI NP-2411 RP501-4 l
H.E. Culde for Enhancing Nuclear Control Rooms
Honeywell/LMSC
May 1982, 552 pp.

EPRI NP-5795 RP1637-6 l
Control Room Deficiencies, Remedial Options, and Human Factors Research
Needs
J. Seminara
April 1988, pp.154

Control Room Alarm S- 1rpji

EPRI NP-3448 RP2011-2 VOLUME 1 & 2
A Procedure for Reviewing and Improving Power Plant Alann Systems
MPR Associates, Inc.
Interim Report
April 1984, V1284 pp, V2142pp

EPRI NP-4361 RP 2011-2
Power Plant Alarm Systems: A Survey and Recommended Approach for
Evaluating Improvements
MPR Associates
Final Report
December 1985, 54 pp,
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Computer-Generated Displays

EPRI NP-3701 RP2184-1 VOLUhiE 1
Computer-Conerated Display System Guidelines
Volume 1: Display Design
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
September 1984, 226 pp.

EPRI NP-3701 RP2184-1 VOLUhiE 2
Computer-Generated Display System Guidelines
Volume 2: Developing an Evaluation Plan
Search Technology, Inc.
September,1984, 108 pp.

Operator Alertness

EPRI NP-6748 RP 2184-7
Control-Room Operator Alertness and Performance in Nuclear Power Plants
Circadian Technologies, Inc.

! Final Report
February 1990, 220 pp.

Lighting

EPRI NP-5989 RP1637-7
Effects of Control Room Lighting on Operator Performance
A Pilot Empirical Study
Advanced Resource Development Corporation
August 1988, pp. 64

Training

EPRI NP-753 RP769-1
Performance hicasurement System for Training Simulators: Interim Report
General Physics Corporation
Interim Report, hiay 1978, 102 pp.
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EPRI NP-2719 . (P769-2 |
Performance Measurements System for Training Simulators
General Physics Corporation
November 1982, 162 pp.

MAINTENANCE

Design for Maintainabilliy

EPRI NP-1567-SY RP1126
Human Factors Review of Power Plant Maintainability
Lockheed Missiles & Spase Co.,Inc.
Summary Report, October 1980, 56 pp.

EPRI NP-1567 RP1126
Human Factori Review of Powei Plant Maintainability
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.
Final Report
February 1981, 581 pp.

EPRI NP-1918-SR
Anthropometric Database for Power Plant Design
Parris, H.L., and McConville, G.T.
July 1981, 30 pp.

EPRI NP-3588 RP2166-2
Maintainability Assessment Methods and Enhancements Strategies for
Nuclear and Fossil Plants
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.
July 1984, 376 pp.

EPRI NP-4350 RP2166-4
Human Engineering Guidelines for Maintainability
General Physics Corp.
December 1985, 790 pp.
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Industrial Safety / Radiation Control

EPRI NP-2868 RPl705
Personal Cooling in Nuclear Power Stations
Pennsylvania State University
hiarch 1983, 92 pp.

EPRI NP-4453 RP2166-3,2166-5,2166-6
Heat Stress Management Program for the Nuclear Power Industry
Westinghouse Corp., Pennsylvania State, and GPU Nuclear
Interim Report
February 1986,195 pp.

EPRI NP6434 RP270512
Interim Guidelines for Protecting Fire-Fighting Personnel From Multiple
Hazards at Nuclear Plant Sites
Yankee Atomic Electric Company
Final Report
July 1989, 40 pp.

EPRI NP-6882 RP ??05-13
Video Camera Use at Nuclear Power Plants: Tools for Increasing Productivity
and Reducing Radiation Exposure
ENCORE Technical Resources, Inc.
Final Report
August 1990,

Oualifications and Training

EPRI NP-5710 RP2705-10
Handbook for Evaluating the Proficiency of Maintenance Personnel
Anacapa Sciences, Inc.
March 1988, 336 pp.

EPRI NP-6679 RP2705-10
Guidebook for Maintenance Proficiency Testing
Anacapa Sciencies, Inc.
Final Report
December 1989, 284 pp.
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Inspection and Testing

EPRI NP-6052 RP2705-9
Human Performance in Non Destructive Inspections and Functional Tests
Anacapa Sciences, Inc.
October 1988, 164 pp.

EPRI NP-6675 RP2705-9
Cognitive Correlates of Ultrasonic inspection Performance
Anacapa Sciences, Inc.
Topical Report
January 1990, 116 pp.

Ptocedures

EPRI NP-2676 RP1367
Test of Job Performance Aids for Power Plants
Kinton, Inc.
October 1982,194 pp.

Preventive Maintenance

EPRI NP-3416 RP2166-1
A Culde for Developing Preventive Maintenance Frograms in Electric Power
Plants
Pickard, Lowe & Garrick, Inc.
May 1984, 236 pp.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

Labeling and Coding

EPRI NP-6209 RP1637-8
Effective Plant Labeling and Coding
J.L. Seminara, Human Factors Consultant
December 1988, 204 pp.
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Training

EPRI NP-3829 RP2294
Diagnostic Training for Nuclear Plant Personnel
Volume 1: Courseware Development
Search Technology, Inc.
January,1985,128 pp.

EPRI NP-3829 RP2294
Diagnostic Training for Nuclear Plant Personnel
Volume 2: Implementation and Evaluation
Search Technology, Inc.
March 1986, 116 pp.

Communicatio.1

EPRI NP-2035 RP501-5
Survey and Analysis of Communications Problems in Nuclear Power Plants
General Physics Corporation
September 1981, 102 pp.

EPRI NP-6559 RP2705-7
Voice Communication Systems Compatible With Respiratory Protection
ARINC Research Corporation
Final Report
November 1989, 96 pp.

Orcani7ation and Managemen_t

EPRI NP-3141 RF501-5
Survey and Analysis of Work Structure in Nuclear Power Plants
Biotechnology, Inc.
June 1983, 196 pp.

EPRI NP-5618 RP2167-3
Enhancing Plant Effectiveness Through Organizational Communication
Essex Corp.
February 1988, 264 pp.
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Primer

EPRI NP-5714 RP1637-5
Iluman Factors Primer for Nuclear Utility Managers
Essex Corporation
March 1988,116 pp.
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